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mArgabandhustotram by Appayya Dixita

માગર્બ ધુ તાતે્રમ્ અ પ યદ ક્ષતે દ્રઃૈ િવર ચતમ્

શ્રીમાગર્બ ધપુ ચરત્નમાલા અથવા પ ચરત્ન તવં

માગર્બ ધુ તાતે્રમ્ ।
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥
ભાલાવનમ્ર કર ટં ભાલનતે્રા ચષા દગ્ધપ ચષેુક ટમ્ ।
(ભાલપ્રદ ચ્યા કર ટં ભાલનતે્રા ચષા દગ્ધપુ પષેુક ટમ)્
શલૂાહતારા તકૂટં શદુ્ધમધ દુચૂડં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૧॥
અઙ્ગે િવરાજદ્ભજુઙ્ગં અભ્રગઙ્ગાતરઙ્ગા ભરામાેત્તમાઙ્ગમ્ ।
આકારવાટ કુરઙ્ગં સદ્ધસસંિેવતાઙ્ ઘ્ર ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ । (હ્ર ીકંારવાટ કુરઙ્ગં શદુ્ધ)
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૨॥
િનત્યમ્ ચદાન દ પં િનહ્નતુાશષેલાેકેશવૈિરપ્રતાપમ્ ।
કાતર્ વરાગે દ્રચાપં કૃ ત્તવાસં ભજે િદવ્યસન્માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૩॥
ક દપર્દપર્ઘ્નમીશં કાલક ઠં મહેશં મહાવ્યાેમકેશમ્ ।
કુ દાભદ તં સરેુશં કાેિટસયૂર્પ્રકાશં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૪॥
મ દારભૂતે દારં મ દરાગે દ્રસારં મહાગાૈયર્દૂરમ્ ।
સ દૂરદૂરપ્રચારં સ ધુરા તધીરં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ । ( સ દૂરગાૈરપ્રચારં)

શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૫॥
અ પ યય વે દ્ર ગીતં તાતે્રરાજં પઠેદ્ય તુ ભ યા પ્રયાણે ।
તસ્યાથર્ સ દ્ધ િવધત્તે માગર્મ યેઽભયં ચાશતુાષેાે મહેશઃ ।
(અ પ યયમ ખવયર્ર ચતં પ ચરત્ન તવં માગર્બ ધાે દારમ્ ।
િનતં્ય પઠેદ્ય તુ ભ યા તસ્ય મુ ક્તઃ કરસ્યવૈ સાયજુ્ય પમ્ ।)
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શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ, શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે ॥ ૬॥

ઇ ત શ્રીઅ પ યદ ક્ષતે દ્રઃૈ િવર ચતં માગર્બ ધુ તાતે્રમ્ સ પૂણર્મ્ ।
The sequence of the verses has variation; also with verse number 6.

Introduction and translation by N. Balasubramanian

A short life sketch of Shri Appayya DikShita (1520-1593 AD)

Shrimad Appayya DikShita was born at Adayapalam village, very near Arni, North Arcot

District, Tamil Nadu, in the year 1520 AD. His father Shri Rangarajadhari was the son

of Shri Acharya DikShita - also known as VakShasthalacharya who was in the court

of Shri Krishnadevaraya. “Appayya” was an endearing form of his real name, Vinayaka

Subramaniam. “The 16th century AD, in South India was an age of confusion when begotry

and vigorous proselytism were rampant. Persecution of one sect by another with the help

of the ruling dynasties was quite common. In such an age, the need was felt for a rare

scholar with comprehensive vision and imagination, whose mission in life would be the

reconciliation of the various creeds, cults and philosophies. Shri Appayya DikShita filled

this essential need. He was a peace maker who pleade for harmony, tolerance and mutual

goodwill and understanding at a time when people were quarrelling among themselves as to

who was superior Vishnu or Shiva. (Dr. N. Ramesan IAS. Shri Appayya DikShita Page 3)

“DikShitar’s culture was at once profound, libeal and wide. His characteristic impartiality

never failed him even in his out and out militant works.” (A. V. Gopalachariar. Introduction

to Varadarajastava 1927. P vI) DikShitar’s learning, says Y. Mahalinga Shastri, was in the

truest sense of the word encyclopaedic.

અ પ યદ ક્ષતે દ્રા-નશષેિવદ્યાગુ નહં વ દે ।
ય કૃ તબાેધાબાેધાૈ િવદ્વદિવદ્વ દ્વભાજકાપેાધી ॥ (ભટ્ટાે દ ક્ષતઃ)
Shri DikShita is the author of not less than 104 works and had enjoyed the patronage

of King Chinna Bomma of Vellore. He was offered “kanakAbhiSheka” by this king in

1582AD. He was patronised by Chinna Thimma and Venkatapati also. He lived upto

the ripe age of 73 years and spent his last days in Chidambaram. Some of his most

famous works are Shivarka maNidIpikA, NyAya rakShAmaNI, siddhAnta lesha sa.ngraha,

parimala, chAturmata sArasa.ngraha, yAdavabhyudaya vyAkhyA, varadarAjastava and
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kuvalayAnanda. His stotras are simple, popular and effective, for example, mArgabandhu

stotram, durgAchandrakalA stuti, ApitakuchambA stava, hariharabheda stuti.

Margabandhu stotram: This small hymn is about Lord Marga sahaya or Margabandhu of

Virinchipuram, near Vellore, NA Dt., the family deity of DikShita. It is very effective when

recited before and during journy to ward off accidents and ensure success. (The above life

sketch is taken from the book Shrimad Appayya DikShita, published by Shrimad Appayya

DikShitendrar Grantha Prakasana Samiti, Hyderabad.)

The following abbreviations are used in the commentary: (1) VS: Shri Vishnu Sahasranama

stotramwith Shri Shankara’s bashyam. (2) SS: Shiva Sahasranama stotram (called Vedasara

sahasram) from Padmapuranam with the commentary (published by Tanjore Saraswati

Mahal Library) of HH Shri Paramasivendra Saraswati - 57th pontiff of Kanchi Kamakoti

Peetam and the guru of the well known saint composer Shri Sadasiva Brahmendra

Saraswati. (3) BG: Bhagavat Gita (4) BH: Shrimad Bhagavatam (5) KU: Kathopanishad.

(6) MU: mundakopanishad (7)SVU: Svetasvatara upanishad. (8)TU: Taittriyopanishad. (9)

SA: Shri Shivanama Ashtottara shata stotram from Skandam with the commentary (called

Shivatattva Rahasyam) of Shri Neelakanta DikShita (grandson of Shri Appayya DikShita’s

younger brother), a great scholar and poet in his own right.

માગર્ઃ = a way, road, path; બ ધુઃ = relative or any one associated, well wisher. So the word

માગર્બ ધુઃ means one who comes along with you giving company and protection તાતે્રમ્
Stotram is a hymn praising the Lord ગુણસકં તર્નાત્મકં તાતે્રમ્ (VS681) It talks about His
qualities.

માગર્બ ધુ તાતે્રમ્

Stotram: At this point it is relevant to say a few words about stotram. Our scriptures are

explicit in saying that the Supreme Being is one. It is without name, form and any other

attributes. It is called brahman in our scriptures. This is not its name but one of its many

attributes હત્તમ વાત્ That which is big is brahman. Since the adjective ‘big’ is used simply
without a noun to be qualified it implies that the bigness is unlimited. It is infinite and beyond

time, space etc., unlike the objects and beings we see in the universe. The scriptures also

aver that it is beyond our senses. The famous mantra from the Taittiriyopanishad (Anu IV)
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says that the brahman is beyond the reach of our mind and words યતાે વાચાે િનવતર્ તે અપ્રા ય
મનસા સહ If so, how does a seeker think of it or pray to it? This is where our scriptures come

to our help. They also describe the same God (who indeed is without a form or name)

as having many forms and names. This helps a seeker to worship Him through prayers,

puja, pilgrimages to holy places etc.. So we have gods like Rama, Shiva, Durga etc.. The

worship of the Lord with form and name is called (સગુણ ઉપાસના ) saguna (sa = with;

guna = attributes; upAsanA = worship). The names and forms conceal the esoteric truths

mentioned in the upanishads. Thus they, like a map, give us some idea of something which

is very vast and cannot be grasped by our senses. The Lord graciously accepts the worship

offered to Him in any form one may choose. Krishna says

યાે યાે યાં યાં તનું ભક્તઃ શ્રદ્ધયાઽ ચતુ મચ્છ ત ।
તસ્ય તસ્યાચલાં શ્રદ્ધાં તામવે િવદધા યહમ્ ॥ BG.7-21

He says that in whatever form a devotee seeks to worship Him with faith He upholds that

faith and makes it steady.

સ તયા શ્રદ્ધયા યુક્તઃ તસ્યારાધનમીહતે ।
લભતે ચ તતઃ કામાન્ મયવૈ િવિહતા હતાન્ ॥ BG.7-22 .

He adds that the devotee engages himself with faith in the worship (as said above) and from

that he obtains his desires which are really conferred by Me alone. These statements of the

Lord lend validity and sanctity to the worship of God with name and form who indeed is

without any name, form or attributes. Later on the Lord says

તષેાં સતતયુક્તાનાં ભજતાં પ્રી તપવૂર્કમ્ ।
દદા મ બુ દ્ધસયંાેગં યને મામપુયા ત ત।ે BG.10-10 .

He assures that to such devotees who worship Him with love He will give the clear wisdom

by which they will reach Him. In this manner the saguna upAsana acts as a stepping stone

to nirguna upAsana and through that the realisation of God.

Prahlada, the gem among the devotees, mentions nine kinds of devotion (BH .7-5-23). The

first two amongst these (viz.) શ્રવણમ્ listening to the Lord’s names and stories which bring
out His glories and ક તર્નમ્ chanting them are the simplest and easiest to practise. These can

be done by anyone irrespective of age, caste or gender. They are suitable for the young and

energetic as well as the old and decrepit, a pundit and also the ignoramus. Thus they are

suitable for all. It is possible that their very simplicity deceives one to imagine that they are
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less potent than the other kinds of devotion. This is not so. Our scriptures repeatedly assert

that they can confer the highest benefits on the devotee. The vedas contain stotras like the

Rudram, Shri suktam etc.. Our puranas contain many. In adddition our acharyas like Shri

Shankara and other saints have composed soul-stirring compositions in many languages.

All these are ideally suited for recitation.

One remarkable common feature to be found in these stotras is that each one may be in

praise of a differently named god like Rama or Shiva. It will praise the attributes of that deity

(in saguna form). It will also refer to incidents to be found in the puranas. The Bhagvat Gita

says that the Lord incarnates Himself from time to time to subdue the evil and protect the

righteous people. The puranas contain details of the incarnations and the deeds performed

by Him to fulfill His mission. Behind all the glorification they will refer to His nirguna

(without attributes) aspect also. The composition may be in praise of Shri Rama or Devi

but it will also talk of the God as the Supreme Being. This clearly shows that the composer

of the stotra was in fact praising the formless reality using the form of Shri Rama or Devi

as a front. We can see this being done in this stotram also.

There is one more point to note regarding stotras. Poets have sung praises of nobles and

kings for pecuniary gains. But these men and kings, howsoever great or rich they may be,

are only human. They have their limitations and weaknesses. In view of this a poem in

praise of a person has necessarily to overlook the subject’s foibles, exaggerate whatever

virtues are to be found and if necessary innovate virtues! Exactly opposite is the case with

God. He is pure and without limitations. As said earlier He is beyond the reach of the mind

and words. So those who have composed stotrams in praise of the Lord have invariably felt

severely handicapped because of their own limitations. We find such verses confessing the

feelings of inadequacy even in the compositions of great acharyas like Shri Shankara and

Shri Vedanta Desika .

Now let us go to the Margabhandhu Stotram proper .

0

શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ શવ શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવેશ શ ભાે -
શ ભાે મહાદેવ દેવ ॥
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The stotram begins with the recitation of the holy names of the Lord. The recitation of

the Lord’s names purifies the mind, makes it calm and fit for any serious undertaking. So

they are normally repeated before commencing any work like pooja, religious discourse

etc.. Here one may recall the familiar verses recited at the time of commencing puja or any

religious ceremony .

અપિવત્રઃ પિવત્રાે વા સવાર્વસ્થાં ગતાેઽિપ વા ।
યઃ મરેત્ પુ ડર કાકં્ષ સઃ બાહ્યા ય તરઃ શુ ચઃ ॥
માનસં વા ચકં પાપં કમર્ણા સમપુા જતમ્ ।
શ્રીરામ મરણનેવૈ વ્યપાેહ ત ન સશંયઃ ॥
શ્રી રામ રામ રામ ॥
These verses say “Anyone - may be impure or pure or whatever may be his condition - if

just thinks of th lotus -eyed Lord is certainly pure inside and out. Sins commited by mind,

speech or action go away by thinking of Shri Rama. This is certain.” Thus the chanting

of the Lord’s names flushes out the impurities in the mind and invigorates it. The author

can then look to the successful completion of the work taken on hand - in this case the

composing of the hymn. Happily these names may be taken to apply to both to Shiva and

Vishnu. They may be seen in the sahasranamams of both Shiva and Vishnu.

SHAMBHU શ ભુઃ । શં સખુ◌़◌ં ભાવયતી ત શ ભુઃ
(SS-74: VS-38) He blesses his devotees with happiness and prosperity શં = happiness,

prosperity. All being go through the repeated cycle of birth and death. They experience

varities of sufferings during each life. During the dissolution of the universe He withdraws

all beings within Himself - out of mercy - and after some time He releases them again at

the beginning of the next kalpa so that they get relief and respite.

યતઃ સવાર્ ણ ભૂતાિન ભવ ત્યાિદયુગાગમે ।
ય મશ્ચ પ્રલયં યા ત પનુરેવ યુગક્ષયે ॥ VS-11

“Fromwhom all beings come at the beginning of the kalpa and into whom they again merge

at the end of the kalpa.” This implies that they are also sustained by Him during the period

in between. This is mentioned in the TU (3-1).

યતાે વા ઇમાિન ભૂતાિન ય તે યને તાિન વ ત યત્
પ્રય ત્ય ભસિંવશ ત
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“From whom all these beings emanate, by whom they stay alive and into whom they merge

after death.”

MAHADEVA મહાદેવઃ - મહાંશ્ચાસાૈ દેવશ્ચ મહાદેવઃ ।
મહ વં ચ સકલપજૂ્ય વાદ્વા િવભુ વને પ્રમાણતાે મહ વાદ્વા He is worshipped by everyone. Also He

is great because He pervades every thing.(SS22) સવાર્ન્ ભાવન્ પિરત્યજ્ય આત્મજ્ઞાનયાેગૈશ્વય મહ ત
મહીયતે ત માદુચ્યતે મહાદેવઃ (VS492)He is called Mahadeva because of His superior knowledge

and His greatness as the gretest of the yogis. Shivarahasya says that the sound “Mahadeva

Maha-deva” is a divine medicine for those bitten by the serpent called samsara મહાદેવ મહાદેવ
મહાદેવેત્યયં વિનઃ સસંારસપર્-દષ્ટાનાં િદવ્યાષૈધમનુત્તમમ।્
DEVA દેવઃ - વા મપયાર્યાે દેવશ દઃ, નરદેવ ઇ તવત્। અકંુ ચત વા મ વં ચ શવસ્યવૈ The word deva

indicates lordship. His lordship is unrestricted િદવ્યતેદવઃ (SA93) He is effulgent. Krishna

says ” I am the splendour of those who possess splendour,” તજે તજે વનામહમ્ BG(10-36)
Accordingly, તમવે ભા તમનુભા ત સવ તસ્ય ભાસા સવર્ મદં િવભા ત KU(2-2-15). All these (the sun,

the moon, the stars, the lightning and fire) shine only after Him. It is with the infinitesimal

part of His luminosity that all these shine.

તે ેમૂ તઃ SS413 and અ મતતે ઃ SS34 are His names. In the course of teaching of Gita at

KurukShetra, Arjuna requests Krishna to show him His cosmic form as Iswara. The

gracious Lord obliges and reveals His universal form. Arjuna is overwhelmed by the

splendour of the form he sees. He feels as though a thousand suns had risen at once in

the sky િદિવ સયૂર્સહસ્રસ્ય ભવેદ્યુગપદુ થતા । યિદ ભાઃ સદશૃી સા સ્યાદ્ભાસ તસ્ય મહાત્મનઃ । (BG 9-

12). Here, as is usual with the scriptures, thousand is only indicative and stands for many or

infinite. This is a popular verse and is said to have been quoted by the scientist Oppenheimer

to describe the explosion of the first atom bomb which he witnessed.

Effulgence does not stand only for light. It also means wisdom. Shiva stands for infinite

knowledge યઃ સવર્જ્ઞઃ સવર્િવત્ MU(1-9) One who is omniscient and knower of all દ્યુ તધરઃ
દ્યુ ત જ્ઞાનલક્ષણાં દ પ્ત ધારયતી ત દ્યુ તધરઃ VS(275)He bears the shine of knowledge દ પ્તમૂ તઃ દ પ્તા
જ્ઞાનમયી મૂ તયર્સ્યે ત દ પ્તમૂ તઃ VS(719) He is of the form of shining knowledge પ્રકાશાત્મા।
પ્રકાશ વ પ આત્મા યસ્ય સઃ પ્રકાશાત્મા VS(276) His form is effulgent knowledge.

SIVA શવઃ - શવઃ મઙ્ગલ વ પઃ ॥ િન ર્ષ્ટ િન ખલદુઃખાનષુઙ્ગપરમાન દ પ ઇત્યથર્ઃ । Shiva is the

personification of auspiciousness. He is completely free from sorrows that characterise
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all created beings including plants, animals, birds, humans and devas like Indra and even

Brahama the creator. He is the embodiment of supreme bliss. (SS18) Also િનસૈ્ત્રગુણતયા
શદુ્ધ વાત્ શવઃ (VS27)He is devoid of the three qualities i.e. sattva(serenity), rajas(activity)
and tamas(inertia). These qualities constitute ignorance (of Brahman or reality) and

characterise all creation. So Shiva being free from these is pure. Patanjali sums up all

this in his Yogadarsana (1-23) as ક્લેશકમર્િવપાકાશયૈરપરા ષ્ટઃ પુ ષિવશષેઃ ઈશ્વરઃ । ક્લેશાઃ,અિવદ્યા,
અ મતા, રાગ, દ્વષે, અ ભિનવેશા, કમર્ ધમાર્ધમા, િવપાકાઃ કમર્ફલાિન - જન્માયુભાગાઃ, આશયાે જ્ઞાનાિદ-
વાશનાઃ, અેતૈઃ કાલત્રયેઽપરા ષ્ટઃ પુ ષિવશષેઃ ઈશ્વરઃ ઇત્યથર્ઃ ॥

તમાત્રેણ પાવયન્ શવઃHe removes the sins of those who just think of His name. DakShayani
says this to her father DakSha યદ્વ્યક્ષરં નામ ગરેિરતં ણાં સકૃત્ પ્રસગંાદઘમાશુ હ તThe celebrated
two syllables SIVA uttered with the tongue even once and that too casually, immediately

wipes off the sins of those (who utter them).(BH 4.4.13) Shivarahasya says this about the

sanctity of Lord Shiva’s names:

સવાર્ ણ શવનામાિન માેક્ષદા યવે સવર્દા ।
તે વ યત્યુત્તમં નામ શવે ત બ્રહ્મસં જ્ઞત ॥
All the names of Shiva give mokSha no doubt. But amongst them the name Shiva is the

best and denominates brahman. The name Shiva is considered as the best among the Lord’s

names .

િવદ્યાસુ શ્રુ ત કૃષ્ટા દ્રકૈાદશની શ્રુતાૈ ।
તત્ર પ ચાક્ષર તસ્યાં શવ ઇત્યક્ષરદ્વયમ્ ॥
Of all the knowledge the vedas are superior. Among the vedas Shri Rudram that consists of

sixteen chapters is superior. In that the PanchakShari is superior. In that also the two letters

SIVA are the best. The glory of the Lord’s names is dealt with in great detail in Puranas

and hymns of the saints.

DEVESHA દેવેશઃ - પ્રાધા યને દેવાનામીશઃ દેવેશઃ He is the foremost among the gods like Indra,
Agni etc.. VS(492) સરેુશઃ - સરુાણાં દેવાનામીશઃ સરેુશઃ He is the lord of the devas. VS(85). He
rules with a firm hand. None can dare to transgress His commandments without facing

serious consequences .

ભીષા માત્ વાતઃ પવત।ે ભીષાેદે ત સયૂર્ઃ ।
ભીષા માદ ગ્ શ્ચે દ્રશ્ચ । ઉત્યુધાર્વ ત પ ચમઃ
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TU(VII-1) It is for fear of Him that the wind blows; the sun rises; the fire and Indra perform

their duties. It is for fear of Him that death the fifth runs about doing his work with diligence.

The same is said by none other than Yama, the lord of death:

ભયાદસ્યા ગ્ તપ ત ભયાત્ તપ ત સયૂર્ઃ ।
ભયાિદ દ્રશ્ચ વાયુશ્ચ ત્યુધાર્વ ત પ ચમઃ । KU(3-3).

Now let us go to the stotram proper. It consists of five verses and a sixth one - called ફલશ્રુ તઃ
that gives the benefit of reciting the hymn. In this hymn Lord Margabandhu is described

as the God with form as Shiva bearing weapons, as the consort of Parvati. It refers to

various incidents to be found in puranas that reveal His unrivalled power and glory. He is

also praised in His aspect as the supreme reality, the attributeless brahman whose nature is

existence, wisdom and bliss .

1

૧. ભાલાવનમ્ર કર ટં ભાલનતે્રા ચષા દગ્ધપ ચષેુક ટમ્ ।
શલૂાહતારા તકૂટં, શદુ્ધમધ દુચૂડં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે ...

ભાલઃ - forehead; bhAla is preferred to (wrongly used) phAla; અવનમ્ર - descended or

come down; િકર ટં - crown: indicates that Lord Shiva wears a crown on the head િકર ટ
- િકર ટમસ્યા તી ત િકર ટ (SS782). The crown implies that Shiva wears other ornaments also

િહર યઃ (SS273) and િહર યબાહુઃ (SS387) સવુણર્વણર્ઃ -સવુણર્સ્યવે વણાઽસ્યે ત સવુણર્વણર્ઃ VS(737).
One who is golden-hued and હેમાઙ્ગઃ - હેમવેાઙ્ગં વપુરસે ત હેમાઙ્ગઃVS(738) One with body like
gold are also His names. Shri Rudram salutes Him saying નમાે િહર યબાહવે। પાદાવનમ્ર કર ટં
is another reading found in some books પાદઃ = foot; implies that when gods like Indra bow

down to salute Him their crowns touch His feet. The crown indicates lordship. Please see

the comments on DEVESHA above. He demands respect and in fact He is the only one to

be respected પજૂ્યઃ ॥ પૂ યાેગ્યઃ પજૂ્યઃ સવર્વ દ્ય: ઇત્યથર્ઃ SS(70) He deserves to be worshipped by
all. There is none equal to or greater than Him says Shri Suka while saluting Him before he

begins to narrate Bhagavatam to King ParikShit િનર તસા યા તશયને રાધસા વધામિન બ્રહ્મ ણ
રંસ્યતે નમઃ BH(2-4-14)અતુલઃ - તુલાપેમાનમસ્ય ન િવદ્યતે ઇ ત અતુલઃ He has none equal to Him.

VS(355) અનુત્તમઃ - અિવદ્યમાન ઉત્તમાે ય માત્ સઃ અનુત્તમઃ There is none greater than Him. VS
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(80). Further there is none superior to Him. VS(626) અનીશઃ - ન િવદ્યતેઽસ્યેશ ઇ ત અનીશઃ All
other devas including Brahma the creator are limited by time and are subject to sorrows

પ્રથમઃ - દેવાનાં પ્રધાનભૂત આદ્યાે વા પ્રથમઃ He is the first and foremost among the devas. SS(111).
Shri Rudram says He is the foremost and is the inner self of the devas પ્રથમાે દૈવ્યઃ Such is His
glory ભાલનતે્રા ચષા દગ્ધપ ચષેુક ટં - નતંે્ર = eye: અ ચસ્ = fire: દગ્ધ = burnt: ઇષુઃ = arrow: ક ટઃ = a

worm, insect પ ચષેુઃ is the name Manmatha, the god of love, because he has five arrows:

they are અરિવ દં, અશાેકં, ચૂતં, નવમ લકા and નીલાે પલમ(્lotus, ashoka, mango, jasmine and

blue lotus). The five arrows are also said to be સમંાેહનઃ , ઉન્માદનઃ, શાષેણઃ, તાપનઃ and ત ભનઃ
They are fascination, intoxication or extravagance of love, emaciation, suffering pain and

benumbing or stupifying respectively. Kalidasa vividly narrates the story connected with

Shiva destroying the god of love in his mastepiece Kumarasambhavam. Manmatha shot

his arrow સમંાેહનં at Shiva who was deep in meditation. He wanted to seduce Shiva’s mind
and make Him fall in love with Parvati who was attending on Him, but failed in his

attempt. Shiva could sense that something was amiss and looked about. He sawManmatha

cowering at a distnce. He just knit his brows in annoyance. In that moment fire shot out of

His third eye and reduced the wretched Manmatha into a handful of ashes. Manmatha is

contemptuously termed a worm or insect as he was foolish enough to try his tricks on none

other than the great Shiva. So Shiva is known as કામાિરઃ - કામસ્ય મન્મથસ્યઅિરઃ કામાિરઃ SA(25)

Leaving the story apart, the implication is that there is no place for carnal desires in the

prescence of the Lord; just like there is no place for darkness in the prescence of the sun.

By the same logic,there will be no place for evil tendencies in the heart of a devotee who

establishes the Lord therein.

Shiva’s third eye is situated in His forehead. So Shiva is known as ભાલનતે્રઃ SS(159) and
લલાટાક્ષઃ SA(28) It is to be noted that the third eye is unique. None of the human beings and
gods including Indra and the creator Brahma possess such an eye. So Shiva is also known as

િવ પક્ષઃ । િવ પા ણ િવ દ્ધ વ પા ણ લાેકિવ દ્ધિત્ર વિવ શષ્ટાિન અક્ષી ણ યસ્ય સઃ િવ પાક્ષઃ । SS(129).

He has an abnormal third eye. The third eye situated in a high position (viz) forehead and

stands for supreme knowledge ઉન્નતસ્થાનવ તલાેચનશા લ વક તર્નને િવશ્વાેત્તરજ્ઞાનશા લ વં સૂ ચતમ્
SA(28). With such an eye He could easily look into the inmost recesses of anyone’s heart

and see the thoughts lurking there. So He could detect by a mere glance that the god of

love has come to His prescence with an evil thought and meted out severe punishment.
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The Shiva-Mahimna stotram (15) says that for his foolishness Manmatha paid a heavy price

with his life and became an object of memory મરઃ મતર્વ્યાત્મા ન િહ વ શષુ પ યઃ પિરભવઃ । મર
Smara is another name of Manmatha. His arrows have not failed anywher in the world of

gods, demons and men. So he became conceited. Smara became ( મતર્વ્યાત્મા) an object of
memory. The moral of the story, says the poem, is that an insult to the great will produce

serious consequences વિહ્નનતે્રઃ - વિહ્નનતંે્ર લલાટે યસ્ય સઃ વિહ્નનતે્રઃ (SS131) is also one of Shiva’s

names. Bhartrihari in his Vairagya Satakam refers to this incident thus: લીલાદગ્ધ-િવલૂલકામ
શલભઃ (i.e.) who effortlessly burnt up the flippant god of love as a moth. A big fire instantly

reduces a moth into ashes.

શલૂઃ = the Trident of Shiva; આહત = struck; અરા તઃ = enemy; કૂટં = mass, heap: Shiva has

destroyed His enemies with His Trident. But Shiva has no enemies સમાેઽહં સવર્ભૂતષેુ ન મે
દ્વે યાેઽ ત ન પ્રયઃ (BG9-29) “I am the same to all beings. There is none hateful or dear

to me” says the Lord in Gita. So we have to take “enemies” to mean the enemies of

His devotees. We find that during the Mahabharata war Lord involved Himself to help

His devotee Arjuna. During the KurukShetra war Arjuna was struk with wonder to see

a figure radiant like the sun going ahead of him. The figure destroyed his enemies very

easily with His trident. Arjuna tells this to sage Vyasa and asks who that radiant figure was.

He adds that people think he has killed his enemies so valiantly though all the work was

done by that figure. Vyasa says “You have seen Lord Shiva.” ઈશાનમીશ્વરં દેવં દષૃ્ટવાન સ શઙ્કરમ્
Krishna confirms this and says “Your enemies have already been killed by Me. Be a mere

instrument.” BG(11-33) મયવૈૈતે િનિહતાઃ પવૂર્મવે િન મત્તમાતં્ર ભવ સવ્યસા ચન્

The more dangerous “enemies” a devotee has to face are internal such as desire, anger etc..

In reply to Arjuna’s question as to what impels a person to commit sins even though he may

be unwilling, Krishna says કામ અેષ ક્રાેધ અેષ ર ેગુણસમુદ્ભવઃ । મહાશનાે મહાપા મા િવદ્ યને મહ
વૈિરણમ્। BG(3-37) “It is desire. It is anger. They are born out of rajo guna. It has huge

appetite and makes one to commit sins. Recognise it as your enemy.” And later on BG(16-

21) He describes these as open gateways to hell that will destroy the self. He cautions

Arjuna to be careful and avoid them. So a devotee in order to avoid these internal enemies

installs Him in his heart and feels safe. Krishna tells Uddhava that once He is established

in the heart evil tendencies like desires get destroyed કામા હૃદ યા ન ય ત સવ મિય હૃિદ સ્થતે
BH(11-21-26). They cannot live together like light and darkness. He is called કામહા -
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કામાન્ હ ત મુમુક્ષણૂાં ભક્તાનાં િહસકાનાં ચે ત કામહા He destroys the desires of His devoteees who
seek liberation and the intentions of those who trouble them. VS(294). Also કામનાશઃ ॥
મુમુક્ષણૂાં કામં નાશયતી ત કામનાશઃ SS(126). Lord Shiva is the આિદ ગુ ઃ the earliest or the first
guru. He teaches by demonstration. He shows He has destroyed His desires and wants His

devotee to do likewise. He is only too willing to help him provided he makes his heart His

temple. In view of this Bhartruhari describes a sadhu whose heart is pure as having devotion

to Shiva with trident ભ ક્તઃ શૂ લિન

Unfortunately a devotee has to contend with one more “enemy” - more pernicious than the

enemies mentioned in the preceding para. It is attachment. Desire is a longing to possess

something which we do not have and we feel that thing can give us satis faction or pleasure

or security. We try to get that thing and when someone or something thwarts the desire

the desire turns into anger. Thus desire precedes anger or anger is the result of frustrated

desire. Once the object of desire is got and is in our possession we tend to hold on to it. This

inclination to bind ourselves to objects or people around us is known as attachment. We

look to those objects or people to give us pleasure or security. Vedanta warns us to avoid

getting attached to things or people; because firstly the objects of attachment are perishable

as anything in the world is. If we develop strong attachment to something, then parting with

it can be a very painful experience and we may sink under the load of the resultant grief.

That was the case with Dasaratha who was excessively attached to his son Rama. He could

not bear the pangs of separation from Rama who had to leave for the forest for fourteen

years. He died in agony.

Secondly it is wrong to look to such objects or people for security as they are perishable

and so are themselves insecure. Hence they cannot confer security on us. We will be left in

the lurch. Attachment is called (ઈષણા ) IshanA. Three types of attachments are mentioned
in our scriptures. They are attachment to (1) the money (2) wife/husband and (3) children.

Further it is said that attachment, once developed to something, is very difficult to get rid of.

It is like a blob of coaltar that has some how got stuck to our body. It will take a long time

and repeated washing to get rid of it. So we are warned to be wary of developing attachment

to anything or any person. This does not prevent us from showing love to others.

Prahlada gives a description of these attachments (BH .7-6) in his advice to his friends.

Talking about the attachment to money he says કાે વથર્ ણાં િવ જેત્ પ્રાણે યાેઽિપ ય ઈ સતઃ ॥
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યં ક્ર ણાત્યસુ ભઃ પ્રેષૈ્ઠ તસ્કરઃ સવેકાે વ ણક્। (BH 97-8-10) He says that money is valued higher

than life itself and so who can give up attachment to it? The thief, the soldier and the

merchant trade their dear life for money. In view of this he warns all to stay away from the

objects of attachment and seek the Lord. The boy Nachiketa said ન િવત્તને તપર્ણીયાે મનુ યઃHe
said man can never get satiated with the wealth when Yama offered him immense wealth

in exchange for the teaching about self.

Kunti, the mother of Pandavas, in her prayer to Krishna before He leaves for Dwaraka

says નેહપાશ મમં છ ધ દૃઢં પા ડુષુ ણષુ। She prays to the Lord to cut her attachment to her

relatives so that her mind can think of Him without distractions. BH(1-8-41)

The foregoing introduction is to explain the other implication of shula or the trident of

Shiva. The three sharp points of the trident can destroy the three kinds of attachment that

can assail a devotee and hinder his progress.

The devotee shakes off his attachments to the worldly objects first. This was what

Vibhishana did before surrendering to Rama. As the brother of Ravana and his minister

he was very powerful. He was immensely rich. He had palaces, loving wives and children.

But he gave up every thing and rushed to Rama without even taking leave of his wife and

children. He saidત્ય વા પતુ્રાંશ્ચ દારાંશ્ચ રાઘવં શરણં ગતઃRenouncingmywives and children I have
surrendered to Raghava and again પિર યક્તા મયા લઙ્કા મત્રા ણ ચ ધનાિન ચ Lanka, friends and

all wealth had been left behind by me. (Ramayana-Yuddhakanda-17-16 and 19-6). Then

he transfers his attachment to the Lord and enshrines Him in his heart. Then the devotee ties

His feet firmly with the cord of love and so He becomes immobilised પ્રણયરશનયા થાઙ્ ઘ્રપદ્મઃ
BH(11-2-55). Thus firmly stationed in the devotee’s heart He destroys the evil tendencies

therein હૃદ્ય તસ્થાેહ્યભદ્રા ણ િવધનુાે ત સહૃુ સતામ્BH(1-2-17)શલૂહ તઃ -શલંૂ હ તે યસ્ય સઃ (SS114):
જતશત્રુઃ - જતાઃ શત્રવઃ યને સઃ જતશત્રુઃ (SS211) and િરપુઘ્નઃ - સરુિરપનૂ્ હ તી ત િરપુઘ્નઃ (SS370) are
Shiva’s names.

Further it is said ત્રૈગુ યં શલૂમેતસ્ય - અેવં ભૂતસ્ય શલૂસ્ય કરસ્થ વાે યા િત્રગુણા ત્મકાયા માયાયા
વાધીન વમુક્તં ભવ ત SA(11) The trident represents the three gunas (traits). Shiva holding

it in His hand shows He is in contol of maya of which they are the constituents.

શદંુ્ધ = કાલત્રયેઽિપ પરમાથર્તઃ માયાઽિવદ્યાિદ સ બ ધરિહતઃ શદુ્ધઃ । શદુ્ધમપાપિવદં્ધ ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ (SS310)
Forever He is free from maya (the illusion by which one considers the unreal universe
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as really existent and as distinct from the Supreme Spirit) and spiritual ignorance. This is

made explicit by what is said about the moon next.

અધ દુચૂડં - અધર્ = half ઇ દુઃ = the moon ચૂડ = crest, Shiva has partial moon on the crest

સાેમિવભષૂઃ - િવ શષ્ટા ભષૂા િવભષૂા, સાેમઃ િવભષૂા ભષૂણં યસ્ય સઃ સાેમિવભષૂઃ ચ દ્રધરઃ (SS32) and also

શ શમાૈ લઃ = શશી ચ દ્રઃ માૈલાૈ યસ્યસઃ શ શમાૈ લઃ (SS929)Themoon appears as a special ornament
to Shiva શ શશખેરઃ -અયં ચ દ્રઃ પરમેશ્વરસ્ય જ્ઞાન પ ઇ ત શવાગમે દ શતમ।્યતાેક્તં “ જ્ઞાનચ દ્રકલાચૂડં।”
SA(5). The moon represents His infinite wisdom. Please see notes under Deva above. It

is to be noted that the crown that Shiva wears does not cover the moon. This implies

that Shiva’s lordship over the universe - His omnipotence - does not veil His wisdom. The

shining moon announces to the world that one who yearns for knowledge should come to

Him. Shankaracharya says in his Prasnottara ratnamalika કાે િહ જગદુ્ગ ક્તઃ? શ ભુઃ, જ્ઞાનં
કુતઃ? શવાદેવ। Who is the universal teacher? Shambu. From where can one get wisdom?

From Shiva only. So we have the sayingજ્ઞાન મચ્છેત્ મહેશ્વરાત્ ” One should pray toMaheswara

for wisdom.”

ભજે = worship: માગર્બ ધું = the Lord Margabandu. I worship Lord Margabandu who wears a

crown, who destroyed the insect like god of love with the fire from His eye in His forehead,

who destroyed the enemies (of gods) with His Trident, who is pure(i.e.) beyond maya and

ignorance and who wears the moon on His head as an onament.

2

૨. અઙ્ગે િવરાજદ્ભજુઙ્ગં અભ્રગઙ્ગાતરઙ્ગા ભરામાેત્તમાઙ્ગમ્ ।
આકારવાટ કુરઙ્ગં સદ્ધસસંિેવતાઙ્ ઘ્ર ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે ...

અઙ્ગે િવરાજદ્ભજુઙ્ગં - અંગં = limb; may mean hand, or leg; િવરાજત્ = shining or appearing

prominently; ભજંુગઃ = serpent, snake; Lord Shiva is decked with snakes સપર્ભષૂઃ - સપાર્ઃ ભજુગાઃ
ભષૂાઃ ભષૂણાિન યસ્ય સઃ સપર્ભષૂઃ (SS43) His other names are સપર્હારઃ: સપાર્ઃ નાગાઃ, તે હારાઃ યસ્ય સઃ
(SS494) and નાગચૂડઃ - નાગાે વાસિુકઃ કાેટ રબ ધનાથ ચૂડાયાં યસ્ય સઃ નાગચૂડઃ (SS736). Shiva wears
a garland of snakes and has tied Vasuki -the king of snakes - around His head to keep His

locks of hair in place.

Snakes:-
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We fear snakes because we identify them with death. And everyone is afraid of death

ક માદ્ ય મહ? મરણાત્ says Sankaracharya in his Prasnottara ratnamalika. The symbolism

is used in our scriptures frequently. For example: ગ્ર તં કાલાિહનાઽઽત્માનં કાેઽ યસ્ત્રાતુમધીશ્વરઃ
BH(11.8.41) meaning “who else, other than the Lord can save one seized by the serpent of

Time ?WhenGajendra, the lord of the elephants was seized by a crocodile and found that he

could not extricate himself from its grip he called the Lord saying યઃ કશ્ચનેશાે બ લનાેઽ તકાેરગાત્
પ્રચ ડવેગાદ ભધાવતાે શમ્॥ ભીતં પ્રપનં્ન પિરપા ત યદ્ભયા ત્યુઃ પ્રધાવત્યરણં તમીમિહ। BH(8.2.33) He

says “Whosoever be the almighty God, who protects one, who has surrendered to Him being

very much afraid of the powerful snake in the form of Death - that is very fast and is after

him - and from fear of whom Death himself runs hither and thither, let us seek Him as our

refuge.”

Kala means the Supreme principle which devours everything and Yama the god of death

who is also known by the names Antaka and Mrutyu. So at level one He is Yama ત્યુઃ
સવર્હરશ્ચાહમ્ Krishna says “I am Death who seizes all life.” BG(10.34) He is Antakaઅ તકઃ -
અ તં કરાે ત ભૂતાના મ તઅ તકઃVS(520). He causes the end of all life. At the higher level He is
the kala or Supreme principle which destroys everything including Yama, the god of death

at the time of dissolution. Lord Kapila gives a description of Kala to His mother Devahuti.

BH(3.29. 36-45). He says it is none other than Vishnu who draws everything into Himself

કાલઃ - કલય ત સવર્ મ ત કાલઃ, - કાલઃ કલયતામહમ્ - ગીતા ૧૦.૩૦ ઇ ત ભગવદ્વચનાત્ VS(418) and
SS(33). The Lord is not limited by time or space or by any materialઅન તાત્મા। દેશતઃ કાલતાે
વ તુતશ્ચાપિર ચ્છન્ન વાત્ અન તાત્મા VS(518). He is not subject to destruction or anything that

causes destruction. અ ત્યુઃ। ત્યુિવનાશઃ તદ્ધતેવુાર્સ્યન િવદ્યતે ઇ તઅ ત્યુઃVS(198). In fact it is He -
the seer and all knowing who had created the gods (including Yama) and assigned to them

their duties says Isavasyopanishad. કિવમર્નીષી પિરભૂઃ વય ભૂઃ યથાત યતાેઽથાર્ વ્યદધાચ્છાશ્વતી યઃ
સમા યઃ So the snakes, representing kala or death, cannot harm Him but He wears them

implying He uses Death for His services. Yama himself says ત્યુયર્સ્યાપેસચેનમ્ Death to

Him is like pickles or achAr - a thing He uses in the process of consumig the creation.

KU(1.3.25). Remember that one uses a small quantity of pickle only to push in a large

amount of food - the main dish. Similarly the Lord uses the services of Yama in a small

measure for His main work. કાલહ તા। કાલસ્ય ત્યાેહર્ તા SS(83) and કાલકાલઃ ॥ કાલઃ યમઃ,
તસ્યાિપ કાલઃ, . SA(29) are His names. He destroyed even Yama, the god of death to protect
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His devotee Markandeya. The name also indicates that He is the supreme Lord who

withdraws everything , the entire creation, including the god of death into Himself at the

time of dissoluton and releases them again at the beginning of the next cycle of creation. His

other names are ત્યુંજયઃ - ત્યુઃ મરણં વભક્તાનાં ત્યું જય ત, વાપેાસનાિદના પિરહર ત ઇ ત ત્યુંજયઃ
SS(123), SA(71). He removes or avoids the death of His devotees. The sage Markandeya

confidently sings ચ દ્રશખેરમાશ્રયે મમ િક કિર ય ત વૈ યમઃ “I take refuge in Lord Shiva. What

harm can Yama do to me?” This is also said symbolically in the story of Dhruva. Towards

the end of the story it is said that a chariot came to take him to the place reserved for him in

the skies. The Lord had told him that it was a special place because there will be no return

to this world again meaning he had crossed death and will not be reborn. At that time Yama

- the god of death - approached him and bowed down. Dhruva stepped on Yama’s head and

climbed into the vehicle .. તદાેત્તાનપાદઃ પતુ્રાે દદશાર્ તકમાગતમ્ ॥ ત્યાે-મૂર્િધ્ન પદં દ વાઆ રાેહાદ્ભુતં
ગ્ હમ।્ BH(4.12.30)

At this point let us take a small detour and see what our scriptures have to say on the subject

of life and kala or death. This may sound a bit morbid : but since it is literally a matter of

life and death we should know some details.

One who is born has to die and one who dies is reborn તસ્ય િહ ધ્રવુાે ત્યુઃ ધ્રવું જન્મ તસ્ય ચ
BG(2.27). From this it appears that this is a never ending process. One can view it in either

of the two ways as follows. 1 - One does not believe in the existence of the other world.

There is no inclination to think about or enquire into the process. Such people are known

as Nastikas. 2 - This one - known as Astika - believes in the shastras and the existence of

the other world. He tries to find a way out of it.

The shastras say that the people coming under the first category are to be pitied. The human

birth is superior to other forms of births. Only humans are endowed with free will and

ability to discriminate between the right and the wrong: the good and the bad. Only they

have the ability to work for their own and other’s uplift. The animals do not have free will.

Their life is governed by instincts. Because of this they do not incur any sin for their actions.

One obtains a human birth after going through the inferior births and as a result of some

good deeds and blessings of the Lord. It is therefore incumbent on us to use this privileged

position to our advantage and seek higher goals including liberation from death. But if

one fails to seize the rare opportunity that has come his way but fritters his life on petty
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sense pleasures and garnering pelf he falls from his status and is considered an ignoramus.

BH(11.7.74) યઃ પ્રા ય માનષું લાેકં મુ ક્તદ્વારમપા તમ્। ગ્ હેષુ ખગવ સક્ત તમા ઢચ્યુતં િવદુઃ ।
The question of escaping death has been discussed again and again in our scriptures. We

will structure the discussion as answers to the following questions.

1 - What leads to rebirth?

2 - What is wrong with rebirth or why rebirth is to be avoided?

3 - What is the process called death? and

4 - Can death be avoided and if so how to avoid death?

1 - What leads to rebirth?

Everyone has to work, at least to keep the wolf from the door. In addditon people work

to improve their standard of living, to provide for the rainy day, old age etc.. All these

activities - called karma - can be classified as good or bad. The good ones are those that are

enjoined by our scriptures and those that can be called virtuous, selfless and such. The bad

ones are those that are prohibited by our scriptures and those that are motivated by greed,

anger, selfishness etc.. Both acts produce results which are to be “enjoyed” by the doer.

વકમર્ણાેઽનુ પં િહ ફલં ભુ જ ત જ તવઃ । શભુને કમર્ણા ભૂ તદુર્ઃખં સ્યા પાતકેન તુ ॥ Skanda Puranam.

The good deeds produce happiness, prosperity etc.. and lead to higher births - life of better

quality and happiness in this world or higher worlds. The bad deeds produce unhappiness,

misery etc.. By neglecting to do the duties expected of him and also doing acts that are

prohibited he falls and is thrown into inferior births.

િવિહતસ્યાનનુષ્ઠાનાત્ િન દતસ્ય ચ સવેનાત્ ।
અિનગ્રહાચ્ચે દ્રયાણાં નરઃ પતન ચ્છ ત ॥
(Yagnavalkya Smrithi) Then he climbs up the ladder slowly and gets the human birth again

after a long time says Lord as Kapila toHismotherDevahuti. અધ તાન્નરલાેકસ્યયાવતીયાર્તનાદયઃ
। ક્રમશઃ સમનુક્ર ય પનુરત્રાવ્રજેચ્છુ ચઃ । BH(3.31.34) Yama - the god of death - tells the same to

Nachiketa: “One who is infatuated with wealth; not having a thought for the other world;

such an ignorant person believing there is no such thing as hell or heaven comes within my

clutches again and again.” ન સા પરાયઃ પ્ર તભા ત બાલં પ્રમાદ્ય તં િવત્તમાેહેન મૂઢમ્ ॥ અયં લાેકાે ના ત
પર ઇ ત માની પનુઃ પનુવર્શમાપદ્યતે મ।ે KU(1.2.6) So the doer of the deeds has to be prepared

to enjoy or suffer the fruits. If the fruits cannot be exhausted in one lifetime one has to

take another birth and try to exhaust them. The problem, according to our shastras is,
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that everyone of us had taken countless number of births, done karmas in these births and

accumulated vast amounts of the karmas. This accumulated store waiting to bear fruit is

called સં ચતં કમાર્ sanchitam karma. In addition we continue to do karma in this life also

and add to the stock of sanchitam karma thus necessi tating more and more births. Out of

this vast stock a chunk begins to yield the results. This chunk is called પ્રાર ધમ્ prarabdham.
There is no escape from the results of the prarabdham. It determines the duration of life,

the wealth, education and the mode of death even as one is born આયુઃ કમર્ ચ િવત્તં ચ િવદ્યા
િનધનમવે ચ। પ ચૈતાિન િવિવચ્ય તે યમાનસ્ય દેિહનઃ । We have to infer the impressions of the

past deeds only when we are confronted with the results. Kalidasa says this in Raghuvamsa

(1.20) ફલાનુમેયાઃ પ્રાર ભાઃ સસં્કારાઃ પ્રાક્તના ઇવ

2 - What is wrong with rebirth or why rebirth is to be avoided?

If one asks what is wrong with being born, saints like Shri Shankara want us to think and

find out if anything is right with it?િક સસંારે સારં ? બહુશાેઽિપ િવ ચ ત્યમાન મદમવે(Prasnottara
ratnamalika). If one were to think that Shankara was a sanyasi and so had such a dark view

of life, so did Bhartruhari and Kulasheakhara who were kings and had access to all kinds

of pleasures ન સસંારાે પનં્ન ચિરતમનપુ યા મ કુશલં (Bhartruhari Vairagya Shatakam).

The problems start right from the beginning. Sage Kapila points out that nothing can equal

the pain one suffers while in the womb ગભર્વાસસમં દુઃખં ન ભૂતં ન ભિવ ય ત BH(3.31.9). Then

look at the troubles one goes through as he grows up. As one runs around earning and

looking after his family one is assailed by worries and sickness. He is all the time growing

old imperceptibly. વ્યાઘ્રીવ તષ્ઠ ત જરા પિરતજર્ય તી, રાેગાશ્ચ શત્રવ ઇવ પ્રહર ત દેહમ્ says Bartruhari
in his Vairagya shatakam.He says that old age is crouching there like a tigress frightening us,

and diseases attack our bodies like enemies. Then there is the fear of the inevitable death.

In view of all these Krishna describes rebirth as the seat of pain and impermanent. પનુજર્ન્મ
દુઃખાલયમશાશ્વતમ્ BG(7.15) Later on He again says this world is impermanent and joyless

અિનત્યમસખંુ લાેક મમં BG(9.33). We clearly see that everything in this world is impermanent.

This includes our bodies, our relations, friends and possessions. The question then is how

can one feel happy when thrown into such a situation? Time is constantly gnawing at our

life quietly. Bhartruhari says life is oozing away like water leaking from a pot with a crack

આયુઃ પિરસ્રવ ત ભન્નઘટાિદવા ભઃ Death is imminent and can strike anyone at any time. This

being the case, Krishna asks “how can one find pleasure in wealth or enjoyment? It cannot
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please him, who like an animal, is being dragged to be slaughtered.” BH(11.10. 20)કાે વતર્ઃ
સખુયત્યેનં કામાે વા ત્યુર તકે। આઘાતં નીયમાનસ્ય વ યસવે ન તુ ષ્ટદઃ । Next, Krishna said this

world is joyless. This is because the pleasures are transitory. They have a beginning and an

end and so are fleeting by nature. Their departure may leave a void and a trail of sorrow.

Or they may make one to hanker for more of it and leave him restless and unhappy. So He

says that one endowed with discrimination will not enjoy them યે િહ સં પશર્ ભાેગાઃ દુઃખયાનેય
અેવ તે । આદ્ય તવ તઃ કાૈ તેય ન તષેુ રમતે બુધઃ । BG(9.22) Such sensory pleasures are trivial and

cannot be termed as pleasures in the true sense.

In view of what is stated here, rebirth is not desireable and one should, if possible, avoid it.

3 - What is the process called death?

This is mentioned briefly in clinical fashion in the Brihadaranyopanishad. It says that as the

end approaches the individual’s breathing becomes hard and he starts gasping. His pranas,

along with the sense organs, withdraw from their respective foci and gather around jivatma

- the individual soul. As he (jiva) departs, the pranas and the sense organs follow him.

He gets a body as in a dream and enters another body. The impressions of his karma and

the knowledge about brahman that he had acquired in that birth also follow him. He gets

a body suitable to his karma in this world or some other world .. અેવમવેાત્માનમ તકાલે સવ
પ્રણાઃ અ ભસમાયા ત યત્રૈતદૂ વાચ્છ્વાસી ભવ ત। (4.3.38) તમુ ક્રામ તં પ્રાણાેઽનૂ ક્રામ ત પ્રાણમનૂ ક્રામ તં
સવ પ્રાણા અનૂ ક્રામ ત સિવજ્ઞાનાે ભવ ત સિવજ્ઞા મવેા વવક્રામ ત તં િવદ્યાકમાર્ ણ સમ વારભેતે પવૂર્પ્રજ્ઞા ચ।
(4.4.2) અયમાત્મેદં શર રં િનહત્યાિવદ્યાં ગમિય વા યન્નવતરં કલ્યાણતરં પં કુ તે(4.4.4) Krishna says that
the knowledge he had aquired in the earlier birth carries him forward in his next birth and

he progresses in the spiritual path. He does not have to start ab initio. પવૂાર્ યાસને તનેવૈ િહ્રયતે
હ્યવસાેઽિપ સઃ BG(6.44) Some puranas describe it in detail making it sound a bit scary. Sage
Kapila gives a description in His talk to His mother. This is on the same lines as stated above

in the upanishad. He says that the individual soul living in the gross body has, in addition, a

subtle body called Linga Shariram or SukShma Sariram which is invisible. It is made up of

seventeen components (viz.) the five sense organs of perception (called gnanendriyas), the

five sense organs of action (called karmendriyas), the five pranas, the mind and the intellect.

It requires the gross physical body for functioning. It does not perish when the gross body

perishes in the process called death which takes place at the end of prarabdham karma. The

Jiva just migrates to another body (called birth) with the Linga Shariram according to the
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nature of past karmas and generates new karmas which add on to the sanchitam karma and

becomes the seed for future births.

4 - Can death be avoided and if so how to avoid death?

Luckily there is a way to escape death and the birth that follows. Krishna says “on reaching

Me there is no rebirth.” મામપુેત્ય તુ કાૈ તેય પનુજર્ન્મ ન િવદ્યતે BG(8.16) The question, now is: ”

where is He? and how to reach Him?” The answer to these questions form the main topic

of discussions in our scriptures like Gita, Upanishads and puranas like Shri Bhagavatam

and is beyond the scope of this essay and so is not attempted. One has to learn it from a

qualified teacher.

અભ્રગંગાતરંગા ભરામાેત્તમાંઙ્ગં - અભ્રં = sky; ગંગા = the river Ganges. So the word અભ્રગંંગા
means the heavenly river Ganges; તરંગઃ = wave;અ ભરામઃ = pleasing, charming; ઉત્તમ = best;

The word ઉત્તમાંગં indicates the best limb in the body viz. the head; This says that Shiva

looks charming with the waves of the divine river Ganges on His head ગંગાધરઃ - ધરતી ત ધરઃ
॥ ગઙ્ગાયાઃ ધરઃ ઇ ત ગઙ્ગાધરઃ (SS146) and SA(27). Also ધજૂર્િટઃ - ધૂઃ ગઙ્ગા જટાસુ યસ્ય સઃ ધજૂર્િટઃ
। નમઃ કપિદને ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ (SS286)જટાદ્રર્ઃ - જટસુ કપદર્ના મકાસુ ગઙ્ગાપ્રયુક્તમાદ્ર યસ્ય સઃ (SS797).

The river Ganges was, according to our scriptures, originally flowing in the heavens. The

story of Lord Vishnu’s incarnation and His seeking three feet of land from the king Bali

is familiar to all. When He lifted up His foot to measure the heavens, Brahma the creator,

seized the rare opportunity and washed the holy foot of the Lord that has come his way

with water from his water pot. The waters became the holy river Ganga.

ધાતુઃ કમંડલજુલં તદુ ક્રમસ્ય
પાદાવનજેન-પિવત્રતયા નરે દ્ર ।

વધુર્ યભૂન્નભ સ સા પતતી િનમા ષ્ટ
લાેકત્રયં ભગવતાે િવશદેવ ક તઃ ॥ BH(8.21.4)

The story of the descent of Ganga to earth is also familiar. It is mentioned briefly in

Bhagavata in skanda 4 - chapter 17 and skanda 9 - chapter 9. It is given in detail in the

Balakanda of Ramayana. Sage Viswamitra narrated it to Rama and LakShmana as he was

taking them to Mithila after he had successfully completed his sacrifice with protection

offered by the brothers. King Bhagirata - a scion of the ikShvAku dynasty to which Rama

belonged - was instrumental in bringing the river to earth by performing severe penance. At

his request Shiva received the mighty flow of Ganga falling from the heavens and released
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it as a stream on the earth. A large gathering comprising the residents of the higher worlds

and great seers came to witness the wonderful event. They, along with the people of this

world, praised the waters of the river Ganga as pure because of its contact with Lord Shiva

ભવાઙ્ગ પ તતં તાેયં પિવત્ર મ ત પ શઃુ (1.43.28). Hence the saying કા યાં તુ મરણાન્મુ ક્તઃ (ie.) death
in Kasi, now known as Varanasi, brings about salvation. King ParikShit decided to spend

the last seven days of his life at the banks of the river because of this reason ક તાં ન સવેેત
મિર યમાણઃ । BH(1.19.6) It asks “which dying man will not resort to such a holy river?”

Ganga:-

Now let us get behind the story of Ganga and see what it means. Brahma to whomBhagirata

prays blesses his efforts. But He cautions the king that he should pray to Lord Shiva and

involve Him in this matter because the earth cannot withstand the fall of Ganga from the

heavens. He adds that no one other than Lord Shiva is capable of receiving the torrent from

the heaven. This is because Brahma knows that Shiva is firm and unshakeable. સ્થા ઃ ।
સ્થર વાત્ (VS 28). Also SA(72)સ્થા ઃ ક્ષઃ ત સા યાત્ સ્થા ઃ । ક્ષ ઇવ ત ધાે િદિવ તષ્ઠત્યેક તનેેદં
પૂણ - પુ ષેણ સવર્મ્

The ગ in the name Ganga stands for Gayatri which represents the eternal, supreme

Brahman. In Gangashtakam, she is addressed as the very embodiment of Brahman,

પૂણર્બ્રહ્મ વ પે . She is eternal and formed by the fusion of the powers extracted from the

three - Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. So Gayatri is worshipped in their forms during the three

times it is recited (viz.) morning, noon and the evening. In view of this Shiva has placed

her on the head - in the chakra called Brahmarandram. The scriptures define six chakras

or seats of power in one’s body. The chakra on the head is above all these and is the seat of

Brahman. This is also the seat where one visualises one’s guru in the form of Brahman and

meditates on him because one’s guru is not different from Brahman ગુ સાક્ષા પર બ્રહ્મ . The

fact that she is formed from the powers of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva is stated symbolically

in the story of Ganga. આદાવાિદિપતામહસ્ય િનયમવ્યાપારપાત્રે જલં, પશ્ચાત્ પત્રગશાિયનાે ભગવતઃ
પાદાેદકં પાવનમ્ ॥ ભૂયઃ શ ભુ જટા િવભષૂણમ ણજર્હ્નાેમર્હષિરયં, ક યા ક મષના શની ભગવતી ભાગીરથી
ભૂતલ।ે This says that “you Ganga started as water in the water pot of Brahma, then came

into contact with the foot of Vishnu and again became the crown jewel on the locks of

Shiva etc.”

Placed on the head of Shiva who is Himself the embodiment of knowledge the stream of
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Ganga is symbolic of knowledge. So Shankaracharya refers to it in his Kasi Panchakam as

જ્ઞાનપ્રવાહાે િવમલાિદ ગઙ્ગા The stream of right knowledge is the pure original Ganga. Again

later he says િત્રભવુનજનની વ્યાિપની જ્ઞાનગઙ્ગા(ie.) the Ganga of knowledge is the mother of
the three worlds. This Ganga who is Gayatri and Brahman and is kept in the chakra in the

head by Shiva is same as Uma or Parvati can be deduced from the following references.

These are taken from the well known Lalitasahasranamam (LS).

1 - She is of the form of the three gods, Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra.

ષ્ટકત્ર બ્રહ્મ પા LS(265) ગાે ત્રી
ગાેિવ દ િપણી LS(267) સહંાિરણી દ્ર પા LS(269)
2 - She is Gayatri ગાયત્રી LS(420)
3 - She is Bhavani ભવાની LS(112). Durga દુગાર્
LS(190). Parvati પાવર્તી LS(246). Uma ઉમા LS(633)
4 - She is seated on the head in the Brahmarandhram.

શર સ્થતા LS(591)

So Ganga is Brahman, is Gayatri and is Uma or Parvati. She proclaims the Ardhanari (the

inseparable combination of the male and female principles) concept (અધર્નાર વ પમ્ ) of
Shiva which is not explicitly seen in His representations (where Uma is shown as a separate

figure). Thus one who knows Ganga knows Shiva and vice versa. Krishna says સ્રાેતસામ મ
હ્નવીOf the rivers I am the Ganges. So it is not an ordinary river that the Lord had placed

on His head. No wonder, then, that the very utterance of the name Ganga washes away one’s

sins even when one is miles away from the river. This is said in this popular verse that is

normally recited before taking bath. ગઙ્ગે ગઙ્ગે ત યાે બ્રૂયાત્ યાજેનાનાં શતૈરિપ। મુચ્યતે સવર્પાપે યાે
િવ લાેકં સ ગચ્છ ત। The avadhuta saint Sadasiva Brahmamhas composed a song in praise of

Ganga (jaya tungatarange gange જય તુઙ્ગતરઙ્ગે ગઙ્ગે ) wherein he salutes Ganga as one who
purifies the worlds and cuts asunder the manifold bonds of mankind (કમલભવા ડકમ ડપિવત્રે,
બહુિવધબ ધચ્છેદલિવત્રે। લિવત્રં = sickle; instrument for mowing). Shri Gangashtakam says that

if one dies on the banks of Ganga he goes to higher lokas compared to which even the world

of Indra looks very inferior .

વદુ સઙ્ગે ગઙ્ગે પત ત યિદ કાય તનુ તાં તદા
માતઃ શાતક્રતવ-પદ લાભાેઽ ય તલઘુઃ
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We can make one observation on the story of Bhagirata bringing down Ganga. The Lord -

being the father - always gives much more than what one seeks from Him though this fact

is not appreciated. He is કામપ્રદઃ । ભક્તે યઃ કામાન્ પ્રકષણ દદાતી ત કામપ્રદઃ VS(298). He knows
what the devotee asks and why he asks for it. The Lord not only gives what is asked for but

goes further and fulfills his mission though unasked. In the case of Bhagiratha, he could

have asked Shiva for salvation for himself and his forefathers and got it. Instead, he just

asked Him to bear the Ganga as she came down from the heaven. But Lord Shiva helped

the king not only in bringing down the river but also gave salvation to his forefathers then

and there itself. Please carefully look at what Shiva told the king when He appeared before

him. He said “I am pleased with you. I will do what is dear to you.” Ramayana (1.43.3 and

4) ઉમાપ તઃ પશપુ તઃ રા ન મદમબ્રવીત્। પ્રીત તેઽહં નરશ્રેષ્ઠ કિર યા મ તવ પ્રયમ।્
We all know what was dear to the king and what was it that had been haunting his mind for

years and made him do severe penance, once to Brahma (for thousand years eating once

a month and so on) and again to Lord Shiva. The king’s idea was to then lead the river to

the place where the ashes of his forefathers were lying for ages and perform their final

rites so that they will attain release. But this was what he got as bonus. In addition he got

salvation for himself also though he did not ask for it. Ganga represents Brahman and Shiva

is DakShinamurthi - the giver of knowledge about the Brahman. Thus the story of the king

getting the Ganga with Shiva’s help implies he got the knowledge of Brahman directly from

the Lord which knowledge results in salvation.

This was what happened in the case of Arjuna also. He met Krisna at Dwaraka and asked

His help during the KurukShetra war. Krishna agreed to help but He said He will not take

up arms. But even at the time when Arjuna made his request Krishna knew what was the

mission for which he was seeking His help. And He fulfilled it then and there. Later on

when teaching Gita before the war had even started He told Arjuna: “These enemies of

yours had been killed by me already. You just be the instrument and enjoy all the glory.”

ત મા વમુ ત્તષ્ઠ યશાે લભ વ જ વા શત્રનૂ્ ભુઙ્ વ રાજં્ય સ દ્ધમ્ ।
મમવૈૈતે િનિહતાઃ પવૂર્મવે િન મત્તમાત્ર્ં ભવ સવ્યસા ચન્। BG(11.33)

At the time, Arjuna was unaware of the greatness of Krishna whom, as he admits later on,

he considered as his friend only. He laboured hard and “fought the war” but it was over

even before it started. He “won” it and got all the glory. In the same way King Bhagirata
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took the trouble to drive ahead of Ganga all the way to the seas and then to the nether world

where he saw the ashes of his forefathers, performed the last rites with the holy waters from

Ganga and “got them salvation.” which was already an accomplished fact. The Ganga was

named after him as Bhagirathi. This was the case with Dhruva, who wanted to be a king

but he got that and also a permanent place in the heavens.

આકારવાટ કુરઙ્ગં - આકાર = the holy syllable OM; (variation હ્ર ી ં bIjamantra; વાટ = garden,

park; કુરંગઃ = deer; Shiva is likened to a deer in the garden of the holy syllable - meaning He
is represented byOMalso known as pranava. આકાર પઃ -આકારઃ પં વ પં યસ્યસઃ તથા(SS138)
Shri Krishna says in His Gita (10-25) “I am OM among the words.” ગરામ યેકમક્ષરમ્
Manu, the famous law giver, says that the letter OM by itself represents the ultimate

reality - the Brahman અેકાક્ષરં પરં બ્રહ્મ He adds that the creator Brahma extracted the three

letters from the three vedas and so the syllable Om is the essence of the vedas અકારં
ચા યુકારં ચ મકારં ચ પ્ર પ તઃ ॥ વેદત્રયાિન્નરદુહદ્ ભૂભુર્વઃ વિરતી ત ચ A similar reference is seen in

Chandogyopanishad (2.23.3) તા ય યતપત્તે યાેઽ ભતપ્તે યૐકારઃ સપં્રાસ્રવ દ્યથા Shri Bhagavatam
says that sound OM was acquired spontaneously by Brahma - the first born when he was

in deep meditation. BH(12.6.44 and 39) . It says that the origin of the sound consisting of

three parts is unmanifest. It flashes by itself and it reveals the nature of the almighty and

supreme spirit.

સમાિહતાત્મનાે બ્રહ્મન્ બ્રહ્મણઃ પરમે ષ્ઠનઃ ।
હૃદ્યાકાશાદભૂન્નાદાે ત્તરાેધાદ્ િવભાવ્યતે ॥
તતાેઽભૂત્ િત્ર દાકારાે યાેઽવ્યક્તપ્રભવઃ વરાટ્ ।
યત્ ત લઙ્ગં ભગવતાે બ્રહ્મણઃ પરમાત્મનઃ ।
Manu says further that a student (during his gurukula days when he learns the vedas) should

utter OM both when beginning and ending his studies. The reason, he says, is that without

uttering OM in the beginning the learning perishes and if OM is not said in the end what

is learnt will not be retained બ્રાહ્મણઃ પ્રણવં કુયાર્દાદાવ તે ચ સવર્દા। સ્રવત્યનાેઙૃ્કતં પવૂ પુર તાચ્ચ
િવશીયર્ ત। In view of this Kalidasa compares Manu -the first of kings in the solar dynasty

to OM in a grand simile આસીન્મહી ક્ષતામાદ્યઃ પ્રણવશ્ચ દસા મવ

Pranava :-

We can see discussions about pranava in Mandukya, Shiva Atharvasikha, Prasna and
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Nrisimha Uttaratapini upanishads. This is also mentioned in Vicharasagaram. Here we will

see it in brief. પ્રણવઃ - પ્રણવાે નામ પરમાત્મનાે વાચક આેઙ્કારઃ , તદભેદાપેચારેણાયં પ્રણવઃ (VS-957).
He is in the form of pranava represented by OM. He is not different from the creation.

So pranava represents both brahman and the universe. Sage Patanjali also has said this in

his Yoga Sutra (1.26)તસ્ય વાચકઃ પ્રણવઃ । પ્રકષણ નૂયતે અનનેે ત પ્રણવઃ God is greatly praised by
this. Earlier we saw that a stotram mentions the attributes or the qualities of the subject

of the stotram. Thus pranavam indicates the auspicious qualities of the Lord and obtains

His blessings to one who chants it. Patanjali adds (1.27): ત જપ તદથર્ભાવનમ્ The chanting
of pranava with understanding and faith is meditation on the Iswara. Pranava is made

of the three letters A,U and M. These three letters represent the consciousness presiding

over the three states - waking, dream and deep sleep states which one passes through every

day. The consciousnes is same but it functions diff erently in these states. The Mandukya

upanishad views pranava as being composed of two parts: one having sound and the other

without sound. The OM as specified above made up of the three letters is pronounced

and constitutes the “sound” part. The upanishad says that the brief interlude that preceeds

and succeeds this “sound” part forms the “silent” component - the fourth letter અમાત્રશ્ચતુથા
ઽવ્યવહાયર્ઃ પ્રપ ચાપેશમઃ શવાે ઽદ્વતૈ અેવમાકારઆત્મવૈ સિંવશત્યાત્માનં, યઅેવં વેદ, યઅેવં વેદ(Mandukya

12) They represent the two aspects of God (viz.) with form and without form respectively.

The “sound” part signifies the saguna Iswara and the “silent” part the nirguna Iswara. Thus

one can worship OM as God with form. This is like invoking our favou rite deity in an

idol or saligrama stone. Here we invoke the God about whom we do not have firsthand

knowledge but learnt from scriptures or from some other source in the idol or some

other form of representation and worship. The representa tion is known as pratikam પ્રતીકમ.્
Meditating on the fourth or the silent part as “I the Self” is known as Ahamgrahadhyanam

અહંગ્રહ યાનમ્ One who meditates like this is called a muni મનનાત્ મુિન ચ્યતે In this type

of meditation there is no difference between the meditator and Iswara or the object of

meditation. As a result of this meditation the muni is blessed with the knowledge of the

Self and crosses over the samsara. Thus is explained Shiva’s name આેઙ્કાર પઃ । આેઙ્કારં પં
વ પં યસ્યસઃ તથા। આેઙ્કાર પ વં ચ તદ ભધાન વાદ્વા, ત પ્રતીક વાદ્વા। તદ ભધાન વંઆે મત્યક્ષર મત્યાિદના

પ્ર સદ્ધમ।્ આેઙ્કાર પ્રતીક વં તુ યઃ પનુરેતં િત્રમાત્રેણેત્યાિદના પ્રશ્નાપેિનષદાદાૈ પ્ર સદ્ધમ।્ પરં ચાપરં ચ બ્રહ્મ
યદાેઙ્કાર ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ VS(138).
The question, now is, if He is Himself omkara or the pranava, why then say He is the
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deer in the park called OM? The answer is that He is OM the park as Paramatma as well

as the deer the individual JIvatma. They are one and the same but look diff erent to the

uninitiated. The deer, unaware of its status, roams around in the park feeding and enjoying

itself. This is an echo of the famous Mundakopanishad mantra દ્વા સપુણાર્ સયુ સખાયા સમાનં
કં્ષ પિરષ વ તે। તયાેર યઃ િપ પલં વાદ્વત્ત્યનશ્નન યાે અ ભચાકશી ત। MU (3.1.1) This mantra talks

of two friendly birds sitting side by side on a tree. One is eating and relishing the fruits and

the other one is quietly watching it. Here one of the birds represents the Jivatma. Eating

the fruits is enjoying the results of the past karma and the other bird which looks on is

the Paramatma as He is not attached to the fruits of action. Similarly Devi is described as

આકારપ જરશકુ a female parrot in the cage called OM in the Devi Navaratnamala. The saint

composer Thiagaraja of Tiruvaiyaru addresses Rama asઆકારપ જરક ર a parrot in the cage
called OM in his famous song beginning Jagadanandakaraka. Similarly the saint composer

SadasivaBrahmam talks of Krishna as પ્રણવપયાે હગભર્કપાલી one who is hidden inside the

lotus of pranava (in his song kridathi vanamali ક્ર ડ ત વનમાલી )

સદ્ધસસંિેવતાઙ્ ઘ્ર - સદ્ધઃ = a superhuman being of great purity and holiness possessing eight
supernatural powers called siddhis. Can also be taken to mean a great sage; variation is શદુ્ધ
for pure; સસંિેવત = worshipped; અં ઘ્ર = foot He is worshipped by great sages and other

semidivine beings endowed with supernatural powers મહ ષવ દતઃ - મહ ષ ભઃ વામદેવાિદ ભઃ
હરભક્તાિદ ભશ્ચજ્ઞાનાત વ દતઃ। ઉપલક્ષણમેતત્ તાતે્ર-જપ-પૂ -તપઆદ નામ(્SS536)સદ્ ભઃ સ પૂ જતઃ
। સદ્ ભઃ સા વકૈદવ યાર્િદ ભઃ સ પૂ જતઃ॥ ભ ક્તશ્રદ્ધાિદના ગ ધપુ પાિદ ભઃ પ્રદ ક્ષણનમસ્કારાિદ ભશ્ચપૂ જતઃ
સ પૂ જતઃ SS(777) The word siddha સદ્ધmeans accomplished or perfected. Linking with the

earlier word, the muni meditates on the pranava. ૐકારં બ દુસયંુક્તં િનતં્ય યાય ત યાે ગનઃOnce
he understands that he, the meditator, and the Iswara the object of meditation represented

by pranava are not different , then he achieves his goal and becomes a siddha purusha. The

Mandukya Upanishad sentence quoted earlier says this only (viz.) that one who realises the

true meaning of the Omkara - that it stands for the non-dual, indescribable Shiva obtains

his goal which is his own Self. Shri Shuka mentions this in his prayer before he begins to

narrate Bhagavatam to King ParikShit. યદઙ્ ય ભ યાનસમાિધધાૈતયા િધયાનપુ ય ત િહ ત વમાત્મનઃ
BH(2.4.21)

Such a realised sage abides in his Self. So it is said ત દ્વ ણાેઃ પરમં પદં સદા પ ય ત સરૂયઃ
Hanuman is such a siddha who has immersed himself in the sacred Ganga and drank deep
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its water of knowledge. So he is known as બુ દ્ધમતાં વિરષ્ઠઃ = best among the knowledgeable

people. He sees his Lord Rama within himself all the time. Whenever His name is

mentioned the Ganga within him wells up and flows out as tears of joy and his hands go up

over his head in salute યત્ર યત્ર રઘનુાત ક તર્નં તત્ર તત્ર કૃતમ તકા જ લ બા પવાિરપિરપૂિરતેક્ષણં મા ત
નમત રાક્ષસા તકમ્ says a popular verse about Hanuman. So his being shown as seated at the
feet of Rama brings out the idea that siddhas worship the feet of the Lord. Truly speaking

a siddha has nothing to worship as he has no second to him. Whatever he does becomes an

act of worship. Sankaracharya says this in his Shiva mAnasa puja

આત્મા વં ગિર મ તઃ સહચરાઃ પ્રાણાઃ શર રં ગ્ હં
પૂ તે િવષયાપેભાેગરચના િનદ્રા સમાિધિ ત તઃ ।

સ ચારઃ પદયાેઃ પ્રદ ક્ષણિવિધઃ તાતે્રા ણ સવાર્ ગરઃ
યદ્ય કમર્ કરાે મ તત્તદિકલં શ ભાે તવારાધનમ્ ॥

Since the siddha has identified with Ishwara he is detached from his body. He knows that

he got his body because of prarabdham and it will continue to hang on as appendage as long

as the the vestige of prarabdham remains. He is aware that prarab dam will take care of it.

So he is not concerned about it just as drunkard does not overly bother about his dress.

Krishna says this to Uddhava:

દેહં ચ નશ્વરમવ સ્થતમુ થતં વા
સદ્ધાે ન પ ય ત યતાેઽ યગમ વ પમ્ ।

દૈવાદપેતમુત દૈવવશાદુપેતં
વાસાે યથા પિરકૃતં મિદરામદા ધઃ । BH(11.13.36)

Once his prarabdham is exhausted the body drops off. There is not death in the usual

sense. His soul does not go anywhere as in the case of death of ordinary people but just

merges in the all pervading brahman. This is like a pot getting broken. The space within

the pot is not disturbed but just becomes one with surrounding space. This is said clearly in

Brihadaranyakopanishad (4.4.3) યાેઽકામાે િન કામઆપ્તકામઆત્મકામાે ન તસ્યપ્રાણા ઉ ક્રામ તબ્રહૈવ
સન્ બ્રહ્મા યે ત This was what is said to have happened in Bhishma’s case .આત્મ યાત્માનમાવેસ્ય
સાેઽ તશ્વાસ ઉપારમત્ BH(1.9.43)

ભજે = I worship માગર્બ ધુમ્ the Lord Margabandhu.

I worship Lord Margabandhuon whose limbs snakes appear prominently, whose head looks

charming with the waves of the celestial river Ganga, who is like a deer in the garden of
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Omkara and whose feet are served by siddhas (great seers).

3

૩. િનત્યમ્ ચદાન દ પં િનહ્નતુાશષેલાેકેશવૈિરપ્રતાપમ્ ।
કાતર્ વરાગે દ્રચાપં કૃ ત્તવાસં ભજે િદવ્યસન્માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે

This verse is the third among the five verses that make up the stotram. Thus it forms the

centre-piece and is loaded with precious vedantic truths. It was said earlier that a stotram

will describe the Lord with form and will also refer to His formless aspect. We see the

formless aspect of the Shiva being emphasised here િનતં્ય ચદાન દ પં - િનતં્ય = eternal, ever

lasting, imperishable ચત્ = pure intelligence આન દ =supreme bliss પં = form.

These words are the repetition of the famous upanishadic mantra સતં્ય જ્ઞાનમન તં બ્રહ્મ
TU(2.1.2) that says Brahman is satyam, jnanam and anantam. This is one of Shiva’s names

સ ચ્ચદાન દ પઃ । સ પદેન કાલત્રયાબા યં વ પમુચ્યત।ે ચ પદેન પ્રકાશા તરિનરપેક્ષતયા પ્રકાશમાનમ।્
આન દપદેન િનર તશયપ્રેમા પદતયા સખુ પં અેતિ ત્ર તયાત્મક પં યસ્ય સઃ સ ચ્ચદાન દ પઃ । SS(653).

Rama’s form is existence, knowledge and bliss સત્યજ્ઞાનાન દશર ર says the saint Sadasiva

Brahmendra in the song ખેલ ત મમ હૃદયે (kelati mama hrudaye). So is Shri Lalita’s form:

સ ચ્ચદાન દ િપણી। સ વં ચ વમાન દશ્ચ વ પમત અેવ િવદ્યા તરેષપૂસહંાયર્મસ્યા ઇ ત સ ચ્ચદાન દ િપણી।
LS(699)

િનતં્ય - Nityam implies eternal existence - that is - it never ceases to be. It is not limited by

time. Terms like the past, present and future are not applicable with reference to it. Lalita

is known as Nitya િનત્યા કાલત્રયેઽ યબા યા। અિવનાશી વા અરેઽયમાત્મે ત શ્રુતેઃ । LS(136).

શાશ્વતઃ and સત્યમ્ are two other names that have the same meaning as Nityam શાશ્વતઃ । સવષુ
કાલષેુ અેક પતયા ભવતી ત શાશ્વતઃ । “શાશ્વતાેયં પુરાણઃ” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(398).(ie.) He exists in

all times in the same form or without any change શશ્વત્ સવષુ કાલષેુ ભવતી ત શાશ્વતઃ, “શાશ્વતં
શવમચ્યુતમ્” ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ । VS(56).

satyam સત્યમ।્ કાલત્રયાબાદ્યં સત્યમ્ SS(432)અિવતથ પ વાત્ પરમાત્મા સત્યઃ “સતં્ય જ્ઞાનમન તં બ્રહ્મ”

ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ । VS(106) In the invocatory verse to Shri Bhagavatam Shri Vyasa salutes the Lord

sayingસતં્ય પરં ધીમિહ(ie.) wemeditate on the supreme Reality that is not affected by the three
time periods - the past, present and the future. BH(1.1.1) . He also winds up with the same
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wordsસતં્ય પરં ધીમિહBH(12.13.19) implying what is discussed in between the beginning and
the end or the subject matter of the purana is none other than Brahman which is Satyam.

Shri Lalita is known as સત્યજ્ઞાનાન દ પા । સતં્ય જ્ઞાનં આન દશ્ચ પં યસ્યાઃ ॥ “સતં્ય જ્ઞાનમન તં બ્રહ્મ”

“િવજ્ઞાનમાન દં બ્રહ્મે ત” શ્રુતેઃ । LS(790).

Bhartrihari, in the invocatory verse to his Satakatrayam salutes the Lord saying

િદક્કાલાદ્યનવ ચ્છન્ના અન ત ચન્માત્રમૂતર્યે He says that God is of the form of eternal consciousness

unlimited by spatial direction, time etc િદશઃ પ્રાચ્યાિદિદક્પ્રદેશાઃ, કાલા ભૂતભિવ યદ્વતર્માન પા,
આિદશ દસગં્ હીતાિન વ તૂિન તથા ચ િદક્કાલા આદયાે યષેાં તાિન િદક્કાલાિન। તૈરનવ ચ્છન્નાપિરકૣપ્તા।
િવભુ વાિન્નત્ય વાદેક વાચ્ચ દેશતઃ કાલતાે વ તુતશ્ચાપિર ચ્છન્નેત્યથર્ઃ । અત અેવ અન તાપિર મતા।
િટ્ર િવધપિરચ્છેદશૂ ય વા દખ ડદ ડાયમાન-ે ત્યથર્ઃ ॥ ચત્ - chit means pure intelligence and

indicates brahman. So the Lord gets the following names ચદાત્મા। ચત્ - ચૈત યં આત્મ વ પં
યસ્ય સઃ ચદાત્મા SS(456). Also ચન્મયઃ । ચન્મય શ્ચદૂ્રપઃ ॥ SS(829). Devi is described as ચન્મયી
॥ ચદભેદા ચ્ચન્મયી LS(251). Now let us go back to the reference from Bartruhari: (ie.)

અન ત ચન્માત્રમૂતર્યે ॥ ચન્માત્રા જ્ઞાનઘના ચ ॥ ચદેકરસે ત યાવત્। તાદશૃી મૂ તયર્સ્ય ત મૈ । અેતદૂ્રપાયેત્યથર્ઃ
। No doubt brahman is without any limitations mentioned above. But it is not void or

empty like space which also seems unlimited. It is not inert but shines in the form of

consciousness. This is clarified here.

From where did He get His wisdom? In reply the invocatory verse in Shri Bhagavatam

referred to earlier says: અ ભજ્ઞઃ વરાટ્। વનેવૈ રાજતે ય તમ્। વતઃ સદ્ધજ્ઞાન મત્યથર્ઃ । He is

omniscient. His knowledge is inherent and not obtained from anyone else or any other

source. It is knowledge itself without a trace of ignorance.

આન દ Ananda : Brahamn is of the form of pure bliss આન દાે બ્રહ્મે ત વ્ય નાત્ TU(3.6.1).
The Taittiriyopanishad has a chapter exclusively devoted to the ananda aspect of brahman.

This chapter is hence known as Brahmanandavalli or Anandavalli. This chapter is

unique in that it talks of several grades of ananda experienced by different beings.

It starts with the maximum happiness that is possible to be experienced by a human

being as the unit of measure. The next higher grade of ananda is hundred times this

unit. Thus several grades are mentioned (including that of Indra and Brihaspathi) and

the top most one mentioned is that of Brahma the creator. But a wise person who

has studied the shastras and got discrimination knows that even Brahma’s happiness
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is fragile and limited. The Brihadaranyopanishad says that any ananda experienced

by any being is just a droplet derived from the bliss that is Brahman અેતસ્યવૈાન દસ્ય
અ યાિન ભૂતાિન માત્રામપુ વ ત(4.3.32) Incidentally this is one of the names of Shri

Lalita. (LS365) વાત્માન દલવીભૂત બ્રહ્માદ્યાન દસતં તઃ । The commentator Bhaskararaya

explains this name referring to these quotations only. He says વસ્યા આત્મ પાે ય
આન દસ્ય લવીભૂતા ઇ દ્રાદ્યાન દ બ દુપયાર્લાેચનયા સાગરાયમાણ વનેાલવા અિપ દેવ્યાન દસાગરસ્ય લવાઃ
સપંદ્યમાનાઃ બ્રહ્માદ નાં ષ્ટક ર્ વાિદધમર્િવ શષ્ટાનાં બ્રહ્મિવ દ્રાણામાન દાનાં સતંતયઃ સયંક્સમૂહા
યસ્યાઃ સા। “ અેતસ્યવૈાન દસ્યા યાિનભૂતાિન માત્રામપુ વ તી” ત શ્રુતેઃ । તૈ ત્તર યે માનષુાન દમાર ય
ઉત્તરાેત્તરાિધક્યનેવ યર્માનાનામાન દાનાં મ યે પિરગ ણતાનાં પ્ર પત્યાદ્યાન દાનાનામિપ પિર ચ્છન્ન વને
પુ ષાથર્ વાયાેગ્યનેાપિર ચ્છન્નાન દસ્ય િનગુર્ણસ્ય સદ્ધ વાચ્ચ પુ ષાથર્સાધનજ્ઞાનાપેક્રમાિદ તા પયર્િનણર્યક
પ્રમાણિવરાેધાય ત પદસ્ય િનધર્મર્કાત્મલક્ષક વમવે યુક્ત મતાશયઃ ।
One may wonder why should the upanishad take the trouble to describe the many grades

of ananda starting from the bliss that can be enjoyed by a human being. The answer is that

the detailed description is a carrot the upanishad is dangling before us. It wants to reveal

the fact that even the highest degree of happiness that one could enjoy is just a particle of

that limitless ocean of bliss. It wants us to get excited at this revelation. It wants to prod us

to strive hard and reach the pinnacle of bliss that is brahmananda and not be content with

merely scratching its surface. The following are the Lord’s names in this context

ન દ । પરમાન દિવગ્રહાે ન દ । “િવજ્ઞાનમાન દં બ્રહ્મ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(189) and VS(618)આન દ ।
સખુ વ પ વાત્ આન દ VS(560) . Also બ્રહ્માન દઃ । બ્રહ્મ પ આન દાે બ્રહ્માન દઃ । “આન દં બ્રહ્મ
માં જ્ઞા વા ન બભે ત કુતશ્ચન”ે ત પાદ્મ।ે“ આન દં બ્રહ્મણાે િવદ્વાિન” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(560) and સદાન દઃ ॥
કાલત્રયાઽબાિધતિનર તશયસખુ વ પઃ સદાન દઃ । “ િવજ્ઞાનમાન દં બ્રહ્મ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(673)

િનહ્નતુાશષેલાેકેશવૈિરપ્રતાપમ્ - િનહ્નતુ = eliminatedઅશષે = without remainder લાેકેશઃ = lord of the

universe - here it refers to Indra વૈિરન્ = enemy પ્રતાપઃ =dignity, glory, valour.

Shiva is the destroyer of the valour and pride of Ravana who was the enemy of Indra. Once

Ravana tried to lift Kailasa as he felt he was strong enough to carry even the abode of the

Lord. He was inebriated with power because he could conquer even Indra and other gods.

He forgot that all his might and glory were only due to the blessings of the Lord. He even

said that Shiva has not known that a danger has come to Him! This incident is mentioned

in Ramayana (Uttara Kanda - canto 16). િવજ્ઞાતવ્યં ન નીતે ભયસ્થાનમપુ સ્થતમ(્Uttara kanda -
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16-24). Shiva wanted to teach him a lesson and curb his pride. So He playfully pressed His

toe. The pressure applied by Him crushed Ravana under the mountain.

તતાે રામ મહાદેવાે દેવાનાં પ્રવરાે હરઃ ।
પાદાઙ્ગુષે્ઠન તં શલંૈ પીડયામાસ લીલય્ ॥
પીિડતા તુ તત તસ્ય શલૈ ત ભાપેમા ભુ ઃ । (UK. 16-27,28).

Ravana struggled hard but was not able to extricate himself from the tight spot. Finally he

prayed to the Lord and got himself released. So Shiva gets the name

અઙ્ગુષ્ઠ શરસા લઙ્કાનાથદપર્હરઃ । અઙ્ગુષ્ઠ શરસા પાદાઙ્ગુષ્ઠાગ્રેણ લઙ્કાનાથસ્ય રાવણસ્ય દપ ગવ હરતી ત
હરઃ । ઇદં ચ રામાયણાદાૈ પ્ર સદ્ધમ્ । શવરહસ્યે - અમુ ય વ સવેાસમિધગતસારં ભજુવનં બલા કૈલાસઽેિપ
વદિધવસતાૈ િવક્રમયતઃ । અલ યાપાતાલેઽ યલસચ લતાઙ્ગુષ્ઠ શર સ પ્ર તષ્ઠા વ યાસીદ્ધ્રવુમપુ ચતાે મુહ્ય ત
ખલ ઇ ત। ॥ “નમઃ સહમાનાય િનવ્યાિધન” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(623).

Ravana was the grandson of the great sage Pulastya and the son of an equally great sage

Vivasva. He was born as an asura due to a curse. Krishna gives a description of asuric

nature in the 16th chapter of Gita entitled દૈવાસરુ સ પ દ્વભાગયાેગઃ and also in the 18th chapter.
He says that people with asuric nature are given to ostentation, arrogance, lust, anger and

insolence. They will nurture innumerable hopes. These tendencies will pave the way for

their downfall. We see that Ravana’s character fits this description exatly. These qualities

lead to his ruin. Ravana was vastly learned (as is indicated by ten heads): but was foolish

enough to think he could shake the Lord who is િનત્યઃ all pervading, firm and unshakeable

સવર્ગતઃ સ્થા ઃ અચલઃ । BG(2-24). In fact if He shakes the universe will shake and without

His will one can not move even a blade of grass. This is graphically described in a story in

Kenopanishad. Thus Ravana committed a great mistake but Shiva curbed his pride and let

him off કાતર્ વરાગે દ્રચાપમ્ - કાતર્ વરમ્ = gold:અગઃ = mountain: ઇ દ્રઃ = lord and in this context
means best: ચાપઃ = bow: This refers to Shiva using Meru - the famed mountain of gold

- as a bow in His fight against the three asuras. The three demons named KamalakShan,

DarukakShan and Vidyunmali were very powerful because of the boons they obtained.

They lived in three cities built by Maya the divine architect. They troubled the devas to no

end. The devas entreated Shiva to save them from these asuras. When Shiva started to fight

them the devas wanted to take part in the fight. The earth became the chariot, the sun and

the moon became the wheels, Meru the bow, the snake Seshan the bow string, Vishnu the

quiver and so on. But Shiva felt that all these elaborate paraphernalia was superfluous for
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the task. So He discarded them and destroyed the three cities just with a smile. When the

asuras repented Shiva forgave them and took them into His service. This deed of Shiva is

often referred to in hymns

ક્ષાેણી યસ્ય રથાે રથાઙ્ગયુગળં ચ દ્રાકર્- બ બદ્વયં
કાેદંડઃ કનકાચલાે હિરરભૂત્ બાણાે િવિધઃ સાર થઃ ।
તૂણીરાે જલિધ-હર્યાઃ શ્રુ તચયાે માવૈ ભજુઙ્ગાિધપઃ
ત મન્ મે હૃદયં સખુને રમતાં શા ભે પરબ્રહ્મ ણ ॥
So He gets the following names પુર દરઃ । સરુશત્રૂણાં પુરાણાં દારણા પુર દરઃ । િત્રપુરહા ।
“સ તસ્રઃ પુરાે ભ વે” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(45) and VS(335). One who shattered the cities

of the enemies of the gods પુરત્રયિવઘાતી। પુરત્રયં િવહ તી ત પુરત્રયિવઘાતી। આિદત્યપુરાણે
દ્વસપ્ત તતમા યાયે- “અથ દ્રસ્ય દેવસ્ય િન મતાે િવશ્વકમર્ણા। સવર્લાેકમયાે િદવ્યાે રથાે યત્નને સાદરમ્ ॥”

ઇ ત પ્ર તુત્ય સવર્લાેકભૂતદેવવેેદમયશ્ચ દ્રસયૂર્મયચક્રદ્વયેત્યાિદ- િવ શષ્ટરથિનમાર્ણા તરં રથા ઢે પરમેશ્વરે,
મેરાૈ ચાપે િવ વાદાૈ બાણ પે બ્રહ્મણા પ્રેિરત,ે અન તરં દેવાનાં, અનાિદ સદ્ધતયા િવદ્યમાનમવે પશુ વં
પણિવનાેદેન, દ્રઢ કૃતે તદનુ દેવૈિવનાયકે પૂ જત,ે અન તરં ઇ દ્રસ્ક દાિદ ભશ્ચ પિર ઉત,ે તદનુ પુરત્રયસ્યૈકત્ર
સમાગમને ઋ યાિદ ભશ્ચ સ તાષેપુરઃસરં જયશ દે કૃતે બ્રહ્મણા “જય” ઇત્યુક્તે અથ દેવાે મહાદેવઃ સાવજ્ઞં
તદૈક્ષત। પુ ત્રયં િવ પાક્ષ ત ક્ષણા ભ મવૈકૃતમ્ ઇત્યાિદ પ્ર સદ્ધમ।્ ઉક્તં ચ શવરહસ્યે- રથઃ ક્ષાેણી ય તા
શત તરગે દ્રાે ધનુરથાે રથાઙ્ગેચ દ્રાકા રથચરણપા ણઃ શર ઇ ત । િદધક્ષાે તે કાેઽયં િત્રપુર ણમાડ બરિવિધ-
િવધેયૈઃ ક્ર ડ તાે ન ખલુ પરત ત્રાઃ પ્રભુિધયઃ ॥ ઇ ત ઇદમિપ રહસ્યા તરમ્ - સાઙ્ગ્રા મકેણ વપષુા પ્રિવરાજમાનં
દ્રવ્ય પુરત્રય ણાશનમ દહાસમ્ । દૈત્યા દધ મચલેશ્વરચાપપા ણ યાયે પુરાિરમમરાૈઘરથાિધ ઢમ્ ॥ ઇ ત
શ્રુ ત તુ “તષેામસરુાણાં તસ્ર ઇત્યાર ય સ તસ્રઃ પુરાે ભ વેત્યેવમ તા” ઇ ત। ॥ SS(104). and પુર જયઃ -
પુરં િત્રપુરં જયતી ત પુર જયઃ । “તષેામસરુાણા મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(939). One who conquered the three

cities and ગિરધ વા - ગિરઃ મે ઃ ધનુયર્સ્યે ત વા ધ વ યસ્યે ત વા ગિરધ વા। ઇદં ચ અથર્તઃ શ્રુ તપ્ર સદં્ધ
નામ;“ દ્રાય સ્થરધ વને ગરઃ” ઇ ત ચ્છ દાેગાનાં, દેવવ્રતે ચ “ નમઃ સ્થરાય સ્થરધ વન”ે ઇ ત। One whose

bow is mount Meru. SA(65). Incidentally, this episode shows that the Lord is capable of

using anything as a weapon. As Rama He used just a piece of straw to chase Kakasura who

misbehaved with Sita. In the case of Tipura He chose to use a mountain as His bow. He can

do without any weapon also. He discarded the bow and burnt down the three cities with a

smile. He subdued Ravana with a little pressure from His toe.He destroyed Manmatha with

a mere look. The Tripura episode conceals the essence of vedanta as do the stories in our

puranas. Krishna mentions this fact to Uddhava in His final advice પરાેક્ષવાદા ઋષયઃ ” The
words of the sages are indirect in their import.” BH(11-21-35). The reason is that these
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great truths are meant only for those who have faith in the words of the shastras and the

teachers who expound them, are sincere and are ready to put in the needed effort to learn

them. They cannot be laid bare to those who are not qualified to receive them. In fact such

people run the risk of misunderstanding the teachings and being mislead by them . That is

why Krishna, after concluding the teaching of Gita, warns Arjuna that the valuable lessons

taught to him should not be imparted to one who is not devoted etc., as said above ઇદં તે
નાતપસ્કાય નાભક્તાય કદાચન। ન ચાશષુ્રષૂવે વાચ્યં ન ચ માં યાેઽ યસયૂ ત। BG(18-67). Great truths,

like precious diamonds are not meant to be hawked in the streets like cheap vegetables. A

diamond merchant keeps the diamonds carefully locked in an iron safe in his shop. Only

a handful of people out of several millIons in the city will be fit to enter the shop and

enquire about them. The merchant, will welcome the customer, engage him in small talk

and enquire about his requirements. By then he would have assessed the customer’s worth

and seriousness to do business. Then only will he unlock the safe, bring out his wares and

show them to the customer. Similarly vedantic truths are invaluable and are to be guarded

carefully and given only to the deserving. Brief explanation of the Tripura episode follows.

It was said that our body is viewed as being made of three layers - the gross body, the subtle

body and the causal body. These three bodies are the three puras or cities. The paramatma

who is of the form of chaitanyam or consciousness is omnipresent and is present in the body

also, and enlivens it. The body itself, being mere bundle of matter, is inert. Krishna says this

ઇદં શર રં કાૈ તેય ક્ષતે્ર મત્ય ભધીયતે and in the next verseક્ષતે્રજં્ઞ ચ માં િવ દ્ધ સવર્ ક્ષતે્રષેુ ભારત। BG(13- 1

and 2). The consciousness present in the body is known as atma or jiva or jivatma. But it is

not a part or product of the body that is liable to decay and destruction. Such modifications

of the body do not affect the jivatma. Even on death it is the subtle body which travels to take

another body (as stated earlier). The atma being all pervading does not travel anywhere. It is

like a pot being made.Wemay call the space confined in the pot as pot-space (to distinguish

it from the total space though really there is no such division) but it was not created when the

pot was made. When the pot is broken, it is pot that is destroyed and not the “pot space.”

It has nowhere to go. The confines of the pot having gone it just merges with the total

space that is out side the pot also. Thus the atma has nothing to do with the body. This is

said in Tattvabodha clearly as આત્મા કઃ?What is the Self? સ્થૂલ-સૂ મ-કારણ- શર રાદ્ વ્ય તિરક્તઃ
પ ચકાેશાતીતઃ સન્ અવસ્થાત્રયસાક્ષી સ ચ્ચદાન દ વ પઃ સન્ ય તષ્ઠ ત સ આત્મા। Self is other than
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the gross, subtle and causal bodies. It is beyond the five sheaths and the witness to the three

states of consciousness. It is of the nature of existence, consciousness and bliss.

Thus there is no birth or modifications or death for the jivatma as is the case with the body.

Krishna says this: ન યતે મ્રયતે વા કદા ચ-ન્નાયં ભૂ વા ભિવતા વા ન ભૂયઃ ॥ અ ે િનત્યઃ શાશ્વતાેઽયં
પુરાણાે ન હ યતે હ યમાને શર રે। BG(2-20).

The pot because of which the infinite space (that has nothing to do with the pot) gets

the apparent limitation as “pot space” is called upadhi. In the same way the body mind

complex is upadhi for the paramatma and it gets the name jivatma (though both are one

and the same). Its glorious state gets covered by the veiling power of maya (called avidya

or ignorance) and it gets bound. This leads the jiva to identify itself with the limitations

of the three bodies. It imagines it is a finite creature, helpless and subject to sorrows like

sickness, old age, death etc.. This is known as samsara. Truly speaking the jivatma being

none other than the paramatma and of the form of pure wisdom does not act or undergo

any change. Since it does not act it does not also reap the fruits of action called કમર્ફલમ્
(ie.) joy or sorrow. That is, it is not a કતાર્ or ભાેક્તા (i.e.) doer or enjoyer or in other words
atma is said to be akarta and abhokta (અકતાર્ and અભાેક્તા ). One who has shed his identity
with the body and clearly established his oneness with the Self is, therefore, not bound by

the results of actions . The mistaken identification with the body and imgining he or she

is an individual who has to act etc., is called ego or ahamkara and is the cause of all the

problems. પ્રકૃતેઃ કૃયમાણાિન ગુણૈઃ કમાર્ ણ સવર્શઃ ॥ અહઙ્કારિવમૂઢાત્મા કતાર્હ મ ત મ યત।ે BG(3-

27). An example will illustrate this peculiar situation. A person goes to sleep in his cosy

house after a sumptuous meal. After some time he enters the dream world. In his dream he

travels to a distant land and is stranded. He has lost his belongings and is famished. But he

has no money to buy anything. The person is not used to such a privation and so is feeling

miserable. This goes on for some (dream) days.Ultimately the intensity of the suffering

becomes too much to bear and he wakes up with a start . To his utter delight he realises

all that had happened was only a dream and he has not left his comfortable bed. He feels

sheepish to think of the suffering he had gone through.

In the case narrated above all the suffering and misery was unreal. But it appeared real

because the person identified himself with the dream body that was not his. The dream body

was merely a projection of his mind and so had no substance. When the dreamer woke up
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he gave up the identification and was free from sorrow. In the same way vedanta says that

the individual’s bondage and ensuing samsara are imaginary and due to wrong identification

with the body-mind complex. This mistake is the result of ajnanam or ignorance. It will go

when the individual sheds his ignorance and realises that he is not the body-mind complex

but the atma whose nature is િનતં્ય ચદાન દ પમ્ as said in the first line of this verse. Krishna
says this to his friend Uddhava: દેહસ્થાેઽિપ ન દેહસ્થાે િવદ્વા વ ાદ્યથાે થતઃ ॥ અદેહસ્થાેઽિપ દેહસ્થઃ
કુમ તઃ વ દગૃ્યથા। BH(11-11-8). A wise man, though he appears to be in the body, has

no identification with the body like the one who had woken up from a dream. But a man

without discrimination is like one having a dream. He has chosen to (dis-identify with his

true body and) identify with his (dream) body (and suffers the consequences). The dream

body is only thought in the mind but the thought is so powerful that it makes him identify

himself with the dream body, undergo the vicarious suffering and forget his real body that

is ensconced in the bed.

Thus there has to be a second waking up, as it were, from our so-called waking stage to

the real awakened stage with the advent of knowledge or jnanam. Till then one is in the

clutches of agnanam or ignorance which forces us into karma or action that brings in the

fruits of action which in turn results in rebirth etc.. The grace of the Lord confers this

wisdom and takes one beyond the three bodies that envelop the jiva. This is said in the

DakShinamurthy Stotram as યઃ સાક્ષાત્-કુ તે પ્રબાેધસમયે વાત્માન-મવેાદ્વયં ત મૈ શ્રીગુ મૂતર્યે નમ
ઇદં શ્રીદ ક્ષણામૂતર્યેWhen the dreamer wakes up from the nightmare the dreamer merges with

the waker (if we may so call the one who has woken up) and not “become” the waker.

He alone remains. He does not see the waker but claims himself to be the waker. This

claiming is સાક્ષાત્ કુ તે So also in the case of self-knowledge one does not experience or

“become” the atma; but વાત્માનં અદ્વયમવે સાક્ષા કુ તે owns up his true nature as atma. Shiva’s
names relating to Tripura are િત્રપુરા તકઃ । ત્રી ણ પુરા ણ િત્રપુરા ણ, િત્રપુરાણાં અ તકઃ િત્રપુરા તકઃ
।ત્રી ણ પુરા ણ શર રા ણ, “પુરસજં્ઞે શર રેઽ મ શયના પુરાષેાે હિરઃ” ઇ ત િવ પુરાણવચનાત્।તાિન ચ
સ્થૂલ-સૂ મ-કારણાત્મકાિન- સ્થૂલં ભાૈ તકમવે, સૂ મં લઙ્ગશર રં, કારણં વિવદ્યા પ મ ત।અેષાં િત્રપુરાણાં
અ તકઃ િત્રપુરા તકઃ; શવજ્ઞાનસ્યચ િવદેહકૈવલ્યહેતુ વં મ ત્રાપેિનષિદ શ્રુતમ।્ ઇદં ચશ્રુ તપ્ર સદં્ધ નામ, “ ય બકાય
િત્રપુરા તકાય િત્રકા ગ્ કાલાય કાલા ગ્ દ્રાય નમઃ” ઇ ત SA(38)પુરારા તઃ । પુરાણાં શર રાણાં સ્થૂલ-સૂ મ-
કારણાત્મનાં અરા તઃ શત્રુિર ત પુરારા તઃ । તદરા ત વં ચ શવસ્ય વજ્ઞાનસ્ય િવદેહકૈવલ્યહેતુ વાત્; તચ્ચ
મ ત્રાપેિનષિદ પ્ર સદ્ધમ્ SA(68). Krishna tells Uddhava that He is Himself Shiva who destroyed
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the three cities િત્રપુરઘ્નાે ધનુ મતામ્ BH(11-11-20). Meru mountain. The Meru mountain is

mentioned in our puranas, Mahabharata and Ramayana etc.. It is said to be rich in gold and

other precious jewels and is said to be in the center of the earth. The Himalayas are in the

southern part of the Jambudwipa in whose center is theMeru. The Bharathavarsha (India) is

in the south of the Himalayas. One of the mountains surrounding theMeru is the Mandhara

which was used by the gods to churn the ocean of milk. Shri Suka mentions this when he

gives a description of the creation અેષં મ યે ઇલા ત્ં નામા ય તરવષ યસ્ય ના યામવ સ્થતઃ સવર્તઃ
સાવૈણર્ઃ કુલ ગિરરા ે મે દ્વ પાયામસમુન્નાહઃ ક ણકાભૂતઃ કુવલયકમલસ્ય મૂધર્િન દ્વાિત્રશ સહસ્રયાજેનિવતતાે
મૂલે ષાેડ સહસ્રં તાવતા તભૂર્ યાં પ્રિવષ્ટઃ । BH(5-16-6). The abodes of the gods like Brahma are

situated on the peaks of the mountain. Lalita is said to reside on one of the peaks of Meru

and so gets the name સમુે શ ◌ૃઙ્ગમ યસ્થા। સમુેરાેહમદ્રમેર્ યશ ◌ૃઙ્ગે તષ્ઠતી ત ત સ્થા ॥ શાેભને
મે મ યશ ◌ૃઙ્ગે ઇ ત વા LS(55). The sun and the moon are said to go round the mountain.

Our poets mention this fact often. Kalidasa refers to the sun going round Meru in his

Raghuvamsa (7-24). He says that Aja and Indumati going round the sacred fire during

their wedding was like the day and the night revolving round Meru

પ્રદ ક્ષણપ્રક્રમણા કૃશાનાે દ ચષ ત ન્મથનું ચકાસે ।
મેરાે પા તે વવ વતર્માનં અ યાે યસસંક્તમહ સ્ત્રયામમ્ ॥
Krishna says that He is Meru among the mountains મે ઃ શખિરણામહં BG (10-23) and

િધ યાનામ યહં મે ઃ । BH(11-11-21). All these show that meru is considered a very holy

mountain

કૃ ત્તવાસ-ં કૃ ત્તઃ = bark of a tree , skin, hide વાસઃ = dress. Shiva is reputed to be dressed

in the bark of trees and skins of tiger and elephant. Once some rishis of Daruka forest

performed a sacrifice. It seems they were very proud of their spiritual accomplishments.

Shiva wanted to test their mind-set and teach them a lesson. So He passed by in the form

of a shabbily dressed mendicant. The sages were furious to see the mendicant. From

the sacrificial fire they created a ferocious elephant and a tiger and set them to attack

the mendicant. But Shiva killed the animals, and wrapped Himself in their skins. The

sages were humbled. They realised their mistake and surrendered to Shiva. So He gets

the following names. વ્યાઘ્રચમાર્ બરઃ । વ્યાઘ્રચમર્ અ બરં યસ્ય સઃ; “તથા િપનાકહ તઃ કૃ ત્તવાસા” ઇ ત
શ્રુ તઃ । SS(108). ગજચમાર્ બરઃ ।ગ સરુસ્ય ચમર્ કૃ ત્તર બરં વાસાે યસ્ય સઃ ગજચમાર્ બરઃ । શ્રુ ત ક્તા।
SS(158). કૃ ત્તવાસઃ । કૃ ત્ત દા કાવનસ્થ-મુિનકૃતઽઽ ભચારાે પન્નવ્યાઘ્રસ્ય ચમર્ વાસાે યસ્ય સ તથા। અથવા
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કા યાં શવભક્ત જઘાંસયાગતસ્ય ગ સરુસ્ય કૃ ત્તરત્ર િવવ ક્ષતા। “ પ્રાણેશ્વરઃ કૃ ત્તવાસાઃ િપનાક ” શ્રુ તઃ ।
SS(909) કૃ ત્તવાસઃ । કૃ ત્તઃ દા કાવનસ્થમુિનકૃતા ભચારાે પન્નવ્યાઘ્રસ્ય ચમર્ વાસઃ વસં્ત્ર યસ્યસ તથા। યથાેક્તં
સ્કા દે “ તતાે વ્યાઘ્રાે મહા કુ્રદ્ધ આજગામ નખાયુધઃ । તષેા ષીણાં મમર્સ્થઃ કાપેાેઽયં િનગર્તાે યથા । તં
ચાદાય વચં ભ વા તદા ચમાર્ બરાેઽભવત।્ શશુભુે ચમર્ણા તને નાનાવણર્યુતને ચ” ઇ ત ॥ અથવા કા યાં
શવભક્ત જઘાંસયાગતસ્ય ગ સરુસ્ય કૃ ત્તરત્ર િવવ ક્ષતા ॥ યથાેક્તં સ્કા દ અેવ - “વારાણસ્યાં પુરાયાતાે
ગજ પાે મહાસરુઃ ।તાપસા શવભક્તાંશ્ચ િનહ તું કાપેદ િપતઃ” ઇત્યુપક્ર ય “ હ વા તં કુ જરં ભીમમ યં
િદગ્ગજૈરિપ।પાદહ તયુતં ચમર્ િવશસ્યા ચ્છદ્ય તને વૈ।પ્રા ત્યાત્માનમાત્મેશઃ તૂયમાનાેઽ ખલૈઃ સરૈુઃ ” ઇ ત
SA(67). દુવાર્સઃ । દુિનર ક્ષં વાસાે ગજ સહવ્યાઘ્રચમાર્િદ પં યસ્યસઃ તથા। SS(566). Kalidasa wonders

at Shiva, dressing Himself in the bark and skins of animals though He is the supreme lord,

and profusely showers blessings on His devoteesઅેકૈશ્વય સ્થતેઽિપ પ્રણતબહુફલે યઃ વયં કૃ ત્તવાસાઃ
। Malavikagnimitra (1.1).

These incidents show that the Lord is capable of vanquishing his enemies with ease. They

are meant to warn one like Ravana who takes Him lightly that they will have to face dire

consequences. But His nature is to subdue pride wherever it shows up - be it in an asura

like Ravana or god like Manmatha or even great rishis who should have known better. This

is because pride is an obstacle to the spiritual progress. Once they realise their mistake and

give up their pride Shiva blesses them.

Now a few words about Shiva wearing the bark or skins of animals: First this kind of dress,

His matted locks etc., proclaim that Shiva is beyond all varnas or grades of society - like

brahmin, kShatriya etc., - and ashramas or stages of life - like student, householder etc..

In other words He is an અ તવણાર્શ્રમી Such a one is not bound by any rules or regulations

applicable to any varna or ashrama. He only gave out the scriptures to enable us to become

mature spiritually and realise Him.SoHe is known as bhandhu or well wisherબ ધુઃ। બ ધુકૃતં્ય
િહતાિહતાપેદેસં શ્રુ ત તલક્ષણં કૃતવાિન ત । “સ નાે બ ધજુર્િનત”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(581). So these very

same rules cannot bind Him. The description of Shri Suka in Shri Bhagavatammatches the

above description of a paramahamsa. It says તત્રાભવદ્ભગવાન્વ્યાસપતુ્રાે યદચૃ્છયા ગામટમાનાેઽનપેક્ષઃ
। અલક્ષ્ય લઙ્ગાે િનજલાભતુષ્ટઃ તશ્ચબાલૈરવધૂતવષેઃ । BH(1-19-25).

Secondly, the bark of the tree and the skins that Shiva wears represent the cessation of

birth. Birth and rebirth have been discussed earlier. We saw earlier while discussing the

implications of Tripura that one’s mistaken identity with the body is the cause of all

problems starting with karma resulting in fruits of karma and then birth(s) to “enjoy” the
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results of karma. The dawn of wisdom will dispel the ignorance about the reality and

reveal one’s true status. This will end the cycle of birth and death. Lord’s grace can give us

the wisdom. So Shiva is called Hara હરઃ । વ િવષય જ્ઞાનનેાિવદ્યાદેહર્રણાદ્ધરઃ । SS(392). The

late Paramacharya of Kanchipuram had explained the incident of Shiva burning the three

cities with a smile thus. “The All-pervasive, All-knowing Supreme alone can liberate us

from the cycle of birth and death by vouchsafing us the jnana to throw off the fetters of

this restricting human body and to find bliss supreme in the merger of the jivatma with the

paramatma. Shri Parameswara destroyed Tripura by the smile that appeared on His face

on a contemplation of the humour of the situation. In relation to ourselves, the Tripura is

the physical body in the three states of sthoola, sookShma and karana. The consciousness

of these three states of our body can be overcome only when we realise the supreme bliss

that radiates from Iswara.” (Acharya’s Call-Part1- P251).

The body is the result of prarabdham and another one is just waiting around the corner when

this drops. So one should not get attached to it but be ready to leave it without regret when

the prescribed hour comes. Instead, one should use one’s lifetime to gain discrimination and

not chase the shadows. The avadhuta sage tells this to kingYaduલ વા સદુુલર્ભ મદં બહુસ વા તે
માનુ યમથર્દમિનત્યમપીહ ધીરઃ॥ તૂણ યતેત ન પતેદનુ ત્યુ યાવિન્નઃશ્રેયસાય િવષયઃ ખલુ સવર્તઃસ્યાત્। BH(11-

9-290). The human body is invaluable as it is got after innumerable births. No doubt it is

frail and impermanent. But it is with this human body alone one can work to attain the life’s

goal. Plants and animals come lower in the rung of evolution. They face many limitations.

So our shastras say that if one fails to properly use the rare human birth but lives to eat and

leads a hedonistic life-style without a thought about the hereafter he is most unwise and

incurs incalculable loss. In fact they say that such a one is no better than a brute or a tree.

Harsh words indeed but they are born out of anguish and meant to rub in the point તરવઃ િક ન
વ ત ભસ્ત્રાઃ િક ન શ્વસ ત્યુત। ન ખાદ ત ન મેહ ત િક ગ્રામપશવાેઽપરે॥ શ્વિવડ્વરાહાેષ્ટ્રખરૈઃ સં તુતઃ પુ ષઃ

પશઃુ । ન ય કણર્પથાપેેતાે તુ નામ ગદાગ્રજઃ । BH(2-3-18 and 19). “Do not trees live? Do not

bellows breathe? And do not the domestic animals (other than the human beast) take their

food and indulge in sex? The human beast who has never heard of the story of the Lord

has been declared to be as good as a dog, swine, a camel and a donkey.” But the Lord who

is an ocean of mercy is ready to save such a person also if he wants to turn a new leaf and

worships Him with single minded devotion. Krishna says he will be considered a righteous
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person. BG(IX-30,31)અિપ ચે સદુુરાચારાે ભજતે મામન યભાક્। સાધુરેવ સ મ તવ્યઃ સ યગ્વ્યવ સતાે િહ
સઃ ॥ ક્ષપં્ર ભવ ત ધમાર્ત્મા શશ્વચ્છા ત િનગચ્છ ત। કાૈ તેય પ્રે ત નીિહ ન મે ભક્તઃ પ્રણ ય ત। The bark

and animal skins that Shiva wears proclaim this fact symbolically. They convey the above

assurance that those who turn to Him with devotion will be saved from repeated births

irrespective of the kind of life they might have lived. So Shiva has the following names

ભષેજમ-્ સસંારરાેગસ્યાષૈધં ભષેજમ્ VS(578)ભવહે તઃ- ભવઃ સસંારઃ, તસ્ય હે તરાયુધં સસંારચ્છેત્તા।“ભવસ્ય
હેત્યૈ જગતાં પતય” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(272) તારકઃ । તારય ત સ સારાિદ ત તારકઃ । SA(07) તારણઃ
। સસંારસાગરાત્તારયતી ત તારણઃ । VS(337) તારઃ ।ગભર્જન્મજરા ત્યુલક્ષણાદ્ ભયાત્તારયતી ત તારઃ ।
VS(338)તારઃ । ગભર્જન્મજરામરણસસંારમહાભયાત્તારયતી ત તારઃ ।“નમ તારાય નમઃ શ ભવે ચ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ
। SS(76) ભજે િદવ્યસન્માગર્બ ધુમ્। િદવ્ય = divine સન્માગર્બ ધુમ્ = a companion to one who treads
the righteous pathભજે = I worship; means I worship the lord who is a companion to one who

takes to the righteous path. This line provides more than one interpretation. સન્માગર્ઃ । સશં્ચાસાૈ
મગર્શ્ચ સન્માગર્ઃ । means the virtuous path: the path trodden by the saints and noble people and

that is in keeping with the shastric injunctions મહાજનાે યને ગતઃ સ પ થાઃ । says Mahabharata.

It being very difficult to understand and interpret the scriptures it is safe to follow the path

trodden by the great men as they have followed the path and realised the results. The guru,

in Vivekachudamani, tells the disciple who had approached him for instruction that he will

show the path which ascetics took for crossing samsara સસંાર સ ધાે તરણેઽ ત્યુપાયઃ । યનેવૈ
યાતાઃ યતયાેઽસ્ય પારં તમવે માગ તવ િનિદશા મ।
Krishna says that if one chooses to neglect the path laid out by the scriptures it will lead

to his downfall. So He urges Arjuna to follow them યઃ શાસ્ત્રિવિધમુ જ્ય વતર્તે કામકારતઃ । ન સ
સ દ્ધમવા ાે ત ન સખંુ ન પરાં ગ તમ્। । ત માચ્છાસં્ત્ર પ્રમાણં તે કાયાર્કાયર્વ્યવ સ્થતાૈ। જ્ઞા વા શાસ્ત્રિવધાનાેક્તં
કમર્ કતુર્ મહાહર્ સ। BG.(16-23,24.) For those who follow the virtuous path He becomes a

friend and guide. But for those like Ravana, who out of vanity or arrogance choose the

prohibited path He is not a friend but metes out severe punishment by casting them

into inferior births. તાનહં દ્વષતઃ કૂ્રરા સસંારેષુ નરાધમાન્ । ક્ષપા યજસ્રમશભુાનાસરુ વવે યાેિનષુ।
BG(16.19) Sankaracharya explains “inferior births” as cruel beings such as tigers, lions

and the like અજસ્રં સ તતં અશભુાન્ અશભુકમર્કાિરણઃ આસરુ વવે કૂ્રરકમર્પ્રાયાસુ વ્યાઘ્ર સહાિદષુ યાેિનષુ
ક્ષપા મ . Kalidasa prays in the invocatory verse in Malavikagnimitra સન્માગાર્લાેકનાયવ્યપનયતુ
સ વ તામસી ં ત્તમીશઃ । He prays to lord to remove the ignorance born out of lethargy to

enable us to perceive the right path or the virtuous path. સત્ Sat also means that which really
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exists or existence and means brahmanઅિવતથં પરં બ્રહ્મસત,્ “સદેવ સાે યેદમ”્ (છા.ઉ. ૬।૧।૪।)
ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ । VS(478). Thus Margabandhu is brahman only સ ચાસાૈ માગર્બ ધુશ્ચ સન્માગર્બ ધુઃ ।
Being brahman He is the best guide and companion one can get on the way to liberation.

The path of self knowledge, says Yama, is very difficult to tread upon. It is just like

walking over the sharp edge of a razor રસ્ય ધાર િન શતા દુરત્યયા દુગ પથ ત કવયાે વદ ત KU(3-

14).The knowledge about the Lord is most profound. The means to get it is difficult for the

unprepared mind. When one gets struck on the path He (being with us all the time and

very much within us), like a sign post, points the way to the next stage. He is a guide and

companion as long as a seeker looks for Him. Like the rain bearing clouds He showers His

grace on His devotees without expecting anything in return. Mundane bandhus (relatives)

are the cause of bondage and ensuing misery. In fact they are called bandhus only because

they bind themselves with us બધ્ના ત મનઃ નેહાિદના ઇ ત But lord Margabandhu is a unique

bandhu who causes all bondage to drop off (as He is Sat) સ સઙ્ગ વે િન સઙ્ગ વમ્ says Shri
Sankara in Bhajagovindam. So every one prays to Him for getting free from bondage ય બકં
ય મહે સગુ ધ પુ ષ્ટવધર્નમ્ । ઉવાર્ ક મવબ ધના ત્યાેમુર્ક્ષીય મા તાત।્ Ignorance is like a thick layer

of scum covering our wisdom. When the scum is removed the underlying wisdom shines.

Wisdom shows the seeker that he is himself Margabandhu. The seeker realises there is no

where to go and the seeking ends. So He is known as માગર્ઃ । મુમુક્ષવ તં માગર્ય ત ઇ ત માગર્ઃ;
પરમાન દાે યને પ્રા યતે સ માગર્ ઇ ત વાVS(365). He is sought by people who want liberation. He is
the path through which one can get infinite bliss. Only by knowing Him liberation is attained

યં િવિદ વા અ ત વાય ક પ તે યાે ગનાે મુમુક્ષવઃ સ અેવ પ થાઃ માગર્ઃ । “ના યઃ પ થા િવદ્યતેઽયનાય” ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ
। VS(397). The poet says િદવ્ય સન્માગર્બ ધુમ્Why say િદવ્ય divya? The scriptures talk of the

paths the jiva can take after the fall of the physical body. They are the dark path (કૃ ણ ગ તઃ )
and the bright path (શકુ્લગ તઃ ). The former path is available to those who perform duties and

sacrifices prescribed in the vedas. Karmas may be performed with desires also (known as

sakama karma). One may, for example, perform a sacrifice for achieving wealth or property

or even swarga loka. The karmas done properly produce results without fail. One who does

the prescribed karmas go to world of manes or pitruloka િપ લાેકઃ after death through the

dark path. One can also do the karmas without any desire (known as nishkamakarma).

They are done as offering to the Lord and the results are accepted as gifts from Him. Such

karmas naturally do not have a binding effect but result in ( ચત્તશુ દ્ધઃ) purity of the mind.
So, now one with a purified mind can add meditation or upAsana (ઉપાસના ) on the Lord
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in any chosen form, that is saguna Iswara, like Krishna, Rama, Shiva etc.. This becomes

a powerful combination and and gives better results(i.e.) they go to devaloka through the

bright path .These are said to be superior worlds as the pleasures enjoyed are superior. અેતષેુ
યશ્ચરતે ભ્રાજમાનષેુ યથાકાલં ચાહુતયાે હ્યાદદાયન્ ॥ તં નય ત્યેતાઃ સયૂર્સ્ય ર મયાે યત્ર દેવાનાં પ તરેકાેિધવાસઃ
। MU(1-2-5). We saw earlier that even the worlds of gods are finite and so one who attains

such a place has to come down and be reborn after his merits are exhausted. So it is not

considered wise to keep on doing karmas. Those who take to a combination of karma and

upasana can practise austerities and develop mental maturity and detachmant. They go to

Brahmaloka through the bright path તપઃશ્રદ્ધે યે હ્યપુવસ ત્યર યે શા તા િવદ્વાંસાે ભૈક્ષ્યચયા ચર તઃ
॥ સયૂર્દ્વારેણ તે િવર ઃ પ્રયા ત યત્રા તઃ સ પુ ષાે હ્યવ્યયાત્મા। MU(1-2-11). Note the use of the

word િવદ્વાંસઃ , that is they are not yet jnAnis but on the way to become a jnAni. A jnani

is liberated while alive in this world itself. He is known as a jivanmukta ( વન્મુક્તઃ ). But
those who go to the Brahmaloka study vedanta at the feet of Brahma. They get realisation.

At the time of pralaya they, along with Brahma merge with brahman. They do not return to

this world. This is what is known as gradual emancipation or kramamukti (ક્રમમુ ક્તઃ ). The
lord is a companion and guide to those who take to the bright path that leads to Him.

Meaning of the verse. I worship Lord Margabandhu who is eternal, of the form of

consciousness and bliss, who curbed the pride of Ravana, who used Meru the golden

mountain as a bow, who wears the bark of a tree and skins and who is a companion to

those who choose to tread the spiritual path leading to liberation.

4

૪. ક દપર્દપર્ઘ્નમીશં કાલક ઠં મહેશં મહાવ્યાેમકેશમ્ ।
કુ દાભદ તં સરેુશં કાેિટસયૂર્પ્રકાશં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે . . .

ક દપર્દપર્ઘ્નમ્ - કંદપર્ઃ = Manmatha, the god of love દપર્ઃ = arrogance, pride, vanity ઘ્ન = used at

the end of a word means destroying, removing or curing. So દપર્ઘં્નmeans one who removed

or cured the pride. Shiva cured or removed the pride of Manmatha, the god of love.

This statement lends itself for more than one interpretation. 1 - Though formless and

without attributes Lord assumes various forms such as Shiva, Krishna, Rama, Uma,

LakShmi etc., to gladden the hearts of His devotees. Words can not adequately describe
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the beauty of these forms. Manmatha is said to be the paragon of beauty. But even his

famed beauty appears drab and insignificant when one thinks of the lord’s bewitching

form. Shri Suka describes Krishna as સાક્ષાત્ મન્મથમન્મથઃ । જગન્માેહનસ્ય કામસ્યાિપ મનસ્યુદ્ભૂતઃ
કામઃ સાક્ષાત્તસ્યાિપ માેહક ઇત્યથર્ઃ । BH(10-32-2), that is His beauty will cast a spell on

Manmatha himself. So where is the question of his feeling proud in the Lord’s prescence?

In view of this He is known as સુ દરઃ । દ્વાિત્રશ લક્ષણાપેેતઃ સુ દરઃ । “કામાય કામ િપણ” ઇ ત
શ્રુ તઃ । SS(416). Also સુ દરઃ । િવશ્વા તશાિયસાૈભાગ્યશા લ વાત્ સુ દરઃ । VS(791). One who

is more beautiful than anyone else સદેુહઃ । શાેભનાે દેહાે યસ્ય સ સદેુહઃ । “મઙ્ગલાયતનં દેવં
યવુાનમ તસુ દરમ।્ યાયે ક પતરાેમુર્લે સખુાસીનં સહાેમયા.” ઇ ત। “ શવા યે” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(249) શભુાઙ્ગઃ
- સુ દરાં તનું ધારયન્ શભુાઙ્ગઃ । VS(586). Also શભુાઙ્ગઃ - શાેભનૈરઙ્ગૈ યય વાત્ શભુાઙ્ગઃ । VS(782).

Saints and devotees have lost themselves in singing about the beauty of the lord. Let us

savour some samples. This description of Shiva is from Navaratnamala by the saint Shri

Sadasivabrahmendra કંદપર્કાેિટશતગુણસુ દરિદવ્યાકૃ ત શવં વ દે Shiva’s divine form is millions of

times more beautiful than that of Manmatha. Likewise the saint Shri Narayana Tirta in

his Krishna Leelatarangini repeatedly calls Krishna as કામકાેિટસમ, મન સજશતકાેિટમ જુલવષે,
મીનાઙ્કકાેિટમાેહન, કાેિટમદનસુ દર, જગન્માેહન , that is Krishna is millions of times more beautiful

than Manmatha. Such being the case his beauty is completely eclipsed in the prescence of

the Lord: just like the feeble light of the stars is lost in the blazing light of the sun. Let us

look at another example. This one is from Shri Krishnakarnamrutam by Lilasukha. He is

amazed at the sweet form of Krishna and could only exclaim “Oh! He is sweet,sweet, the

very embodiment of sweetness.”

મધુરં મધુરં વપુરસ્ય િવભાે-મર્ધુરં મધુરં વદનં મધુરમ।્
મધુગ ધ દુ મત-મેતદહાે મધુરં મધુરં મધુરં મધુરમ।્
Shri Vedanta Desika should have had the same sentiment as Shri DikShita and addresses

the lord at Tirupathy as ક દપર્દપર્હર સુ દર િદવ્યમૂત! “the One whose beautiful form destroys the

pride of Manmatha” (in Venkatesa suprabatam). The use of the word ક દપર્ઃ for Manmatha

is significant. The name means that he was proud right from birth. Even the pride of such

a being vanishes in the prescence of the Lord.

2 - We are in the habit of describing things that have no defined form or have no form

as beautiful if they please our senses. Thus we say the weather is beautiful or a smell is

beautiful when it is is pleasing to our senses. Similarly we describe the nature, for example
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the sun rise, as beautiful because it is colourful and it is also cool at that time. We do not

call the scene beautiful after a couple of hours when the sun is sizzling! In the same way we

describe the formless Lord as beautiful as He confers bliss on us. Further weather etc., can

give happiness in a very limited manner, that is for a limited time or in a limited quantity

only. Soon they tend to pall or they will turn sour. So we may not call them really pleasing.

Considering this Krishna says

યે િહ સં પસર્ ભાેગા દુઃખયાનેય અેવ તે ।
આદ્ય તવ તઃ કાૈ તેય ન તષેુ રમતે બુધઃ । BG(5-22) .

In sharp contrast the Lord is of the form of unlimited bliss and so infinitely beautiful.

And it never gets stale. One never gets sated with looking at the form. Lilasukha is

charmed by Krishna’s form and describes it in his Shri Krishnakarnamrutam thus:

પ્ર તપદલ લતા યાં, પ્રત્યહં નૂતના યાં, પ્ર તમુહુરિધકા યામ્ It appears beautiful every time one looks
at it. It seems ever fresh and more lovely than it appeared last time when one saw

it. So He is known as સચુા ઃ - સતુરાં દશર્નીયશ્ચા ઃ, િનર તશય-પરમાન દ પ વાત્। “િવજ્ઞાનમાન દં
બ્રહ્મ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(818). and ર યઃ - સખુ પ વાદ્ર યઃ । “યાે વૈ ભૂમા ત સખુ મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(924).

Devi Lalita is known as સવાર્ઙ્ગસુ દર - સવાર્ ણ ચ તાિન અઙ્ગાિન ચ અવયવાઃ શરઃપા યાદયઃ;
તે વ યનૂાન તિરક્તભાવવ વાત્ યથાસામુિદ્રકા-લક્ષણં તદ્વ વને સવાર્ઙ્ગસુ દર । અથવા સવષામઙ્ગષેુ શર રેષુ
બ્રહ્મ વ પતયા અત્ય તપ્રેમિવષય વને સુ દરપદાથર્વદિવનાભાવવા છાિવષય વાત્ તથા। (Lalitatrishati

No. 130, Shankara’s commentary).

3 - At a different level we may say that Manmatha was not destroyed really as it is said.

He came on a mission but failed miserably. But Shiva was in total control of Himself

and so could not be shaken. He has many names that attest this fact. Some of them are:

શા તઃ - િવષયસખુે વસઙ્ગતયા શા તઃ, “િન કલં િન ક્રયં શા તમ”્ (શ્વ.ે ઉ.૬।૧૯) ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ । VS(582) and

SS(9)િવરાગઃ - િવરતાે રાગાે યસ્ય િવરાગઃ । “કથમનનેેદશૃને િન શ્ચનાેતી” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(89). િવરતઃ - િવગતં
રતમસ્ય િવષયસવેાયા મ ત િવરતઃ । VS(396)દમઃ - દમાેઽસ્યા તી ત દમઃ । િનગ્ હીતે દ્રયગ્રામ ઇત્યથર્ઃ ।
આત્મારામ વાત્। “ન િહ વાત્મારામં િવષય ગ ણા ભ્રમય ત” ઇ ત શવરહસ્યે । “નીલક ઠં પ્રશા ત મ”
ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(578). Thus Manmatha was no match to Shiva. He totally lost himself in the

prescence of Shiva. This is said to be the destruction of Manmatha. Shiva’s anger was

a flash and disappeared soon after as is wont with noble souls સધનૂાં ક્ષ ણકાે કાપેઃ । The

punishment was a token. Shiva yielded to Rati’s pleadings and brought Manmatha back to

life as he has a role to play in the creation
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ઈશં - The lord or master, one who is in complete control. Relating to the preceding episode
of Manmatha this epithet fits Shiva perfectly as He conquered him who was famed to be

invincible in all the three worlds. He made Manmatha feel small and acknowledge Shiva’s

overwhelming superiority

કાલક ઠમ્ - કાલ = black or dark-blue colour ક ઠઃ = throat. This means one whose throat has

a dark colour. It refers to Shiva whose throat has a bluish hue. This is said to have happened

after he swallowed the poison that was given out by the serpent Vasuki when the ocean was

churned by the devas and asuras. Like Manmatha in the episode narrated above, the poison

also lost its virulence and became impotent in Shiva’s prescence. So Shiva has the following

names

નીલક ઠઃ - નીલઃ ક ઠે યસ્ય સઃ નીલક ઠઃ । શવસ્ય ક ઠે નૈલ્યં િવ વાિદ-સકલપ્રા યા તકર-હલાહલ-
િવષધારણપ્રયુક્તમ્।—“નીલક ઠં પ્રશા ત મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(5). The name નીલગ્રીવઃ for Shiva appears
in several places in Shri Rudram. Also: શ્રીક ઠઃ - શ્રીઃ કાલકૂટજિનતા શાેભા। તદ્વા ક ઠાે યસ્ય સઃ
। તથા કાલકૂટ-જિનત-મા લ યમિપ શાેભવૈ પરમેશ્વરસ્ય। “િવકારાેઽિપ શ્લાઘ્યાે ભવુન-ભયભઙ્ગ-વ્યસિનન”
ઇ ત યાયાત્। અથવા શ્રીઃ િવષમવે, “શ્રીવષરચના શાેભા સ પ સરલશા ખષ।ુવાણીલ મીલવઙ્ગષેુ િવષે
બ વેઽપી” ત નાનાતર્રત્નમાલા। તદ્વા ક ઠાે યસ્યે ત। SS(118) and SA(16). This says that even the

dark patch generated by the poison added to the beauty of Shiva’s throat. This is said in the

following verse in the Shivamahimna Stotram also

અકા ડબ્રહ્મા ડક્ષયચિકતદેવાસરુકૃપા-
િવધેયસ્યાઽઽસીદ્ ય સ્ત્રનયન િવષં સહૃંતવતઃ ।
સ ક માષઃ ક ઠે તવ ન કુ તે ન શ્રયમહાે
િવકારાેઽિપ શ્લાઘ્યાે ભવુનભયભઙ્ગવ્યસિનનઃ ॥૧૪।
The following names of Shiva are based on this incident. કાલકૂટિવષાદ - હાલાહલ-
િવષપાનકતાર્ કાલકૂટિવષાદ । સ્કા દે સન કુમારસિંહતાયાં કા શકાવનમાહા યે િવ વાિદના સમુદ્રમથનં, તદાની ં
વાસિુકમખુા કાલિવષાે પાદનં, તને ગ્લાિનઃ, તદનુ તૈિવષિનગ્રહાત શવં પ્ર ત પ્રાથર્ના, તદનુ શવપ્રેર તને—ના ા
હ તને િવષમાહૃત્ય ચ શવહ તે જ બૂફલવ સમપર્ણં, તદન-ુ “ગ્ હી વા ભુક્તવા છ ભુઃ ક ઠે નીલાેઽભવત્તદા।
તદાપ્ર ત ત સ્થાનં હાલાશન મ ત તમ।્ શવાેઽભૂ કાલભુઙ્ના ા કાલક્ ઠાખ્યકાેઽભવિદ” ત। SS(203).

The story of churning of the ocean is mentioned in the puranas. It appears in 8th book of

Shrimad Bhagavatam. Some verses from this are given for reference

િનમર્ યમાનાદુદધેરભૂદ્ િવષં મહાે બણં હાલાહલાહ્વમગ્રતઃ ।
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સ ભ્રા તમીનાને્મકરાિહકચ્છપાત્ ત મ દ્વપગ્રાહ ત મઙ્ ગલાકુલાત્ ॥
તમુગ્રવેગં િદ શ િદ યપુયર્ધાે િવસપર્દુ સપર્દસહ્યમપ્ર ત ।
ભીતાઃ પ્ર દુદુ્રવુરઙ્ગ સશે્વરા અરક્ષ્યમાણાઃ શરણં સદા શવમ્ ॥
“Seeing that effervescent, unbearable and irresistible poison possessing tremendous force

and spreading in all quarters, as well as above and below, and finding no protection

(anywhere), living beings along with their leaders got much frightened and flew for

protection to Lord Sadasiva (the ever-auspicious one).” They prayed to Shiva to protect

them. They said

દેવ દેવ મહાદેવ ભૂતાત્મન્ ભૂતભાવન ।
ત્રાિહ નઃ શરણાપન્નાંસૈ્ત્રલાેક્યદહનાત્ િવષાત્ ॥
“O god of gods! O supreme deity! the protector, nay, the very self of all created beings! save

us who have sought refuge in You, from this poison that is burning all the three worlds.”

Shiva saw their plight તદ્ વીક્ષ્યવ્યસનં તાસાં કૃપયા શપીિડતઃ । સવર્ભૂતસહૃુદ્ દેવ ઇદમાહ સતી ં પ્રયામ્।
Shiva who was the embodiment of mercy was very much affected by their plight and told

His consort Sati this

અહાે બત ભવા યેતત્ પ્ર નાં પ ય વૈશસમ્ ।
ક્ષીરાેદમથનાેદ્ભૂતાત્ કાલકૂટાદુપ સ્થતમ્ ॥
“How distressing it is, O Bhavani, this calamity that has come up on these people from the

poison Kalakuta that had appeared during the churning of the ocean of milk.”

આસાં પ્રાણપર સનૂાં િવધેયમભયં િહ મ।ે અેતાવાન્ િહ
પ્રભાેરથા યદ્ દ નપિરપાલનમ્।
“Protection must be given by me to these people who are concerned about their lives. To

protect the afflicted is the main concern of the great (who is endowed with power).” Saying

this Shiva swallowed the poison He had gathered in His hand

િનશ ય કમર્ તચ્છ ભાેઃ દેવદેવસ્ય મીઢુષઃ ।
પ્ર દક્ષાયણી બ્રહ્મા વૈકુ ઠશ્ચ શશં સરે।
Observing the benevolent act of Lord Shiva those who approached Him, Sati, Brahma and

Lord Vishnu praised it.

Refering to this episode of Shiva swallowing the poison and the wearing Ganga on His head,

the author Shri DikShita says that the Lord performed these acts not because the poison
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was tasty or Ganga has purifying power : but only to save the world and because of extreme

compassion. And these two acts could not have been performed by anyone else

ગઙ્ગા તા ન ભવતા શવ પાવની ત ના વાિદતાે મધુર ઇત્યિપ કાલકૂટઃ । સરંક્ષણાય જગતાં ક ણા તરેકા-
કમર્દ્વયં ક લત-મેતદ-ન યસા યમ્। (Brahmatarkastavam) મહેશમ્ - મહા is a substitute for મહત્
meaning big or great ઈશઃ is synonymous with ઈશ્વરઃ and means lord or master મહેશઃ is
the name of Shiva મહાંશ્ચાસાવીશશ્ચ મહેશઃ । “યઃ પરઃ સ મહેશ્વરઃ” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(26)મહેશ્વરઃ -
વગાર્િદય ક ચદ શ વયાેગાદ શ્વર વં િહ ઇ દ્રાદ નમ ય ત; યદાદાય ષિડ્વશબ્રાહ્મણે ઉ પાતશા ત પ્રકરણે

ઇ દ્રયમાિદષુ “ઈશ્વરાય વાહા” ઇ ત મ ત્રઃ પ્ર ત્તઃ; શવ તુ મહેશ્વરઃ તષેામપીશ્વર વાત્, “ યેયઃ સવશ્વયર્સપંન્નઃ
સવશ્વરઃ શ ભુરાકાશમ યે” ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ; “સે દ્રાિદષુ ચ દેવષેુ તસ્ય વૈશ્વયર્મુચ્યત”ે ઇ ત ભારતવચનાચ્ચ।
અેતદ ભપ્રાયમવે ચ “મહેશ્વરશ્ચ ભૂતાનાં મહતામીશ્વરશ્ચ સઃ” ઇ ત ભારતવચનમ।્ મહતઃ પ્ર ણન ઇ દ્રાદ પ્રત્યિપ
યદસ્યે શ વં વતર્ત,ે ઇદમવે અેતદ યે શ વસ્ય મહ વ મ ત Indra and other gods like Yama may be

lords of their respective quarters and have powers but the Shiva is their Lord also. Their

lordships and powers were given by Him only. And it is to Him only they all rush for

protection when they see a danger to all, as happened in the story just narrated. Later on

it is said અતઃ ઇતરદેવતાસા યકાયર્પ્રવતર્કતયા સવર્ત્રાપ્ર તહત વાત્ મહદ શ વમસ્યે ત મહેશ્વર ઇ ત ઉતઃ
ઇ ત। ઇદં ચ શ્રુ તપ્ર સદં્ધ નામ, “માિયનં તુ મહેશ્વરમ”્, “તમીશ્વરાણાં પરમં મહેશ્વરમ્”, “યઃ પરઃ સ મહેશ્વરઃ”
ઇત્યાિદ શ્રુતેઃ । SA(2)

મહાવ્યાેમકેશમ્ - મહત્ = great or big વ્યાેમન્ = sky, atmosphere વ્યાેમકેશઃ is an epithet of Shiva
વ્યાેમકેશઃ ગઙ્ગાધારણસમયે વ્યાેમવ દ્વશાલજટાવલય પઃ કેશઃ અસ્યે ત વ્યાેમકેશઃ । SS(96) and SA(75).

While receiving the Ganga when she was coming down from the heavens, Shiva spread out

His hair which appeared to cover the sky. Hence the name. It is also one of Lalita’s name

વ્યાેમકેશી - વ્યાેમવૈ કેશા યસ્યા િવરાડપતયાઃ । વ્યાેમકેશસ્ય શવસ્ય સ્ત્રી વા। વ્યાેમવૈા પં સદ્વ્યાેમકમ।્
અ પાથ કપ્રત્યયઃ । તસ્યેશી તતાેઽિપ વ્યાિપકા વા LS(941). Her (universal form) is larger than the
sky. This is an additional meaning given for the name and is applicable to Shiva also.

Because the sky was first created and came from Him only. Then other things were created

from the sky.Thus Ganga came from the same source fromwhich the entire creation started

and so the river occupies a lofty position in our esteem. Besides it has an unique sacredness

attached to it that is not attached to any other river or even to the rain water that falls from

the sky. In fact the rain water is considered to be ordinary. It stays for a short time and is lost:

but Ganga’s flow is perennial and is symbolic of His grace. Ganga came from the heaven.

Her waters came in a big torrent. Because the water fell from a great height the stream got
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scattered into fine spray and came down as an immense cloud. Shiva spread out His hair to

cover the sky so that the cloud of spray got in and was trapped. Ganga lost her way and

could not come out. This was done to curb her pride. She was released again when Bagiratha

prayed to Shiva. The use of the adjective મહા in the word મહાવ્યાેમકેશમ્ meaning great or
big is significant મહાવ્યાેમmeaning “the big or the great sky” is said to distinguish it from the

“small sky” that is mentioned in the Upanishads. અથ યિદદ-મ મન્ બ્રહ્મપુરે દહરં પુ ડર કં વે મ
દહરાેઽ મન્ન તરાકાશ- ત મન્ યદ ત- તદ વેષ્ટવ્યં તદ્વવ િવ જઞા સતવ્ય મ ત। Chandogyopanishad.(8-

1-1). What is mentioned here is known as Dahara Vidya. Ordinarily people may may find

it to visualise brahman that is described to be without a form, name or any other attributes.

It may appear to be something like a vacUm. It is the intention of Dahara Vidya to provide

them something gross on which they can meditate upon. Daharam means small (દહરં અ પં
) and બ્રહ્મપુરં is our body. Briefly stated this says that there is a small space within the

heart in the body in which one can visualise brahman and get all his desires fulfilled. The

upanishad says that this is because the space that is inside the heart encompasses all that is

there outside.

કુ દાભદ તમ્ - કંુદમ્ = jasmine flower આભઃ = likeness, resemblance દ તઃ tooth. Shiva’s teeth
are white and have the luster or the soft glow like the jasmine flower. They are uniform and

packed closely like the petals of a jasmine flower. They are specifically mentioned as they

are in the mouth of the Lord that is the birthplace of all sounds, grammar and the vedas.

It is said that the vedas are the very breath of the Lord. Shiva has several names based on

this fact. Some are given here

વા ગ્વશદુ્ધઃ - વાચાે વા યાે િવશદુ્ધા ઋગ્વેદાદયાે યસ્ય સઃ વા ગ્વશદુ્ધઃ । “અસ્ય મહતાે ભૂતસ્ય
િનશ્વ સતમેતદ્યદગૃ્વેદાેયજુવદ” ઇત્યાિદ શ્રુ તઃ ॥ ઉક્તં ચ સતૂ્રકારેણ- શાસ્ત્રયાેિન વાિદ ત। િવ તં ચ
ભા યકારેણ મહતઃ ઋગ્વેદાદેઃ શાસ્ત્રસ્ય યાેિનઃ કારણ મ ત। SS(318)

કૃતાગમઃ - કૃતા ર ચતા મખુપ ચકા દ્વિનગર્તા આગમાઃ પ્રણવાિદમહામ ત્રાઃ, ઋગાિદ સવર્વેદાઃ, પ્રાેદ્ગ તાિદ
અષ્ટાિવશ તસઙ્ખ્યાકા આગમાશ્ચ યસ્ય સઃ કૃતાગમઃ । “અસ્ય મહતાે ભૂતસ્ય િનઃશ્વ સતમેતદગૃ્વેદઃ ઇત્યાિદ”
શ્રુ તઃ । SS(444)

વેદિનશ્વ સતઃ - વેદા ઋગ્વેદાદયઃ િનશ્વ સત મવ યથાપ્રયત્નને પુ ષિનઃશ્વાસાે ભવ ત અેવં યસ્ય સ વેદિનઃશ્વ સતઃ ।
“અસ્ય મહતાે ભૂતસ્ય િનઃશ્વ સતમવેૈતદગૃ્વેદ” ઇત્યાિદ શ્રુ તઃ । SS(733)

વેદકારઃ - િવદ્યેતે ધમર્બ્રહ્મણી અે ભિર ત વેદાઃ આ ાયાઃ તાન્ કરાે ત િનઃશ્વ સત પતયા ઉચ્ચારય ત ઇ ત
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વેદકારઃ । “અસ્ય મહતાે ભૂતસ્યેત્યા”િદ શ્રુ તઃ । SS(887). Thus the sacred vedas in the form

of His breath are always wafting in His mouth and are in constant touch with His

teeth making them very pure and endowing them with unique sacredness. For these

reasons the comparison of the teeth with the jasmine flower is to be found often

in the compositions of the saints and devotees. Some examples are given here. Shri

Narayana Theertha addresses Krishna as કુ દરદન and કુ દસુ દરરદન in his Krishna Leela

Tarangini. (રદઃ = tooth.) This description of Devi’s teeth is in Shyamala Dandakam.

કુ દપુ પદ્યુ ત નગ્ધદ તાવલીિનમર્લાલાેલક લાેલસમંેલન મેરશાેણાધરે!

સરેુશં - સરુઃ = god or deity. Shiva is the lord of gods like Indra, Brahma. He could

ward off Yama also. Thus all the gods could not assess and understand His greatness

and glory. That is why they were naive enough to plan and send Manmatha on that

infamous mission. He was also worshipped by asuras like Ravana who subjugated

the devas. He could crush Ravana and make him realise his helplessness and finally

surrender to Him.There is none equal to Him or greater than Him. So Shri Suka salutes

Him saying this િનર તસા યા તશયને રાધસા વધામિન બ્રહ્મ ણ રંસ્યતે નમઃ । BH(2-4-14)િનર તં
સાંયમ તશયશ્ચ યસ્ય યદપેક્ષયા અ યસ્ય સા યમ તશયશ્ચ ના ત, તને રાધસા અૈશ્વયણ વધામિન વ વ પે
બ્રહ્મ ણરમમાણાય (Shridhara’s commentary). Shri Sadasiva Brahmendra bows to Him saying

(in Navaratnamala- 12) િન તુલમિહમાનમાનતાેઽ મ શવમ્। તુલનં = comparison. So he says “I

salute Shiva of incomparable glory.”

કાેિટસયૂર્પ્રકાશમ્ - કાેિટ = 10 millions પ્રકાશ brilliant, bright, shining. The Lord shines like a

million (infinite) suns. There are so many suns and stars in the universe. The Lord gives

them their brightness and He also shines because of His own glory without depending on

anyone else. So He has these names સયૂર્કાેિટપ્રતીકાશઃ - સયૂર્કાેટ નં પ્રકાશ ઇવ પ્રકાશાે યસ્ય સઃ તથા।
ઇયં ચ અભૂતાપેમા। અિધકદ પ્તમાિનત્યથર્ઃ । “નમાે દ પ્તાય દ પ્ત િપણ” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(502) સદુ પ્તઃ -
સવર્પ્રકાશક વને પ્રમાણં િવના સવર્દા દ પ્ત ઇ તસદુ પ્તઃ । “દ પ્તાય દ પ્ત િપણ” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(633) મહાદ્યુ તઃ
- મહતી દ્યુ તબાર્હ્યા ય તરા ચ અસ્યે ત મહાદ્યુ તઃ; “ વયજં્યાે તઃ” ( -ઉ-૪-૩-૯), “જ્યાે તષાં જ્યાે તઃ” ( -

ઉ- ૪-૪-૧૬) ઇત્યાિદ શ્રુતેઃ । VS (176) મર ચઃ - તજે વનામિપ તજે વાત્ મર ચઃ, “તજે તજે વનામહમ્”,
(ગીતા ૧૦-૩૬) ઇ ત ભગવદ્વચનાત્ VS(189) જ્યાે તઃ – વત અેવ દ્યાેતયત ઇ ત જ્યાે તઃ; “નરયણપરાે
જ્યાે તરત્મા”, (ના-ઉ-૧૩-૧) ઇ તમ ત્રવણાર્ત્VS(877). Thus the Lord who is brighter than amillion
suns, who is eternal and never failing is the most dependable one to light our way. Let us

pray to Him and seek His grace. So ભજે = I worship મગર્બ ધુમ્ = the Lord Margabandhu. I
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worship Lord Margabandhu who removed Manmatha’s pride, who has kept poison in His

neck, the great Lord who is more extensive than the space, whose teeth have the sheen of

the jasmine flower, who is the Lord of the gods and who shines like millions of suns.

5

૫. મ દારભૂતે દારં મ દરાગે દ્રસારં મહાગાૈયર્દૂરમ્ ।
સ દૂરદૂરપ્રચારં સ ધુરા તધીરં ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ।
શ ભાે ..

This is the fifth and the last verse in the stotram to be followed by the ફલશ્રુ તઃ , a verse that
states the benefit of reciting the stotram. The preceding verses referred to some incidents

to be found in the puranas. These incidents were used to highlight some qualities of Shiva.

They also mentioned some aspects of His form, like the moon and Ganga on His head. Of

course the references are to His સગુણ aspect or aspect with name and form as Shiva. In

His િનગુર્ણ aspect He is without name, form and qualities. These references brought out the

greatness of the Lord like His compassion, readiness to come to the help of the distressed

etc.. Thus, He destroyed Manmatha because he commited a serious offence. But when

entreated by Rati (Manmatha’s wife) He readily granted his life back. This shows His

infinite compassion. Whatever be the name or form by which we choose to address Him,

be it Shiva or Rama or Hari, we find that His qualities are endearing and draw one to Him.

Shri Kulasekara states this in this popular verse in his Mukundamala (No:18) as follows

વા સલ્યા-દભયપ્રદાનસમયા-દાતાર્ ત-િનવાર્પણાત્
આૈદાયાર્-દઘશાષેણા-દગ ણત-શ્રેયઃપદપ્રાપણાત્ ।
સવે્યઃ શ્રીપ તરેક અેવ સતતં સ ત્યત્ર ષટ્ સા ક્ષણઃ
પ્રહ્લાદશ્ચ િવભીષણશ્ચ કિરરાટ્ પા ચાલ્યહલ્યા ધ્રવુઃ ॥
મ દારભૂતે દારં - મ દારઃ = It is the name of one of the five trees in Indira’s paradise. It is said

to be capable of granting one’s desires like the famed Kalpa tree, also of the paradise ભૂ તઃ
= grandeur, dignity, riches ઉદારમ્ = generous, liberal. So the word મ દારભૂતે દારંmeans that
Lord Shiva is more generous in granting one’s wishes than theMandara tree. SoHe is known

as કામપ્રદઃ - ભક્તે યઃ કામાન્ પ્રકષણ દદાતી ત કામપ્રદઃ । VS(298). He gives all that His devotees

may need in abundance. Shri Vedanta Desika cites the case of Kuchela as an example and

says ધાનામુ ષ્ટમુચે કુચેલમનુયે દત્તે ચ િવત્તેશતામ્ । meaning that He made His devotee Kuchela rich
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as Kubera in return for a handful of pounded rice he offered Him. He is also known as

વરદઃ - અ ભમતાન્ વરાન્ દદાતી ત વરદઃ । VS(330). He grants boons desired from Him. Also

વરદઃ ભક્તાના મષ્ટપ્રદઃ । “વરદં દેવમીડ્ય” મ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(107). And ઉદારઃ - ભક્તાઽભીષ્ટદઃ સવા કૃષ્ટ
ઉદારઃ । “આપ્તતમમુ કૃષ્ટતમ” મ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(315). Saint Sadasiva Brahmendra calls Him as

નતમ દાર - “the wishing tree of heaven” in his songભજ રે ગાપેાલમ્ - Bhaja re Gopalam. Again
he calls Him as સવેકજનમ દરમ દાર - “the Mandara tree planted in the residential quarters of

His devotees” in the song માનસસચંર રે - Manasa sanchara re. We find the mantra નમાે ક્ષે યાે
હિરકેશે યઃ in the eighth anuvaka of Shri Rudram. The explanation states that Rudra, who

can take any form, has assumed the form of trees to help the world. He stands in the form

of Palasa, Bilwa, Peepal and other holy trees which can be used in sacrifices for gaining

heaven and the form of heavenly trees like Kalpaka, Mandara, Parijata etc., which grant

all wishes. So He gets the following names પાિર તઃ - પારમસ્યા તી ત પાિર, સમુદ્રઃ, ત મા તઃ
પાિર તઃ દેવ ક્ષઃ, તદૂ્રપ વાદે્દવાેઽિપ પાિર તઃ, ભક્તજનેષ્ટદ ઇત્યતર્ઃ । SS(264) and ક્ષાણાં પ તઃ - ક્ષા

અશ્વ થાદયઃ, તષેાં પ તઃ વામી । “ ક્ષાણાં પતયે નમ॑ ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(692). The tree is one of the

creations. May be it is in the heaven and so has some special features unlike those found

here in this world. But places like the heaven are only finite. Gods like Indra who rule there

are also finite though they may be known as અમરાઃ . The tree Mandara also has a limited

life. Since it has only a limited life, whatever it can give will also have limited life and

perish eventually giving cause for unhappiness or sorrow. In view of this Krishna names

those who seek petty favours (which are finite only) from Mandara and even gods like

Indra, Brahma etc., as men of small intellect. He says અ તવત્તુ ફલં તષેાં તદ્ભવત્ય પમેધસામ્ ।
BG(7-23). Sankaracharya, in his commentary, points out that અેવં સમાને અિપ આયાસે મામવે
ન પ્ર તપદ્ય તે અન તફલાય, અહાે ખલુ કષ્ઠતરં વતર્ત,ે ઇત્યનુક્રાેશં દશર્ય ત ભગવાન્ । “though there is the

same amount of exertion (in the two kinds of worship), people do not resort to Me so that

they may attain infinite results. Alas! it is very miserable” -thus the Lord expresses His

anguish. This is the reason for calling them as “men of small intellect.” But, unlike the

tree, the Lord is િનત્યઃ eternal as said in verse No. 3. He is not subject to decay etc., as

the tree. So He is capable of granting finite material benefits like good health, wealth etc..

besides liberation or mokSha (i.e.) that is ever lasting or infinite. In fact He is willing to

give Himself to His devotee. મરતઃ પાદકમલ-માત્માનમિપ યચ્છ ત । BH(10-80-11). This idea

is repeated by Shri Kulasekara in his Mukundamala (31)સવે્યે વસ્ય પદસ્ય દાતિર સરેુ નારાયણે
તષ્ટ ત । The infinite thing obviously includes the finite things. The true devotees know this
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and so do not seek benefits that are finite from Him. The Lord is very dear to them and they

are very dear to Him પ્રયાે િહ જ્ઞાિનનાેઽત્યથર્મહં સ ચ મમ પ્રયઃ । BG(7-17). So He naturally takes

care of them. Has not He said તષેાં િનત્યા ભયુક્તાનાં યાેગક્ષેમં વહા યહમ્ ? “To them who are ever

devout, I secure them gain and safety.” BG(9-22). Here યાેગઃ and ક્ષેમઃ “gain and safety” is

explained by Shri Sankara as યાેગઃ અપ્રાપ્તસ્ય પ્રાપણં, ક્ષેમઃ તદ્રક્ષણં, તદુભયં પ્રાપયા મ અહમ્ । . (i.e.)

Gain implies securing what is not already possessed; and safety means preservation of what

is alreday possessed. Shri Sankara adds that while the lesser devotees work themselves for

their gain and safety the true devotees do not. The Lord alone is their refuge. Wherefore

the Lord Himself secures to them gain and safety કેવલં અેવ ભગવચ્છરણાઃ ત;ે અત ભગવાન્ અેવ
તષેાં યાેગક્ષેમં વહતી ત । . Thus the true devotees do not lack anything. If their be any lack,

it is taken care of by the Lord. The safety of their possessions is also taken care of by the

Lord. What more can one desire? They are carefree and therefore relaxed. The Tamil saint

Manikkavachakar said that the Lord was more concerned about him than the mother of

her new born child. He said that He anticipated his needs and fulfilled them. The brahmin

Kuchela was another such devotee. Outwardly he appeared to be very poor but inwardly he

was very rich: he was totally contented and never felt any want યદચૃ્છ ાપેપન્નને વતર્માનાે ગ્ હાશ્રમી
। BH(10-80-7).

મ દરાગે દ્રસારમ્ - મ દરઃ = is the name of a mythical mountainઅગઃ = mountain. ઇ દ્રઃ = the first
or the best (of any class of objects). So the word મ દરાગે દ્રmeans Mandara, the best among

the mountains. સારં = strength. Mandara was used by the gods and demons to churn the

ocean to get the nectar. It is said to be situated adjacent to themountainMeru. મ દરાે મે મ દરઃ
સપુાશ્વર્ઃ કુમુદ ઇ ત અયુતયાજેન િવ તારાેન્નાહા મેરાેશ્ચતુિદશમવષ્ટ ભ ગરય ઉપકૢપ્તાઃ । Of the four sides of

MountMeru stand theMandara, Merumandara, Suparswa and Kumudamountains forming

its buttresses (as it were) and having a length and height of 10,000 yojanas. BH(5-16-10).

Shiva is said to be as strong as Mandara, the best among the mountains. He is unmovable,

like a mountain સવર્ગતઃ સ્થા ઃ અચલઃ - સવર્ગત વાત્ સ્થા ઃ ઇવ સ્થરઃ ઇત્યેતત્ । સ્થર વાત્ અચલઃ
અયં આત્મા । Because He is all pervading, He is stable like a pillar. Because He is stable He

is firm.BG(2-24). The proof is that the mighty Ravana tried to lift His abode Kailasa and

was crushed. But His unlimited strength is not demoniac but it is mellowed with kindness:

so when Ravana realised his mistake and pleaded, He pardoned him and let him go. So He

is known as મહાબલઃ- બ લનામિપ બલવ વાત્ મહાબલઃ । He is stronger than those who are said
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to possess great strength. VS(172)

મહાબલપરઃ- મહદ્બલં શાર રં સામ ય સૈ ય પં વા યષેાં તે મહાબલાઃ, ઇ દ્રાપેે દ્રપ્ર તયઃ તષેાં પરઃ શ્રેષ્ઠઃ પરમેશ્વરઃ
। “તમીશ્વરાણાં પરમં મહેશ્વર” મ ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(604). In fact He is known as અિદ્રઃ- અિદ્રવદપ્રક યઃ,
પરૈરચલ ઇ ત યાવત્ । “તં શા તમચલ” મ ત શ્રુ તઃ । યદ્વા શ્રીશલૈા ણાચલાિદપવર્ત પ વાદિદ્રઃ । શ્રીશલૈ શખરં
દૃ ટ્વા પનુજર્ન્મ ન િવદ્યતે ઇ ત, કા યાં તુ મરણાન્મુ ક્તઃ, મરણાદ ણાચલ મ ત ચ મરણાત્ ॥ “વનાિન
શ ભુ ગરયશ્ચ શ ભુ”િર ત સ્કા દે । “સવા હ્યષે દ્ર” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(856).

મહીધરઃ- મહી ં ગિર પેણ ધરતી ત મહીધરઃ, “વનાિન િવ ગરયાે િદશશ્ચ” (િવ -૨-૧૨-૩૮) ઇ ત પરાશરાેક્તેઃ
। VS(369). He held up Mandara during the churning of the ocean and lifted the Govardana

mountain as Krishna. So He gets the name મહાિદ્ર ક્- મહા તમિદ્ર ગિર મ દરં ગાવેદર્નં ચ અ તમથને
ગાેરક્ષણે ચ તવાિન ત મહાિદ્ર ક્ ॥ VS(180). The fact that He is mightier than the mightiest

and has compassion makes Him the ideal protector. Shri Vedanta Desika has expressed

this idea beautifully in his works અભી ત હેતાેરનવુતર્નીયં નાથ વદ યં ન િવભાવયા મ । ભયં કુતઃ
સ્યાત્ વિય સાનુકંપે રક્ષા કુતઃ સ્યાત્ વિય તરાષેે ॥ (Ashtabhujashtakam - 5) વિય રક્ષ ત રક્ષકૈઃ
િકમ યૈઃ વિય ચારક્ષ ત રક્ષકૈઃ િકમ યૈઃ । ઇ ત િન શ્ચત ધીઃ શ્રયા મ િનતં્ય હરે વેગવતી તટાશ્રયં વામ્ ॥ (Shri

Kamasikashtakam - 8). He asks: “When one is protected by You what use is there of other

protectors? Again, when You are angry and decide to punish someone, what use is there of

other protectors?” This reminds us of the famous incident of Kakasura in Ramayana. The

asura misbehaved with Sita when she was in the forest with Rama. Rama was furious at his

conduct and sent an arrow that chased him wherever he went. He ran to Indra, Brahma

etc., for protection. But they hurriedly turned him away when they learnt that he had

incurred Rama’s wrath and is being hunted by Rama’s arrow. Finally, feeling helpless, he

surrendered to Rama Himself who forgave him readily. This incident was mentioned by

Sita to Hanuman. She said

ત્રીન્ લાેકાન્ સપંિરક્ર ય તમવે શરણં ગતઃ ।
સ તં િનપ તતં ભૂમાૈ શર યઃ શરણાગતમ્ ।
વધાહર્મિપ કાકુ સ્થઃ કૃપયાપયર્પાલયત્ ॥
(Ramayana. Sundara Kanda. 38-32,3).

Great asuras like Ravana obtained wonderful boons from Brahma and other gods. With

those powers they could subdue the three worlds. They were very proud of their powers

and were convinced they were invincible and safe. But in the end they found themselves

helpless when their time was up. Ravana bemoans this fact when he sees his army being
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decimated in the fight with Rama

અહાે સબુલવાન્ રામાે મહદસ્ત્રબલં ચ વૈ ।
યસ્ય િવક્રમમાસાદ્ય રાક્ષસા િનધનં ગતાઃ ।
તં મ યે રાઘવં વીરં નારાયણમનામયમ્ ॥ (Yuddha kanda 72-10,11).

In contrast young devotees like Prahlada were under His protection. They faced trials and

tribulations with the assurance that the Lord will protect them. So no harm could befall

them. We also referred to the episode ofMarkandeya being saved by Shiva from the jaws of

death and mentioned that one of His names is ત્યુ જયઃ SS(123) and SA(71). Shri Ramana
Maharshi explains how the Lord Mrityunjaya saves His devotees from death. He puts it in

a unique way in his work Sat-darsanam. He says

ત્યુ જયં ત્યુ ભયા શ્રતાના-
મહંમ ત ર્ત્યુમપુૈ ત પવૂર્મ્ ।
અથ વભાવાદ તષેુ તષેુ
કથં પનુ ર્ત્યુિધયાેઽવકાશઃ ॥
The Maharshi says that when a devotee seeks the protection of the Lord from fear of

death He protects him by destroying the individual! This sounds alarming and confusing.

But what the Maharshi means is that normally one identifies himself with the body-mind

complex and not the Self that is one’s true nature. Thus the individual feels separate from

the Self which is immortal and not subject to destruction. This separative idea is formed in

the individual’s mind. As long as one cherishes this mistaken notion one is in the grip of the

viscious samsara. He is subject to repeated birth and death. This wrong notion that makes

one to identify himself with the body is known as ahamkara or ego. When one surrenders

himself to LordMrityunjaya who is very much in everyones heart the ahamkara loses itself.

It is only a chimera that thrives as long as one’s ignorance of his true nature persists. The

Lord’s grace confers the wisdom that destroys the ignorance. Consequently the ego gets

stripped of all its coverings and ceases to be the ego. Rid of the ego the Self shines in its

pristine glory. The individual finds his original nature and thus he goes beyond birth and

death. He becomes immortal.

મહાગાૈયર્દૂરમ્- મહા = great ગાૈર = is the name of Parvati મહાગાૈર means great or glorious

Gauriઅદૂરમ્ = close by, not far away દૂર = distant or far off. Gauri or Parvati is the consort

of Shiva and is said to take up half of His body. In view of this it is said here that She is
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not far off from Him. So Shiva is known as અધર્નાર શ્વરઃ- નાયાર્ અધ અધર્નાર , અધર્નાર મ લત
ઈશ્વરઃ અધર્નાર શ્વરઃ । નાયશાેઽધર્મીશ્વરાંશશ્ચાધર્ મત્યતર્ઃ । તદુક્તમાચાયઃ- “પ્રવાલપ્રવાહપ્રભાશાેભમધ
મ વન્મ ણશ્રીમહ યામમધર્મ્ । ગુણસ્યૂતમેકં વપુઃશવૈમ તઃ મરા મ મરાપ ત્તસ પ ત્તહેતુઃ” ઇ ત ॥ “પુ ષં
કૃ ણિપઙ્ગલ મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(437) દેહાધર્કા તઃ- દેહસ્ય અધ વામભાગઃ, કા તાત્મકઃ યસ્ય સઃ દેહાધર્કા તઃ
। ભિવ યાેત્તરપુરાણે- “અધ પ્રવાલ ચરં હિરનીલમધ નાગા જના બરમતાે વરવસ્ત્રમધર્મ્ । કા તાઽળકાધર્મથ
દ પ્તજટાલુમધ િદવં્ય મહઃ સતતમદ્ય તવાશ્રયેઽહમ્” ઇ ત ॥ “દિરદ્રન્નીલલાેહાેત” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(568).

Krishna has said િપતાઽહમસ્ય જગતાે માતા ધાતા િપતામહઃ । BG(9-17). “I am tha father of this

world, the mother, the dispenser of the fruits of action and the grandsire.” That He is both

the father and the mother is symbolised by the Ardhanari form. Kalidasa says this in the

invocatory verse to his great poem Raghuvamsam

વાગથાર્િવવ સં ક્તાૈ વાગથર્પ્ર તપત્તયે ।
જગતઃ િપતરાૈ વ દે પાવર્તીપરમેશ્વરાૈ ॥
“I salute Parvati and Parameswara who are the parents of the universe and who are

inseparably united like the speech and the sense, for obtaining the correct knowledge of

the words and their meaning.” Thus Krishna says that He is both the intelligent cause and

the material cause of the creation. He is કત્રા - િક્રયત ઇ ત કમર્ જગત્તસ્ય કતાર્, “યાે વૈ બાલાક અેતષેાં
પુ ષાણં કતાર્ યસ્ય વૈ તત્ કમર્ સ વેિદતવ્યઃ ।” કાૈ-ઉ-૪-૧૪ ઇ ત શ્રુતેઃ । VS(316). કરણં - જગદુ પત્તાૈ સાધકં
કરણમ્ । VS(378) કારણં - ઉપાદાનં િન મતં્ત ચ કારણમ્ । VS(379) િવકતાર્ - િવિવધં ભવુનં િક્રયતે ઇ ત
િવકતાર્ સ અેવ ભગવાન્ િવ ઃ । VS(381). The material cause is also known as prakriti which

Krishna called as His inferior aspect in BG Chapter 7. Prakriti is also called maya that

deluding power of Iswara માયાં તુ પ્રકૃ ત િવદ્યાન્માિયનં તુ મહેશ્વરમ્ । SVU(4-10). Prakriti is maya

and the Lord Maheswara is in control of it. Krishna says that His maya is very powerful

and very hard to overcome દૈવી હ્યષેા ગુણમયી મમ માયા દુરત્યયા । BG(7-14). “This divine

illusion of Mine, made up of gunas, is hard to surmount.” So He is known as મહામાયઃ -
માયાિવનામિપ માયાકાિર વાત્ મહામાયઃ, “મમ માયા દુરત્યયા” ઇ ત ભગવદ્વચનાત્ । VS(170). Krishna

says that in fact He is both: the intelligent cause and the material cause called prakriti.

Thus મૂલપ્રકૃ તઃ is one of His names મૂલભૂતા પ્રકૃ તઃ મૂલપ્રકૃ તઃ, જગદાિદકારણં, તિન્ન મત્તાપેાદાનત્મકં
બ્રહ્મતે્યતર્ઃ । “તદૈક્ષત, બહુસ્યાં પ્ર યે ત” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ અૈક્ષતે ત ઈક્ષણક ર્ વાિન્ન મત્તકારણ વં, બહુસ્યા મ ત
બહુભવનહેતુ વાદુપાદાન વમ્ ॥ SS(411). Also પ્રકૃ તઃ - જગદુપાદાનભૂતઃ પરમેશ્વરઃ પ્રકૃ તઃ । અયમતર્ઃ
સતૂ્રકારેણ િન શ્ચતઃ ।પ્રકૃ તશ્ચ પ્ર તજ્ઞા, દષૃ્ટા તાનપુરાેધાિદત્યાિદસતૂ્રપ ચકેન । િવ તં ચેદં ભા યકારેણ
સશંયપવૂર્પક્ષપ્રદશર્નપૂવર્કમ્ ॥ SS(570) માયાબીજઃ - માયાયા બીજં કારણમિધષ્ઠાન મ ત યાવત્ । અેવં ચ
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માયાયા અ ય ત વને વા તવતાઽભાવાત્ શ ક્ત વને વાત યાભાવાચ્ચ જગત ઈશ્વરૈક્યબીજ વમપુપદ્યતે ।
“દેવાત્મશ ક્ત વગુણૈિનગૂઢા મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(557). The prakriti mentioned as the mother

is symbolised as the Lord’s consort and is variously called as Parvati, Ambika, Gauri,

Bhavani, LakShmi etc.. પ્રકૃ ત, િવ પત્ની, નારાયણસમા શ્રતા are names of LakShmi to be seen
in LakShmi Ashtottarashatanama stotram. Thus the Lord as brahman is one but, as Iswara

and Devi appears as two. This is stated beautifully in the ઉમામહેશ્વર તાતે્રમ્ (Umamaheswara
stotram) as follows નમઃ શવા યાં નવયાવૈના યાં પર પરા શ્લષ્ટવપુધર્રા યામ્ । I salute the two

Shivas who are eternally young and whose bodies are entwined with each other. Krishna

also adds that we the created beings are in the clutches of prakriti and go through the

cycle of birth and death till wisdom dawns on us but He is beyond it and maya, however

powerful it may be has no influence on Him. So He is known as માયાતીતઃ - માયાયા અતીતઃ
- માયયા વા અતીતઃ । સ વાિદ-ગુણ-સામા ય પ-પ્રકૃ તિવવ જત ઇત્યતર્ઃ । “અતમસ્કમમાય મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥
SS(41). and િનમાર્યઃ - માયાયા િનગર્તઃ િનમાર્યઃ । યદ્યિપ “માયાં તુ પ્રકૃ ત િવદ્યાન્માિયનં તુ મહેશ્વરં” ઇ ત
માયાસ બ દઃ શ્રુ તષુ દૃ યતે, તથાિપ માયાયાઃ ક પત વને વા તવસ બ ધાભાવાત્ ક પતસ બ ધપરેયં શ્રુ તઃ ।
અત અેવ, વ્યક્તા પુ ષઃ પરઃ, અક્ષરા પરતરઃ, અિવદ્યાકાયર્હીનઃ । “અતમસ્ક માય મ” ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(693).

Bartruhari states the fact that the Lord is not in the clutches of maya in his own way in his

Vairagyasatakam.(17)

અેકાે રા ગષુ રાજતે પ્રયતમાદેહાધર્હાર હરાે
નીરાગષેુ જનાે િવમુક્તલલનાસઙ્ગાે ન ય માત્ પરઃ ।
He says that among sensual persons Shiva is unique sharing half His body with His beloved.

It appears from this that as though He cannot bear separation from her even for a second.

But, he adds, that again among the dispassionate there is none superior to Him, unattached

to the company of women.

The prakriti is subservient to Him. This is depicted in our puranas by showing Parvati and

LakShmi as serving the Lord with great dedication. For example, Devahuti, the daughter of

Manu, is said to have served her husband, sage Kardama, with the same delight as Goddess

Parvati looks after Her consort, Lord Shiva િનતં્ય પયર્ચરત્ પ્રીત્યા ભવાનીવ ભવં પ્રભુમ્ । BH(2-23-

1). The following names are thus derived from the facts stated above

પાવર્તીપ તઃ - પવર્તઃ િહમવાન્ તસ્ય પતુ્રી પાવર્તી । તસ્યાઃ પ તઃ । તદુક્તં સતૂસિંહતાય-ં “ સા
શવા ક ણામૂ તજર્ગન્માતા ત્રયીમયી । શવા ભન્ના પરાન દા શઙ્કરસ્યાિપ શઙ્કર ” વેચ્છયા િહમ પુત્રી
વભક્તજનવ સલા, તસ્યાઃ પ તઃ પ્રયઃ પરમેશ્વરઃ ॥ “અ બકાપતય ઉમાપતયે નમાે નમઃ” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥
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SS(24) and અ બકાપ તઃ - પાવર્ત્યાઃ પ્રયઃ અ બકાપ તઃ । “િહર યપતયેઽ બકપતય” ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥
SS(429). Also SA(15) ગાૈર શઃ - ગાૈર શાેઽ બકાપ તઃ ॥ SS(121) શ્રીપ તઃ - અ તમથને સવાર્ન્
સરુાસરુાદ ન્ િવહાય શ્રીરેનં પ ત વને વરયામાસે ત શ્રીપ તઃ । શ્રીઃ પર શ ક્તઃ, તસ્યાઃ પ તિર ત વા, “પરાસ્ય
શ ક્તિવિવધવૈ શ્રૂયત”ે (શ્વ-ેઉ-૮) ઇ ત શ્રુ તઃ । VS(603). શ્રીશઃ - શ્રય ઈશઃ શ્રીશઃ । VS(606) જગ પતા -
જગિન્નમાર્તા- “ઇદં સવર્મ જત”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । SS(36) િવશ્વમાતા - િવશ્વસ્ય માતા વ્યાપી જ્ઞાતા વા । SS(85)

જગદ્ધાતા - જગતાં ધાતા કતાર્ । SS(86) માતામહઃ - માતુઃ િપતા માતામહઃ, ચતુિવધભૂતગ્રામસ્ય પા થવસ્ય
માત થવી, તસ્યાઃ િપતા માતામહઃ । “સ ભૂ મમ જત”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ । થવ્યા મા વે “ઇયં વૈ માત”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ
। SS(615). Devi Gauri is called મહા or great or glorious because of Her greatness. But

one has to remember that She is dependant on Him for Her greatness. Shiva’s greatness is

revealed by the fact that He married Her though She was only the daughter of the mountain

Himavan. This marriage conferred greatness on Parvati and Himavan also. Similarly as

Vishnu Hemarried LakShmi, the daughter of the ocean, and conferred honour on LakShmi

and the ocean also. This is stated symbolically in our puranas. For example, DakShayani

wanted to attend and participate in the sacrifice organised by Her father DakSha. Shiva

told Her not to go and warned that if She disregarded His advice and went to the function

She will meet with humiliation. But She went to the function overriding His advice only to

be met with a barrage of insults in the assembly. Unable to bear the insult, She sacrificed

Her body and was reborn as Parvati. She had to perform severe penance to please Shiva

and married Him again. A similar incidence is narrated in Ramayana also. Sita spent

happy days with Rama in the forest till She saw the the golden deer and became infatuated

with it. She sent Him away from Her to capture it. This invited trouble for Her. The

moment Rama turned His back on Her, Ravana appeared on the scene and carried Her

away to Lanka. She was incarcerated for a long time and suffered greatly સ દૂરદૂરપ્રચારમ્ -
સ દૂરમ્ = red lead દૂર = distant, far off પ્રચારમ્ = going away. That is, Shiva’s complexion is

very red and it outshines the colour of the red lead. Shri Rudram says અસાૈ ય તામ્રાે અ ણ
ઉત બભ્રુઃ સમુઙ્ગલઃ । This says that Rudra is તામ્રઃ = copper coloured, અ ણઃ = rosy, બભ્રુઃ
= golden yellow, સમુઙ્ગલઃ = highly auspicious and beneficient. Only a few can understand

and worship the avyakta or impersonal God. A larger number can contemplate Rudra as

residing on Kailasa. For the benefit of the others, who form the majority of mankind, He

stands in the form of the sun. The sandhya vandana mantra says સયૂર્ આત્મા જગતઃ તસ્થષુશ્ચ =

the sun is the self of the world, movable and immovable. The sun is the most acclaimed and

worshipped power of nature. It is said thatઅસાૈ ય તામ્રાે ઇત્યનને આિદત્યમપુ તષ્ટતે । The votary
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should praise and worship the sun by means of the rik અસાૈ ય તામ્રાે in the Rudram. So તામ્રઃ
- અત્ય ત-રક્ત તામ્રઃ । “નમ તામ્રાય ચ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(572) is one of His names. Also He is

compassionate. The quality is represented by the red colour. So His form is suffused with

that colour. He is known as દયાળઃુ - દયાશીલાે દયાળઃુ । અનને પરમેશ્વરસ્ય યા શા તા તનૂ સવર્હ્લાદ િપણી
સા પ્રદ સતા । “યા તે દ્ર શવા તન”ૂ િર ત શ્રુ તઃ SS(155) સ ધુરા તધીરં- સ ધુઃ = the sea, ocean

રાજન્ = a king or chief. It is used to qualify something very great or glorious. For example

Kalidasa describes the Himalaya as નગાિધરાજઃ in his Kumarasambhava. અ ત = a prefix

used to mean very, too, exceedingly etc ધીરં = strong minded, wise, resolute. સ ધુરા
meaning the chief of the oceans : indicates a mighty ocean. The Lord is very resolute,

wise and strong minded like a mighty ocean. Kalidasa defines ધીરઃ as one who is endowed
with a mind that does not waver even when assailed by deleterious forces that are capable

of perverting it િવકારહેતાૈ સ ત િવિક્રય તે યષેાં ન ચેતાંસે ત અેવ ધીરાઃ ॥ (Kumarasambhava-1-59).

Gita and the upanishads use the word to mean a person of wisdom or discrimination.

દેિહનાેઽ મ યતા દેહે કાૈમારં યાવૈનં જરા ।
તથા દેહા તરપ્રા પ્તધ ર તત્ર ન મુહ્ય ત ॥ BG(2-13).

Just as in this body the Self passes into childhood and youth and old age, so does He pass

into another body. The wise man has no delusions in this regard and so is not troubled in the

mind. Arjuna had delusion in this regard. He admitted in the end that his delusion had been

destroyed as a result of Krishna’s teaching. He said નષ્ટાે માેહઃ તલર્ ધા વ પ્રસાદાન્મયાઽચ્યુત ।
BG(18-73). Again

યં િહ ન વ્યતય ત્યેતે પુ ષં પુ ષષર્ભ ।
સમદુઃખસખંુ ધીરં સાેઽ ત વાય ક પતે ॥ BG(2-15).

Here Krishna says a wise man who is not afflicted by pleasure and pain is fit for immortality.

Such a man of wisdom is called as ધીરઃ and also as સ્થતપ્રજ્ઞઃ, સ્થતધીઃ etc.. The upanishads
use the word ધીરઃ to indicate a man of wisdom and realisation. This example is from

Kathopanishad અેકાે વશી સવર્ભૂતા તરાત્મઅેકં પં બહુધા યઃ કરાે ત । તમાત્મસં્થ યેઽનપુ ય ત ધીરાઃ તષેાં
સખંુ શાશ્વતં નેતરેષામ્ ॥ KU(2-2-12). “The indwelling Lord of all beings; who is one without

the second and has everybody under His control; transforms His one and single entity into

multifarious; those wise persons who always observe (meditate upon) that Lord abiding

in self; (it is they who) enjoy that eternal bliss; not the others.” One other interpretation

of the word is ધીરઃ - િધયં ઈરય ત, િધયં પ્રેરય ત । ઈર = to urge, elevate, bring to life. Thus the

word ધીરઃ means the Lord who is behind the intellect and gives life to it. We worship Him
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through the Gayatri mantra as િધયાે યાે નઃ પ્રચાેદયાત્ । Shiva is known as ગાયત્રીવ લભઃ - ગાય યા
વ લભાે ગાયત્રીવ લભઃ ।ગાયત્રીપ્ર તપાદ્ય ઇત્યથર્ઃ । SS(179). The avaduta sage lists the similarities

between a realised man and the ocean in his conversation with the king Yadhu. The story

is seen in Shri Bhagavata. He says:

મુિનઃ પ્રસન્નગ ભીરાે દુિવગાહ્યાે દુરત્યયઃ ।
અન તપારાે હ્યક્ષાે યઃ ત મતાેદ ઇવાણર્વઃ ॥
સ દ્ધકામાે હીનાે વા નારાયણપરાે મુિનઃ ।
નાે સપત ન શુ યેત સિરદ્ ભિરવ સાગરઃ ॥ BH(11-8-5 and 6).

The conversation is narrated by Krishna in His advice to Uddhava. The avaduta says: The

sage should be placid and profound, difficult to fathom and to cross over, illimitable and

immovable, like the ocean with its mass of waters at rest. And whether he has an abundance

of enjoyable things or he has none, the sage, who has set his heart upon the Lord, neither

overflows nor shrinks, like the ocean on account of the waters of the rivers. These verses

say that a jnani’s mind is clear. He is mature and ગ ભીરઃ deep or profound. Describing the
qualities of Rama, Narada tells the sage Valmiki that Rama was profound like the ocean

સમુદ્ર ઇવ ગા ભીય । (Balakanda-1-17). The sage will appear to be simple, but his depth of

knowledge and maturity cannot be measured: દુિવગાહ્યઃ . Because of his immense wisdom
he cannot be overcome or overpowered. He is firm. He is beyond time and space as he

has found he is અન તઃ and અપારઃ । . અપારઃ means shoreless. A jnani is limitless and all

pervading as he has found his true nature વ પમ્ . He is unshakeable; this refers to his

emotional strength. On this point Krishna says

દુઃખે વનુ દ્વગ્ મનાઃ સખુષેુ િવગત હઃ ।
વીતરાગભયક્રાેધઃ સ્થતધીમુર્િન ચ્યતે ॥ BG(2-56).

His heart is not distressed in calamities. It does not long for pleasures. He is free from

attachment, fear and anger. He is called a sage, a man of steady knowledge.

The sage is not disturbed by his experiences, be they favourable or unfavourable. King

ParikShit was such a person. He was born in the royal family and brought up in the lap of

luxury. He was said to be calm and serene like Lord Shiva પ્રસાદે ગિરશાપેમઃ । BH(1-12-23).

But adversity hit him hard in the form of a curse. He had only seven days left to live. But

though he was initially upset, he gathered his wits and immediately started thinking of what

he should do next. He renounced his kingdom, went to the banks of Ganga and sought the
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advice of sages about what one in his condition should do. The jnani has realised his fulness

પૂણર્ વમ્ . So he has no wants. His sensory experiences are like the rivers: they may bring

in flood waters or may dry up. But the ocean does not swell or shrink in size. It retains its

fullness. This is with reference tomaterial possessions also. So whether he owns all desirable

possessions સ દ્ધકામઃ or has none, he treats both situations like નારાયણપરઃ gifts from God.

Ramayana gives a fine example in Rama for this. He was to be made the king but this was

not to be. He was asked to go to the forest instead. But this sudden change of fortune did

not upset Him in the least. Valmiki says: ન વનં ગ તુકામસ્યત્યજતશ્ચ વસુ ધરામ્ । સવર્લાેકા તગસ્યવે
લક્ષ્યતે ચત્તિવિક્રયા ॥ (Ayodhya Kanda -19-33). No change of mood was perceived in him,-

any more than in a (master) yogi who surpasses all (common) men (because of his having

risen above all pairs of opposites),- even though he was ready to retire to woods and was

renouncing the sovereignty to the globe. The man of wisdom does not become arrogant or

depressed. Rama was said to be like this સવર્દા ભગતઃ સદ્ ભઃ સમુદ્ર ઇવ સ ધુ ભઃ । Bala (1-16).

He was always sought by the righteous even as the ocean by the rivers. The commentators

explain that just as the ocean maintains its level even when rivers flow into it, Rama was

level-headed even though sadhus were regularly calling on HIm. He did not become proud.

It emerges then, that in the case of a man of wisdom real possessions are not material

possessions and adversity is not poverty. Prosperity for him is remembrance of the Lord

and calamity is forgetting Him સપંદાે નવૈ સપંદઃ િવપદાે નવૈ િવપદઃ । િવપદ્ િવ મરણં િવ ણાેઃ સપંદ્
સં મરણં હરેઃ ॥ It is possible that in adversity one’s weakness shows up and all thoughts of

Lord recede into the background. But this does not happen in the case of a true devotee. He

is not daunted by reverses. In fact Kunti, the mother of the Pandavas found from experience

that calamities made her think of Him and so she prayed that she should be regularly visited

by them!

િવપદઃ સ તુ નઃ શશ્વત્તત્ર તત્ર જગદુ્ગરાે ।
ભવતાે દશર્નં ય સ્યાદપનુભર્વદશર્નમ્ ॥ BH(1-8-25).

A jnani has realised his oneness with God. So there is no question of his forgetting Him.

So, let us pray to the great Lord Margabandhu to show us the way. ભજે માગર્બ ધુમ્ ;- ભજે
= I worship મગર્બ ધુમ્ = the Lord Margabandhu. In this verse the poet uses four similies

to glorify Shiva’s generous nature, His strength, His complexion and His wisdom. Talking

about figures of speech one has to note that they are used by poets to highlight some quality

or emphasise some thing. This works all right with the things in the universe (i.e.) with
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finite things. But when one tries to use similies while talking about God who is not finite

but infinite they fail. The desired effect cannot be produced. One cannot find something

equal to or greater than Him. Shri DikShita says this in his poem Varadarajastavam

ય મ જહાત્ય તશયાે ક્તરલંિક્ર ત વં
યનૂાપેમા વમપુમા સમપુૈ ત સવાર્
સૂ મ વભાવકલનાિપ ચ ન પ્રતક્યાર્
તદ્વણર્યા મ ભવતઃ કથમા ભ યમ્ ॥
He says that one cannot describe His beauty directly, or by comparing it with a like object

or by exaggeration. Describing it directly is not possible because His form is very subtle

and cannot be grasped by words. There being none equal to it, one cannot use a simile and

offer a comparison. Also one cannot use exaggeration to highlight His form. For example

Kalidasa says that King Dilipa was tall like a tree સાલ પ્રાંસઃુ : Raghuvamsa (1-13). This

makes nice reading and sounds definitely better than saying that Raghu was exceptionally

tall. But exaggeration will not work when talking about His qualities as nothing can excel

them. Still poets resort to the use of the figures of speech as with the worldly objects while

praising Him. This is done in their enthusiasm to sing His glory and we accept it in the right

spirit.

Meaning of the verse. I worship Lord Margabandhu who is more generous than the divine

Mandara tree, who is stronger than the Mandara mountain, who is close to the great Gauri,

who is of crimson colour and who is more profound than the mighty ocean.

6

૬. અ પ યય વે દ્ર ગીતં તાતે્રરાજં પઠેદ્ય તુ ભ યા પ્રયાણે ।
તસ્યાથર્ સ દ્ધ િવધત્તે માગર્મ યેઽભયં ચાશતુાષેાે મહેશઃ ।
શ ભાે ...
અ પ ય = the name of the author ય વન્ = performer of sacrifices ગીતં = sung તાતે્રરાજં great

poem પઠેત્ = reads યઃ = whoever ભ યા = with devotion પ્રયાણે = during a journey તસ્ય = for

him. અથર્ = wish, desire સ દ્ધઃ = fulfilment, complete attainment િવધત્તે = arranges. મ યઃ =
middle or central part માગર્મ યે on the way અભયં = freedom from fear, security આશુ = fast,

quick તાષેઃ = satisfaction, pleasure, delight. આશતુાષેઃmeans one who is easily pleased મહેશઃ
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= name of Shiva. This verse gives the benefit or the fruit of reciting the poem and is known

as ફલશ્રુ તઃ । ફલંmeans the fruit, the result or the reward. The author says that one who reads
the poem with devotion during a journey will be successful and attain his goal or wishes. In

addition he will feel secure and be protected by the Lord on the way. What is the nature of

the Lord? He is મહેશઃ the Lord of the lords like Indra and Brahma. It is to Him that they all

rush when they are confronted by fear or serious danger. This name was explained in verse

No. 4 where it occurs. But though He is the supreme Lord a devotee can easily please Him

by offering items that can be obtained without difficulty. He is known by following names:

સલુભઃ - પત્રપુ પફલાિદ ભ-ભર્ ક્તમાત્રસમિપતૈઃ સખુને લ યત ઇ ત સલુભઃ । “પત્રષેુ પુ પષેુ તાેયષેુ અક્ર તલ યષેુ
સદૈવ સ સુ । ભ યેક-લ યે પુ ષે પુરાણે મુ યૈ કથં ન િક્રયતે પ્રયત્નઃ ॥” ઇ ત મહાભારતે ॥ VS(817). He

is easily pleased by offering some leaves, flowers or fruits. The lowly woman Sabari could

please Lord Rama by offering Him some fruits she had gathered in the forest. Krishna

accepted with great delight some pounded rice which the poor brahmin Kuchela brought

Him. Shri Krishna says that His devotees can attain the highest results by just offering a

leaf, a flower, a fruit or water પતં્ર પુ પં ફલં તાેયં યાે મે ભ યા પ્રયચ્છ ત । તદહં ભ યપુહૃત- મશ્ના મ
પ્રયતાત્મનઃ ॥ BG(9-26) Shiva is known as: કરવીર પ્રયઃ - કરવીર પ્રય વં શવસ્ય પુરાણાિદષુ પ્ર સદ્ધમ્
। “અેકેન કરવીરેણ સતનેા ય સતને વા । હિર હરં વા સપંજૂ્ય બ્રહ્મભૂયાય ક પત”ે ઇ ત । અનને શવપજૂસ્યાં
સાૈલ યમુક્તમ્ । શવઃ પજૂનીય ઇ ત ચ ॥ SS(326).

ભક્તાનાં સલુભઃ - શવપૂ િદપરાણાં સલુભઃ,શીઘ્રમનુગ્રાહકઃ । તદતર્મવે શવમૂ તગ્રહણમ્॥ SS(484). One

of Shri Lalita’s names also states this fact સખુારા યા - સખુને ઉપવાસાિદ પકાયક્લેશં યેય વ પ-
િનયમનિનબર્ ધાિદકં ચા તરેણા યારા યા ॥ LS(680). Prahlada says that it does not need much

effort to please Him. One need not strain himself and go on pilgrimages etc., in search

of Him ન હ્યચ્યુતં પ્રીણયતઆે બહ્વાયાસાેઽસરુાત્મ ઃ । આત્મ વાત્ સવર્ભૂતાનાં સદ્ધ વાિદહ સવર્તઃ ॥
BH(6-6-19). He is the very Self of every being and He is available everywhere. There is an

apocryphal story that once the author Shri DikShita was preparing to go to a nearby village

on some work when he received information that some people who were ill disposed to

him were hatching a diabolical plot to attack and kill him on the way. The poet composed

this stotram and prayed to the Lord to ensure his safety during the journey. As a result

the enemies could not carry out their plan and Shri DikShita could complete his travel in

complete safety. We too can recite this stotram and be protected by the Lord in our travels.

It is our tradition to mention the ફલશ્રુ તઃ or the fruits of reciting or listening to stotras or
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puranas or other holy texts. This is usually said in the end of the text but sometimes is

mentioned in the beginning of the text or in both places. The purpose of the ફલશ્રુ તઃ is to
interest one in reading or listening to the composition. The author in this case had lead a

religious life. He had built two temples in his native village. He had performed several

sacrifices as is expected of a brahmin. So he gets the appellation dikShita appended to

his name. He also states this fact by calling himself as ય વન્ . The Manusmrithi states that

performing sacrifices is one of the duties of a brahmin અ યાપનમ યયનં યજનં યાજનં તથા । દાનં
પ્ર તગ્રહં ચવૈ બ્રાહ્મણાનામક પયત્ ॥ Kalidasa says that the kings of the solar dynasty tended

the sacrificial fires by means of offerings and honoured the guests also. યથાિવિધ હુતાગ્ ીનાં
યથાકામા ચતા થનામ્ । (Raghuvamsa-1-6). Manu further says that the noble ones should eat

only the remains of this yagna as only it is worth eating. One who cooks for himself eats

sin

અઘં સ કેવલં ભુઙ્ક્તે યઃ પચત્યાત્મકારણાત્ ।
યજ્ઞ શષ્ટાશનં હ્યેત સતામનં્ન િવધીયતે ॥
Krishna talks at length about various kinds of sacrifices in Gita (in chapter IV). He eulogises

the performance of sacrifices by saying

યજ્ઞ શષ્ટા તભૂ ે યા ત બ્રહ્મ સનાતનમ્ ।
નાયં લાેકાેઽસ્યયજ્ઞસ્ય કુતાેઽ યઃ કુ સત્તમ ॥
Eating the ambrosia, the remnant of the sacrifice, they go to the eternal brahman. Even this

world, which is common to all beings is not for one who does not perform the sacrifices

mentioned. How can there be to him another world which can be secured only by superior

means? (BG 4-31). The Lord Himself is called yagna યજ્ઞઃ- સવર્યજ્ઞ વ પ વાદ્ યજ્ઞઃ;“યજ્ઞાે વાૈ
િવ ઃ” (ત-ૈસ-ં૧-૭-૪) ઇ તશ્રુતેઃ।VS(445). Also યજ્ઞઃ-સવર્યજ્ઞ વ પ વાદ્યજ્ઞઃ। “ વં યજ્ઞ વં િવ ”િર ત
શ્રુ તઃ ॥ SS(160). The performance of prescribed duties or what is known as karmas is

necessary to get purification of the mind. This is the necessary first step in the path of

spiritual progress ચત્તસ્ય શદુ્ધયે કમર્ says Shri Sankaracharya in his Vivekachudamani. He

defines such a person who has been regularly performing the sacrifices as noble minded

મહાત્માનઃ અ દ્ર ચત્તાઃ in his commentary (BG-19-13). Anandagiri elaborates the definition

as મહાન્ પ્રકૃષ્ટાે યજ્ઞાિદ ભઃ શાેિધત આત્મા સ વં યષેાં - those whose minds have been purified by

sacrifice etc.. Such a person who is sincere, performs the duties expected of him and is

broad minded is known as આપ્તઃ - આપ્તઃ યથાતર્વક્તા । - a credible, trustworthy person. Such

persons speak from experience. So we need not question their sincerity but accept what they
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say as the truth with complete faith. Thus our tradition saysઆપ્તવાક્યં પ્રમાણમ્ । Great men

act and speak for the good of the world only. They have no axes to grind. King ParikShit

mentions this point when he greets the great sages who had come to see him in his last days

સમાગતાઃ સવર્ત અેવ સવ વેદા યથા મૂ તધરા સ્ત્ર ષે્ઠ । નેહાથવામતુ્ર ચ કશ્ચનાથર્ ઋતે પરાનુગ્રહમાત્મશીલમ્ ॥
The king said “shining like the vedas you have all come together from every quarter. You

have no purpose of your own in this world (to achieve) in this world or in the next, except

doing good to others , which is your innate disposition.” BH(1-19-23). Shri Sankaracharya

also talks about this trait of great men:

શા તા મહા તાે િનવસ ત સ તાે વસ તવ લાેકિહતં ચર તઃ ।
તીણાર્ઃ વયં ભીમભવાણર્વં જનાનહેતનુા યાનિપ તારય તઃ ॥ (Vivekachudamani).

There are good souls, calm and magnanimous, who do good to others as does the spring,

and who, having crossed this dreadful ocean of birth and death, help others also to cross

the same, without any motive whatsoever ગીતં = sung, chanted. The poet says that he had

sung the poem. Does it mean he had not composed it? For example, one of the definitions

of the word ભગવદ્ગ તા is that it was sung or chanted by Krishna: શ્રીમતા ભગવતા ગીતા . This
implies that He was not the author of the work (ન કૃતા ) but was merely repeating what had
been said by someone else earlier. Krishna Himself told Arjuna that He had imparted the

same teaching long back to the Sun (Vivasvat) at the commencement of evolution by Him.

This was then handed down in regular succession among the royal sages (men who were at

once kings and sages). Thus it was an ancient teaching. The text may be different but the

contents are essentially the same. They can be found in the upanishads also. One of the

Gita Dhyana states this:

સવાપિનષદાે ગાવાે, દાેગ્ધા ગાપેાલન દનઃ । પાથા વ સઃ,
સધુીભાક્તા, દુગ્ધં ગીતા તં મહત્ ॥
The upanishads are like the cows. Gopala is the one whomilks them. Partha (Arjuna) forms

the calf. The pure minded one is the partaker and the supreme nectar Gita is the milk. In

the samemanner, in this case also the poet had glorified the Lord by stringing together some

of His attributes. These attributes are to be found in the puranas etc., and so were known

long back. Also the fact that singing the glories of the Lord will confer great benefits is also

known from time immemorial. In the introduction to the Vishnu Sahasranama Bhishma

tells Yudhishtira: I will tell you some of the renowned names of the Lord culled from

various sources (such as the vedas and puranas) by great sages. These names will confer
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all merits યાિન નામાિન ગાૈણાિન િવખ્યાતાિન મહાત્મનઃ । ઋ ષ ભઃ પિરગીતાિન તાિન વક્ષ્યા મ ભૂતયે ॥
Thus, the use of the word “sung” (ગીતમ્) seems appropriate. Why this piece is called તાતે્ર
રા a great or splendid piece of work? In the beginning of Chapter 9 of Gita, Krishna

talks of the knowledge of brahman and to glorify the subject He calls it રાજિવદ્યા રાજગુહ્યમ્
। “the sovereign science, the sovereign secret.” It is called sovereign because it talks of

brahman and not of any lowly subject. It shows the way to wash off one’s sins and attain

brahman. Similarly this stotra glorifies the Lord who is brahman, who is limitless and thus

supreme. It does not talk of some thing that is inferior or perishable like a monarch or gods

like Indra and Brahma who are all in the clutches of time. It says then પઠેદ્ય તુ ભ યા પ્રયાણે
તસ્ય અથર્ સ દ્ધ િવધત્તે । (i.e.) whoever reads this with devotion during a journey, the mission

will be completed successfully. The emphasis is on the word ભ યા - with devotion. This

implies that such great hymns should not be read or chanted mechanically, by rote but with

devotion. One should put his heart and mind in it. Bhishma says so in the introduction to

Vishnu Sahasranama : “Among the dharmas prescribed the one I am going to say namely,

worshipping the Lord by singing His glories with devotion is, I consider the best.” અેષ મે
સવર્ધમાર્ણાં ધમાઽિધકતમાે મતઃ । યદ્ભ યા પુ ડર કાકં્ષ તવૈરચન્નરઃ સદા ॥ This is in reply to King

Yudishtira’s question to him “which among the dharmas or duties you have mentioned is ,

according to you the best?”

કાે ધમર્ઃ સવર્ધમાર્ણાં ભવતઃ પરમાે મતઃ?
Bhakti (devotion) while chanting the names of the Lord is mentioned more than once in

the end after the stotram also. For example it is said:

ભ ક્તમાન્ યઃ સદાે થાય શુ ચ તદ્ગતમાનસઃ । સહસ્રં
વાસદેુવસ્ય ના ામેતત્ પ્રક તર્યેત્ ॥૧૨૫।
ઇમં તવમધીયાનઃ શ્રદ્ધાભ ક્તસમ વતઃ ।
યજેુ્યતાત્મસખુક્ષા ત-શ્રી ત તક ત ભઃ ॥૧૩૨॥
Shri Sankaracharya , in his commentary, says: ભ ક્તમાિનત્યાિદના ભ ક્તમતઃ શચુેઃ
સતતમુદ્યુક્તસ્યૈકાગ્ર ચત્તસ્ય શ્રદ્ધાલાેિવ શષ્ટાિધકાિરણઃ ફલિવશષેં દશર્ય ત । Thus a great deal of

emphasis is laid on devotion and faith. The Lord is અિન મષઃ । always awake VS(215)

and on the look-out for people who have devotion. He has innumerable number of ears,

eyes, mouths etc.. સવર્તઃ પા ણપાદં તત્ સવર્તાેઽ ક્ષ શરાે હમ્ । સવર્તઃ શ્રુ તમા લાેકે સવર્મા ત્ય તષ્ઠ ત
॥ SU(3-6). His (as Ganesa) ears are big and very sensitive. With them He can hear even
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prayers muttered softly. With His long proboscis He can detect even the faintest aroma

of piety. He loves sincere prayers offered by His devotees and blesses them. He has the

name: તવ પ્રયઃ VS(680). This does not mean that He loves adulation. He has no need for

it. It is we who benefit by singing His glories. It was said પઠેદ્ય તુ ભ યા પ્રયાણે તસ્ય અથર્ સ દ્ધ
િવધત્તે માગર્મ યેઽભયંચ આશતુાષેાે મહેશઃ । (i.e.) whoever reads this with devotion during a

journey, the Lord will ensure that the mission is completed successfully. In addition he

will feel secure as he will be protected by the Lord on the way. We noted that the word

પ્રયાણમ્ means departure,or journey. But if we scratch a bit deeper we find that the word

also means death or departure from this world. This latter meaning puts the statement in a

different perspective and introduces a very important topic viz., the last moments of one’s

life and how it is to be managed. Both પ્રયાણકાલઃ and અ તકાલઃ mean the same thing. The
Bhagavatha Purana is very relevant in this context as it deals with this subject elaborately.

It presents case histories of the last moments of many people to illustrate the theories that

are stated in it. This subject is introduced by Krishna at the end of chapter 7 of Gita and

dealt with in detail in the next chapter. He says

અ તકાલે ચ મામવે મરન્મુ વા કલેબરમ્ ।
યઃ પ્રયા ત સ મદ્ભાવં યા ત ના ત્યત્ર સશંયઃ ॥
Who at the time of death, thinking of me alone, leaves the body and goes forth, he reaches

My being; there is no doubt in this. BG(8-5). And;

યં યં વાિપ મર ભાવં ત્યજત્ય તે કલેબરમ્ ।
તં તમવેૈ ત કાૈ તેય સદા તદ્ભાવભાિવતઃ । BG(8-6).

Thinking of whatever Being at the end a man leaves the body, Him alone, O son of Kunti,

he reaches by whom the thought of that Being has been constantly dwelt upon. The word

Being may mean any personal God (ઇષ્ટ દેવતા) (like Shiva or Devi) other than Krishna or

any friend or relative or anything else (may be his house or bank balance or even his pet)

that had been occupying the person’s thought. This is mentioned in the upanishad also.

કામા યઃ કામયતે મ યમાનઃ સ કામ ભ ર્યતે તત્ર તત્ર ।
પયાર્પ્તકામસ્ય કૃતાત્મનિ વહૈવ સવ પ્રિવલીય તે કામાઃ ॥ MU(3-2-2).

An example is to be found in the story of the sage Bharatha that is familiar to all. This

is told in the fifth book of Bhagavatham. The great king ruled over the entire country. It

is because of him that the country has come to be known as Bharatam અજનાભં નામૈતદ્વષ
ભારત મ ત યત આર ય વ્યપિદશ ત BH(5-7-3). The king was - મહાભાગવતઃ a great devotee of
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the Lord. After ruling the country for a long time he handed over the kingdom to his sons

and retired to the forest. There, in the forest, he devoted his time in the worship of the Lord

and derived great satisfaction. But he developed an infatuation for a fawn. His mind got

diverted from the worship of the Lord. He was engrossed in protecting and caressing the

young deer. Even as he was spending his time playing and protecting the deer the hour of

death approached him. He died looking on the deer intently.

તદાનીમિપ-પાશ્વર્વ તનં આત્મજ મવાનુશાેચ તં અ ભવીક્ષમાણાે
ગ અેવા ભિનવે શતમના િવ જ્ય લાેક મમં સહ ગેણ

કલવેરં તમનુ ન તજન્માનુ તઃ
ઇતરવન-્ ગશર રમવાપ ।
As a consequence he was reborn as a deer. BH(5-8-27).Shri Suka says in anguish that

Bharatha, a great devotee, instead of attaining the supreme goal , died like other common

people and was reborn. A person with unfulfilled desires at the time of death gets the birth

suitable to the fulfilment of the desires. So to one who wants to avoid rebirth Krishna says:

ત મા સવષુ કાલષેુ મામનુ મર યુ ય ચ ।
મ યિપતમનાેબુ દ્ધમાર્મવેૈ યસ્યસશંયઃ ॥ BG(8-7)

Therefore at all times you meditate on Me and fight; with mind and reason fixed on Me

you shall doubtless come to Me alone. . Here “fight” means doing one’s alloted duty. This

means that if one thinks of Him in his last moment he will attain Him. “Attaining” means

realising Him by knowing His true nature. Krishna says this a bit later in clarification.

He says – પુ ષઃ સ પરઃ પાથર્ ભ યાલ ય- વન યયા । BG(8-22). That Purusha, O Arjuna!

within Whom all beings dwell, by Whom all this is pervaded, may be won by means of

exclusive devotion. Shri Sankaracharya in his explanation says that “exclusive devotion”

means exclusive devotion, characterised by jnana or knowledge of the self. સ ભ યા
લ ય તુ જ્ઞાનલક્ષણયા અન યયા આત્મિવષયયા । is to be noted. Why should “devotion” should

be characterised by jnana? In answer he refers to what was said earlier (in verse 7-

17). The jnani is the best devotee as he is exclusively devoted to Him તષેાં જ્ઞાની િનત્યયુક્ત
અેકભ ક્તિવ શ યતે Of them (the four types of devotees mentioned in verse No.16) all, the

knower, ever steadfast and exclusively devoted excels. Shri Sankaracharya says that the

wise man knows the truth and so is steadfast. He is exclsively devoted; for none else is seen

deserving of devotion. Attaining Him means liberation from the repeated cycle of birth

and death. Bhishma mentions this fact as he lay dying on the bed of arrows. Krishna was
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present by his side . He prepared to shed his body at the auspicious time since he had the

power to do so. He praised Krishna for His kindness to be present by his side at the crucial

moments. He says:

ભ યાઽઽવે ય મનાે ય મન્ વાચા યન્નામ ક તર્યન્ ।
ત્યજન્ કલવેરં યાેગી મુચ્યતે કામકમર્ ભઃ ॥ BH(1-9-23).

A yogi who casts off his body with his thought fixed on Him through devotion and

chanting His name with his tongue is rid of all hankerings and released from the bondage

of actions. Then Bhishma stopped the wanderings of his senses and praised the Lord

િન સવ દ્રય ત્તિવભ્રમ તુષ્ટાવ જ યં િવ જ જનાદર્નમ્ । BH(1-9-31). The first verse he said in

praise of the Lord shows that he had shed his attachments and he was surrendering his

pure mind to Him

ઇ ત મ ત પક પતા િવ ણા ભગવ ત સા વતપુઙ્ગવે િવભૂ ।
વસખુમપુગતે ક્વ ચદ્ િવહતુ પ્રકૃ તમપુેયુ ષ યદ્ ભવપ્રવાહઃ ॥ BH(1-9-32).

He said that on the eve of his departure from this world he offers his mind which is free from

all thirst for worldly enjoyment to the Supreme Lord. He begins by saying ઇ ત - “thus or in

this manner.” “In this manner” means “in the manner as advised by You.” Has not Krishna

promised earlier that: ” with mind and reason fixed on Me you shall doubtless come to

Me alone?” મ યિપતમનાેબુ દ્ધ-માર્મવેૈ યસ્યંશયઃ ॥ Thus Bhishma said that he was offering his

mind that was free from all hankerings to Him and was thus qualified for liberation. Now,

because such attainment of the Lord is the ultimate goal one can desire, saints pray to Him

to bless them with His thoughts in their last moments. Thus Lilasuka prayed:

વ્યત્ય તપાદ-મવતં સત-બિહબહ,
સાચીકૃતાનન-િનવે શત-વે ર ધ્રમ્ ।
તજેઃ પરં પરમકા ણકં પુર તાત્,
પ્રાણપ્રયાણ-સમયે મમ સિન્નધત્તામ્ ॥
He prays that he should be blessed with the vision of his favourite God Krishna that is

at once bewitching and radiant, and a picture of kindness, standing with His legs crossed,

decorated with a peacock feather tucked in His hair, playing the flute with His slightly

inclined head, in his dying moments. Now, Krishna says that by thinking of Him in one’s

last moments one can escape death and get relief. So can one be “smart” and think of Him

only in his last moments but after leading a wayward or a “busy” life that had left him no time

to think of the world to come? “No,” say our scriptures and saints. The reason is that the
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last moments can be very traumatic for a variety of reasons. As one grows old and infirm his

will power becomes steadily weaker. His subconscious is saturated with numerous thoughts.

These thoughts will take over and his free will will not be able to function. If a person had

laboured hard chasing “success” in life, accumulating wealth and all the appurtenances

that go with it then he would have developed strong bonds with all of them. The thought of

having to leave all those hard earned possessions behind will be hovering in his mind and

be very painful. Thus he will die thinking of his money and perhaps worrying how all that is

going to be managed in his abscence. Or one may be very attached to his family members.

The thought that he will soon be whisked away from them can be very excruciating and

occupy his mind at that critical moment. Or it is possible that one may live long but may

be overcome by debility and sickness in the old age. The suffering can be so intense that

any other thought is rendered impossible. Further no one can predict precisely when the

end will come. So it is not possible to plan and work on thinking of the Lord in the last

moments. Thus, there can be many reasons for not being able to think of Him. So one

should practise thinking of Him right from young age and at all the time possible. In this

way the mind, slowly but steadily, gets saturated with the thought of God. Then there is a

good chance of the thought surfacing at the right time. The wordsઅ તકાલે ચ literally mean

“in the final moments also.” The “also” means, not only the final moments, but also the time

preceding the crucial moments - “all through the life” as then only one can expect to be

blessed with the thought of the Lord. The devotee Kulasekara prays

કૃ ણ વદ ય-પદ-પઙ્કજપ જરા તઃ, અદૈ્યવ મે િવશતુ
માનસ-રાજહંસઃ ।
પ્રાણપ્રયાણસમયે કફ-વાત-િપત્તૈઃ, ક ઠાવરાેધનિવધાૈ
મરણં કુત તે ॥
He prays to Krishna that his mind should now itself surrender to Him. He asks how it

will be possible to think of Him in the final moments when the throat will be choked with

phlegm etc.. and consequently there will be acute suffering. The celebrated vaishnavite

saint Periazhwar makes a similar request. He says that the last moments will be painful. His

physical strength will be depleted. His faculties will not be functioning properly. In such

a situation he will not be able to think of Him. Because of these reasons he says that he

is surrendering to the Lord now itself when the body has strength and mind is functioning

properly. Then what happens to the atheist who keeps himself busy earning for himself,
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his family with no thought of the hereafter and perhaps leads a sybaritic life? It is a sad

situation, say our scriptures. Lord Kapila in His advice to His mother Devahuti gives a

graphical, albeit terrifying picture of the last moments of such a person. He says:

વાયનુાે ક્રમતાેત્તારઃ કફસં દ્ધનાિડકઃ ।
કાસશ્વાસકૃતાયાસઃ ક ઠે ઘુઘુર્રાયતે ॥
(At the approach of death) his eye-balls are shot out by the action of the life-breath trying

to find an exit: his wind-pipe gets choked with phlegm, coughing and breathing cause him

exertion and death-rattle is heard from his throat.

શયાનઃ પિરશાેચદ્ ભઃ પિરવીતઃ વબ ધુ ભઃ ।
વાચ્યમાનાેઽિપ ન બ્રૂતે કાલપાશવશં ગતઃ ॥
Lying (in his bed) surrounded by his sorrowing relations and caught in the noose of Death,

he cannot utter a word even when addressed.

અેવં કુટુ બભરણે વ્યા તત્મા જતે દ્રયઃ ।
મ્રયતે દતાં વનામુ વેદનયા તધીઃ ॥
Thus a man of uncontrolled senses, who is absorbed exclusively in worldly concerns, dies

with a mind afflicted and stupified, and with his relatives standing by, crying with grief.

Further it is said that in the case of such person the memory of the present life slowly fades.

The પ્રાર ધમ્ pertaining to the next birth is ready to take over and the person gets a vision of
the next birth to come. In addition, Sage Kapila says that, the person will also have a vision

of the messengers of Death who have come to lead him away from this world.

યમદૂતાૈ તદા પ્રાપ્તાૈ ભીમાૈ સરભસકે્ષણાૈ ।
સ દૃ ટ્વા ત્ર તહૃદયઃ શકૃન્મતંૂ્ર િવમુ ચ ત ॥
He then sees before him two emissories of Yama, huge in size and menacing with their

terriffic eyes. The sight makes him shudder and evacuate in fear. BH(3-30. 16 to 19). Kapila

says further:

અેવં કુટુ બં બભ્રાણ ઉદર બર અેવ વા ।
િવ જ્યેહાેભયં પ્રેત્ય ભુઙ્ક્તે ત ફલમીદશૃમ્ ॥
Thus a man who lives his life entirely for the pleasure of his body and for the support of his

family is wrenched away from both and subjected to the sufferings of purgatory. BH(3-30-

30).

અેકઃ પ્રપદ્યતે વા તં િહ વેદં વકલવેરમ્ ।
કુશલેતરપાથેયાે ભૂતદ્રાેહેણ યદ્ તમ્ ॥
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The body which a man has nourished by exploiting and inflicting cruelty on other creatures,

he will have to abandon here and go alone to hell with the wages of his sins as his sole asset.

BH(3-30-31).

કેવલને હ્યધમણ કુટુ બભરણાે સકુઃ ।
યા ત વાેઽ ધતા મશ્રં ચરમં પદમ્ ॥
A man who lives in this world merely for supporting himself and his family by thoroughly

unrighteous means will certainly reach Andhatamisra, the hell of utter darkness. BH(3-30-

33).

અધ તાન્નરલાેકસ્ય યાવતીયાર્તનાધયઃ ।
ક્રમશઃ સમનુક્ર ય પનુરત્રાવ્રજેચ્છુ ચઃ ॥
Then attaining again to this world, he passes through various animal bodies one after another

as part of his punishment until, having paid for his sins, he is purified. He is then born again

as a man. BH(3-30-34). Now, let us hear the same thing from the horse’s mouth.Yama

the god of death told the boy Nachiketa:

ન સા પરાયઃ પ્ર તભા ત બાલં, પ્રમાદ્ય તં િવત્તમાેહેન મૂઢમ્ ।
અયં લાેકાે ના ત પર ઇ ત માની, પનુઃ પનુવર્શમાપદ્યતે મે ॥ KU(1-2-6).

Hypnotised by the attraction of wealth he fails to take notice of the other world. For him

the visible world is everything.and there is nothing like the other world (heaven or hell).

Such a person comes within my clutches again and again. Having gone through the above

material about the “last moments” let us seek the answers to the following questions:

1- why does one fear death?

2- when do the “last moments” begin?

3- how shoud one prepare himself for the “last moments?” and

4- how much time the preparations will require?

We will try to answer the questions here.

1- why does one fear death?

One can be expected to fear or abhor or shun some experience if he had had previously

tasted it and found it unpleasant or painful. But death can not be such an event. One could

not have experienced death earlier in this very life and carry on the experience of it in the

same life. We find that even insects try to avoid death. Because of this reason our scriptures
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say that this fear is inherited from previous births. The sage Patanjali mentions this in his

Yogasutras and calls the fear અ ભિનવેશઃ । He says that the fear affects the wise people also.

વરસવાહી િવદુષાેઽિપ તથા ઢાેઽ ભિનવેશઃ । સાધનપાદઃ-૯।
વસ્ય રસને સસં્કારેણવૈ વહતી ત વરસવાહી ।

અિપશ દસમુ ચ્ચતમિવદ્વાંસં તથે ત તચ્છ દઃ
પરા શ ત ।
ઢઃ પ્ર સદ્ધઃ । તથાચ યથાઽિવદુષઃ તથા િવદુષાેઽિપ
વરસવાિહ વહેતનુા ય તીયઃ ય ક્લેશાે ભયાખ્યઃ

પ્ર સદ્ધાેઽ ત સાેઽ ભિનવેશ ઇત્યથર્ઃ । િવદુષામિપ
મરણત્રાસકૃતં ભયમ તી ત ભા યકૃતાેક્તમ્ ।
પવૂર્પવૂર્જન્મસુ
મરણકાલે યત્રાસાે તાે “મા ન ભવૂં ભૂયાસમ”્
ઇત્યુ ક ઠા પાે ભયનામા ત જિનત-સસં્કરમાત્રા-
દિવદુષા મવા- ત્મિવદામિપ સ યતે, ન તત્રાિવદ્યાિદકં
કારણ મ ત ।
2- When do the “last moments” begin?

Suppose a person plans to go on a long trip, say, to Kasi and he had never been there earlier.

One can easily imagine the excitement that wells up in his mind. He will start running

around, gathering all the information about the place. He will start looking for people who

can provide the information, the train fare and numerous other details. All these activities

will be occupying his mind constantly as there will be some associated tension also. He may

be physically present in his home town but his mind has already gone to the other place.

So we may say that the journey begins the moment it is conceived of. The actual travel

is also there and will follow. Similarly our journey begins the moment we start thinking

of the other world.The pilgrimage to Kasi may come through or not: but this journey we

are talking about has to be undertaken by everyone. The details are plunged in mystery.

So it is incumbent on everyone to start knowing the complete details about the travel and

making the preparations. All these are to be done now and without delaying it any further.

It is said that death takes birth along with our birth. BH(10-1-38). Vasudeva points this

out to Kamsa. ત્યુઃ જન્મવતાં વીર દેહેન સહ યતે । અદ્ય વા અ ધશતા તે વા ત્યુવ પ્રા ણનાં ધ્રવુમ્ ॥
From that moment it never leaves us even for a moment. Rama says this to Bharata when

the latter meets him in Chitrakoota. Bharata is inconsolable at all the tragic events that had
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happened in his abscence. His father had died leaving his three mothers widowed, Ayodhya

was plunged in grief and to cap it all his dear brother Rama had been expelled from the

kingdom. Rama consoles him and points out that death is inevitable. There is no use in

grieving over the dead as every one is inexorably moving towards his own end. So Rama

advises him to stop crying over the king who is gone and instead to grieve for himself. અહાે
રાત્રા ણ ગચ્છ ત સવષાં પ્રા ણના મહ । આયૂં ષ ક્ષપય ત્યાશુ ગ્રી મે જલ મવાંશવઃ ॥ Passing days and

nights quickly end the life-span of all living beings in this world, (even) as sunbeams suck

up the water in summer.

આત્માનમનુશાેચ વં િકમ યમનુશાેચ સ ।
આયુ તુ હીયતે યસ્ય સ્થતસ્યાસ્ય ગતસ્ય ચ ॥
Grieve for yourself (alone), why do you grieve for another? In fact, the life-span of each and

every creature, whether staying (at home) or departed (for another place), gets shortened

(every moment).

સહૈવ ત્યુવ્રર્જ ત સહ ત્યુિનષીદ ત ।
ગ વા સદુ ઘર્મ વાનં સહ ત્યુિનવતર્તે ॥
Death ever walks with us (when we are walking) and remains seated with us (while we are

sitting). (Nay,) having travelled a very long distance (with us) death returns with us (on

our return). (Ayodhya Kanda -105-20, 21 and 22). Thus, one has to be alive to the fact

that death is shadowing us. Because of this reason there has to be a sense of urgency and

every moment has to be considered as the last moment. This is where the glory of Shrimad

Bhagavatham becomes evident. If Ramayana teaches us the art of living then Shrimad

Bhagavatham becomes an excellent treatise on the art of dying. This is because this purana

gives in detail the answer to the third question: 3- How shoud one prepare himself for the

“last moments?” This is one of the two questions asked by the king ParikShit to the sage

Suka as the king is left with just a week to live. He asks:

અતઃ ચ્છા મ સં સ દ્ધ યાે ગનાં પરમં ગુ મ્ ।
પુ ષસ્યેહ યત્ કાય મ્રયમાણસ્ય સવર્થા ॥
“I enquire of you, the greatest preceptor of the Yogis, the character and the means of

the highest realisation. What should be done under all circumstances by a man who is on

the verge of death?” BH(1-12-37). The answer to the questions is given in the Book II of

Bhagavatam and has been elaborated in the further Books also. This is similar to what is
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said in chapter 8 of Gita. We have seen that those who are soaked in samsara and lead a

Bohemian life get inferior births. Those who perform their duties and rituals with desires

સકામ કમાર્ get births suitable for the fulfilment of the desires. Those who perform desireless

karmas િન કામ કમાર્ and also upasana (which includes offering prayers, worship of the Lord
in any particular form etc.) form the next higher category. Krishna advises that such people

should, at the time of departure, cut off all attachments. Then they should concentrate on

the Lord in His cosmic form as Virat Purusha or Viswarupa Iswara and leave the body.

They attain liberation in stages called ક્રમમુ ક્તઃ ।
પ્રયાણ કાલે મનસાઽચલને ભ યા યુક્તાે યાેગબલને ચવૈ ।
ભ્રવુાેમર્ યે પ્રાણમાવે ય સ યક્ સ તં પરં પુ ષામપુૈ ત િદવ્યમ્ ॥ BG(8-10) .

But a person of wisdom - jnani- who has realised his true nature does not worry about death

as it is meaningless to him. He is free and liberated - મુક્તઃ । He is totally detached from

the body. The celebrated Tamil saint Pattinaththar presents this matter in his own unique

rather blunt way. The body by itself is inert only. It is the presence of the consciousness in

it that keeps it alive. Thus the only difference between a living body and the dead one is the

presence of the animating life in the living body. And sooner or later the living body will

also become dead or a corpse. So the saint, who was the personification of detachment, calls

it as the “will-soon-be-dead” corpse! Or to put it in his language one is a dead corpse and the

other a “will-soon-be-dead corpse” only. If one accepts this truth then one need not grieve

over death. This is a well known fact only, but comes as a rude revelation. He is amused at

the sight of a group of people surrounding a dead body and crying over it. He asks Lord

Shiva at the famous Kanchipuram temple “O Lord! whence is this confusion; some will-

soon-be -dead corpses falling and crying over a dead-corpse?” A pregnant, though a very

disturbing one, statement that leaves us much to ponder.

4- How much time the preparations will require?

The “preparation” is for escaping death and it is meaningful only for one for whom “death”

has meaning. As pointed out earlier “death” is irrelevant for a person who has gained

wisdom. “One can escape death only by knowing Him. There is no other way to escape

death.” So assert the shahtras. તમવે િવિદ વા ત ત્યુમે ત ના યઃ પ થા િવદ્યતેઽયનાય ॥ SU(3-8).

Thus the one who has gained wisdom is clear that death can destroy only the body and not

him. So he has no fear of death. Yama-the Lord of death says this to the boy Nachiketa
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who sought wisdom from him:

અશર રઁ શર રેષુ અનવસ્થે વવ સ્થતમ્ ।
મહા તં િવભુમાત્માનં મ વા ધીરાે ન શાેચ ત ॥
The wise person does not grieve. He knows that the all-pervading, the greatest Supreme Self

is present without body among all the perishable bodies. KU(1-2-22). Thus the preparation

is relevant only to others who are in various stages of spiritual progress. They have to gain

wisdom first to be able to reject death. This is illustrated by the story of Markandeya. He

was a devout worshipper of Lord Shiva. He knew death was imminent. When the hour of

death approached he embraced Shiva (who is the very embodiment of knowledge) implying

he got wisdom and with the wisdom rejected death and as a result he became immortal.

The question now becomes how long does it take to gain wisdom about ourselves.

Unfortunately Krishna says it is a very long process and may involve many births બહૂનાં
જન્મના-મ તે જ્ઞાનવાન્ માં પ્રપદ્યતે । વાસદેુવઃ સવર્ મ ત સ મહાત્મા સદુુલર્ભઃ ॥ BG(7-19). At the end of

many births, the man of wisdom comes to Me, (realising) that Vasudeva is the all: he is the

noble-souled, very hard to find. Shri Sankaracharya explains in his commentary that these

many births are required to gain the mental maturity to make him fit enough to acquire

and assimilate the supreme wisdom that liberates him. બહૂનાં જન્મનાં જ્ઞાનથર્સસં્કારાશ્રયાણાં અ તે
સમાપ્તાૈ જ્ઞાનવાન્ પ્રાપ્તપિરપાકજ્ઞાનઃ માં વાસદેુવં પ્રત્યગાત્માનં પ્રત્યક્ષતઃ પ્રપદ્યતે । He then realises the goal

to be reached is Vasudeva who is the inner self of all. Why such a person is extremely rare

to find? Krishna had said earlier: મનુ યાણાં સહસ્રષેુ ક શ્ચદ્યત ત સદ્ધયે । યતતામિપ સદ્ધાનાં ક શ્ચન્માં
વે ત્ત ત વતઃ ॥ BG(7-3). Just one man among thousands strives to win the knowledge: among

those who know and strive, only one comes to know Me in truth. What is the reason for

this unfortunate situation? Why are people not interested in the path of knowledge that

assures them liberation? The reasons can be many. One is that we have tenanted the body

in innumerable births and have become attached to it. The attachment is so great that we

have come to take the body to be ourselves. It sounds preposterous to hear that we are not

the body, but something occupying it. It is naturally difficult, almost immpossible to shake

off the attachment that we have so assiduously nourished over such a long time. Secondly

all the talk about the other world and liberation etc., sounds very theoretical. Things like

heaven and God appear nebulous and remote. What they are said to offer is not certain. So

one tends to prefer the bird in the hand and not the promised land. We do not come across
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any who had been there and could narrate their experiences. All that we hear about is only

culled from various books. Thus it is very difficult to get a lively interest in the subject.

Then there are enough discussions on other mundane topics that can veer us away from the

subject. The influences of the media, the alien religions, the many incidents that happen

around us and some of our own experiences add to the scepticism and help to slacken

what little interest one might have developed in the subject. Then the preparatory steps

that one is expected to go through to become a qualified student for taking up the study of

vedanta can be daunting. They too can put off one from taking serious interest in the subject.

Because the steps known as સાધન ચતુષ્ટયસપં ત્તઃ or the four fold qualifications include things
such as control of the mind to curb its wandering tendencies so that it becomes focussed

on a subject, control of the sense organs so that they become disciplined, detachment to

the pleasures of the world. Thus the reasons why people are not interested in the topic of

liberation can be many. One is busy during the active part of the life. The general tendency

is to put off religion for the post retirement period. But then it may be too late! Old

age will bring with it its own problems. So Shri Sankaracharya wails: બાલ તાવત્ ક્ર ડાસક્તઃ
ત ણ તાવત્ ત ણીસક્તઃ । દ્ધ તાવ ચ્ચ તાસક્તઃ પરેબ્રહ્મ ણ કાેઽિપ ન સક્તઃ ॥ So our scriptures

advise one to start the practices early in life before one gets sucked into the whirlpool of life.

Prahlada tenders this considered advice to his friends: કાૈમાર આચરે પ્રાજ્ઞાે ધમાર્ન્ ભાગવતાિનહ ।
BH(7-6-1). When young the mind is fresh, receptive to advices and is not yet polluted by

the pulls and pushes of the world. Kalidasa mentions that the kings of the solar dynasty,

about whom he writes in his great work Raghuvamsam, acquainted with this subject even

when young. He says શશૈવેઽ ય તિવદ્યાનાં (1-7). Our tradition says that only that learning that
leads to liberation can be called education. સા િવદ્યા યા િવમુક્તયે । Shri Sankaracharya also

defines education as આત્મનાે બાેધઃ while commenting on the popular verse beginning િવદ્યા
િવનયસપંન્ને બ્રાહ્મણે ગિવ હ તિન । BG(5-18). It is knowing about Self. Thus Devi (LakShmi,

Lalita) is called Vidya િવદ્યા । The commentator’s explanation is: માેક્ષપ્રદજ્ઞાન વ પ વા દ્વદ્યા ।
(Lalita Sahasranamam. No 549). Other subjects are learnt only to eke out a living. They

will not be useful beyond a point of time. Thus they are inferior. So a wise person will not

fail to give utmost importance to this subject.This is said in our upanishads

દ્વે િવદ્યે વેિદતવ્યે ઇ ત હ મ યદ્બ્રહ્મિવદાે વદ ત પરા ચવૈાપરા ચ ।
તત્રાપરા ઋગ્વેદાે યજુવદઃ સામવેદાેઽથવર્વેદઃ શક્ષા ક પાે વ્યાકરણં
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િન કં્ત છ દાે જ્યાે તષ મ ત । અથ પરા યયા તદક્ષરમિધગ યતે ॥
MU(1-4 and 5).

These mantras say that there are two Vidyas worth knowing to men - Para and Apara.

Out of these two; the vedas, and all their branches through which one can gain the worldly

and otherworldly enjoyments is the inferior one and is called Apara Vidya. Para or the

superior one is that through which the imperishable brahman is known. Yama also tells

this to his student Nachiketa: શ્રેયશ્ચ પ્રેયશ્ચ મનુ યમેત તાૈ સપંર ત્ય િવિવન ક્ત ધીરઃ । KU(1-2-2).

He says that two paths present themselves before every one. One is called sreyas i.e., the

one that offers release from all miseries for ever and the other is called preyas i.e., the

means of obtaining the pleasures of this world. The wise person prefers the former viz.,

sreyas in comparison to preyas. The Tamil saint Tiruvalluvar also points this out in his

great work Tirukkural. He asks what profit have those derived from learning if it does not

lead to the worship of the Lord who is possessed of pure knowledge? But generally all

these warnings and advices fall on deaf ears. Consequently we have to take the long path

for salvation. The story of Gajendra, the elephant narrated in the eighth book of Bhagavata

illustrates this point. The elephant symbolises one covered with ignorance. The elephant has

a large family comprising of she elephants and baby elephants - a typical samsari. He was

“enjoying” the life. He was afflicted with the heat and entered a lake full of fragrant waters.

The fragrant waters represent the vAsanAs or the latent tendencies accumulated in previous

births. He enjoyed a refreshing bath, sprayed the cool waters on the female elephants as

well as their young ones and made them also drink. This he did out of attachment to his

own herd. Shri Suka adds - like a householder યથાગ્ હી । Such a one steeped in samsara

normally does not imagine there can be trouble around the corner. Thus the elephant could

not foresee the imminent problem - નાચષ્ટ કૃચ્છ્રં કૃપણાેઽજમાયયા । . A crocodile - representing

kala - caught hold of the elephant. The elephant struggled hard to free himself but did not

succeed. The gods looked on the struggle without coming forward to help. The struggle

went on for thousands of years. This long time represents the numerous births one wrapped

in ignorance has to take. The elephant found that his family members left him one by one

. He was left alone, drained of energy and helpless. At this point the distraught animal

cried to the Lord for help. Indra, Brahma and similar gods did not respond as they too

are in the grip of time. The appearance of the Lord shows the dawn of wisdom. He killed
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the crocodile and released the elephant meaning that with the gaining of wisdom one is

released from samsara or the cycle of birth and death.

Shri Suka gives another example of the king Khatwanga of the solar dynasty. He was very

powerful and on several occassions had helped the gods in their fights against the asuras.

Once, after such a fight the devas wanted to offer a favour in return for the help they have

received from the king. The only favour the king wanted was to know the duration of life

remaining. Much against their will the devas had to inform him that he had only about an

hour to left to live. The king at once rushed back to earth, renounced every thing, meditated

on the Lord in that brief period of time and got liberation

ખડ્વાઙ્ગાે નામ રાજ ષઃ જ્ઞા વેયત્તા મહાયષુાઃ ।
મુહૂતાર્ત્ સવર્મુ જ્ય ગતવાન યં હિરમ્ ॥ BH(2-1-13).

Most appropriately Shri Suka calls the king રાજ ષઃ or royal sage, a saint like king. How can

this be possible when Krishna had said that one can get liberated only after repeated births?

The answer lies in the fact that one has to take several births before coming to the path of

devotion: but having stepped into the right path he will get births suitable for his spiritual

progress

તત્ર તં બુ દ્ધ-સયંાેગં લભતે પાવૈર્દેિહકમ્ ।
યતતે ચ તતાે ભૂયઃ સં સદ્ધાૈ કુ ન દન ॥ BG(6-43).

Krishna says that in his new birth he gains touch with the knowledge that was acquired

in the former body. He strives with greater vigour than that with which he strove before

for perfection. Thus the progress continues and does not stop till one gains wisdom

mentioned in our shastras. At that stage one’s preparations are over. Thus the king too

was making progress. He got birth in the right environment i.e., the solar dynasty. He got

the right education even as a child just like Kalidasa said of the kings of the solar dynasty

શશૈવેઽ ય તિવદ્યાનામ્ । The story of Khatwanga is told in book nine of Bhagavatha. The king,

on being informed of the short span of life left did not panic or get agitated: but was smart

enough to take appropriate steps without delay. He said that even as a child he knew what

was reality and was not attached to sense pleasures offered by his vast kingdom. Thus,

thanks to the right education he had received in his early days he had wisdom. He could

renounce his kingdom etc., without hesitation and sit in meditation. These characteristics

were also typical of the kings of solar dynasty i.e., યથાકાલપ્રબાેિધનાં they were alert at all
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times when vigilance was called for and then at the end (of their lives) they abandoned

their bodies by means of meditation યાેગનેા તે તનુત્ય મ્ . This is mentioned by Kalidasa in
his Raghuvamsam. No wonder, then the king got the result he wanted in a short time. Shri

Suka gives the example

of a great monarch to king ParikShit: not that of an ordinary person or a sanyasi so that

ParikShit will get confidence that even a king like himself who had lived in the lap of

luxury could work and get liberated in a short time. But in his case ParikShit had one full

week to get freedom. So Shri Suka advises him to shed fear first as there was ample time.

Then it was said that the one who reads the stotram with devotion will feel secure as he

will be protected by the Lord on the way. માગર્મ યેઽભયંચ આશતુાષેાે મહેશઃ । It was stated

earlier that our journey has already started and so we are on the way. The question, now,

is how can reading the stotram with devotion confer security on the way? This becomes

more relevant as the upanishads say આન દં બ્રહ્મણાે િવદ્વાન્ । ન બભે ત કદાચને ત । the person

having experienced the bliss of brahman ever fears not. (TU-II-4-1) that only by realising

the Self one can shed his fears. We are long way from realising brahman. We very much

seek security. We have the constant fear that the things that we consider as contributing to

our security may get damaged or destroyed or leave us. Thus we worry about sickness, loss

of money, friends or relatives etc.. The remedy for this feeling of insecurity is to realise

that all these listed above can not last for ever. Either they will leave us or we will have to

leave them some day. Everyone knows this but wants them to last for ever. Thus we want

the body to be youthful and last for ever. One is unwilling to grow old and end one’s days.

Being insecure themselves nothing on the earth can confer security.This is a fact and has to

be accepted howsoever bitter this may be. But strangely no one is prepared to accept this.

Acceptance requires wisdom and it is not got in a day. It is a difficult process. The recital of

the stotrams and other texts like the puranas pave the way for gaining the knowledge. They

describe the endearing qualities of the Lord in a manner that will make our heart turn to

Him. Once He gains entry into our heart He clears the accumulated sins and brings in the

wisdom. Krishna has given this assurance in Gita (10-10) તષેાં સતત-યુક્તાનાં ભજતાં પ્રી ત-પવૂર્કમ્
। દદા મ બુ દ્ધ-યાેગં તં યને મામપુયા ત તે ॥ “To these, ever devout, worshipping Me with love, I

give that devotion of knowledge by which they come toMe.” Thus devotion develops where

even the seed of it was absent earlier. This is the power of listening to His

glories
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યસ્યાં વૈ શ્રૂયમાણાયાં કૃ ણે પરમપૂ ષે ।
ભ ક્ત પદ્યતે પુંસઃ શાેકમાેહભયાપહા ॥ BH(1-7-7).

Such devotion dispels grief, infatuation and fear. Shri Suka lays stress on the fact that this

happens even one decides to listen to the Lord’s stories (શ્રૂયમાણાયામ્ ) leaving us to imagine
what benefits it can confer when one actually takes to listening to them. Shri Vedanta

Desika states this clearly in his poem Abhitistavam (5).

He says:

ભવ ત મહ યઃ વધીિનયતચેતનાચેતનં
પનાય ત નમસ્ય ત મર ત વ ક્ત પય ત વા ।
ગુણં કમિપ વે ત્ત વા તવ ગુણેશ ગાપેાિયતુઃ
કદાચન કુતશ્ચન ક્વચન તસ્ય ન સ્યાદ્ભયમ્ ॥
He says that one who praises the Lord or salutes Him or remembers Him or recites hymns

about Him or circumambulates Him or knows about at least one of His attributes does not

encounter fear of any kind at any time from anyone at any place. This is repeatedly stated

towards the end of Vishnu Sahasranama stotram in the ફલશ્રુ તઃ . It is said ન ભયં ક્વ ચદા ાે ત
વીય તજેશ્ચ િવ દ ત and ભયાન્મુચ્યેત ભીત તુ મુચ્યેતાપન્ન આપદઃ । and જન્મ ત્યુજરાવ્યાિધભયં નવૈાપે યતે
। . This was what happened to the king ParikShit when he listened to Shri Bhagavatham.

The experience totally transformed him. He shed the fear of death, gained wisdom and

got release. God grants us the wisdom that removes the fear. So he is called ભયાપહઃ -
ભયં સસંારજં પુંસામપઘ્નન્ ભયાપહઃ । VS(935). But there may be fear from foes and elements

etc.. God removes them also. Shiva is known as સહાયઃ - બ્રહ્માદ નામ યાપ કાલે રક્ષક ઇત્યથાર્ઃ ।
SS(762). He protects even gods like Brahma in times of danger. Lalita is called ભયાપહા -
ભયાિન જલસ્થલાિદપ્રયુક્તાદ િન સવાર્ યપહ તી ત ભયાપહા । “આન દં બ્રહ્મણાે િવદ્વાન્ન બભે ત કુતશ્ચને ત”
શ્રુતેઃ । તથા ચ વાયપુુરાણે “અર યે પ્રા તરે વાિપ જલે વાિપ સ્થલેઽિપ વા । વ્યાઘ્રકુ ભીરચાેરે યાે ભયસ્થાને
િવશષેતઃ । આિધ વિપ ચ સવષુ દેવીનામાિન ક તર્યે”િદ ત । We do not realise the fact that He is

never away from us even for a moment. We are used to looking out for security and not

within. The devout Pandavas knew that they could get His help readily whenever it was

needed. Kunti, the mother of Pandavas, acknowledged this fact gratefully. She said:

િવષાન્મહાગ્ ેઃ પુ ષાદદસાર્દસ સભાયા વનવાસકૃચ્છ્ર તઃ ।
ધે ધેઽનેકમહારથાસ્ત્રતાે દ્રાૈ યસ્ત્રતશ્ચા મ હરેઽ ભર ક્ષતાઃ ॥ BH(1-8-24).

She said that Krishna protected them from poison, from a conflagration, from the look of
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man-eating demons, from the assembly of evil people (Duryodhana and his associates),

from the many perils met during their stay in the forest, from the missiles of many great

warriors (like Bhishma, Drona etc..) in every battle and lastly from the missile discharged

by Aswatthama (the son of Dronacharya). The gopis also stated that Krishna saved them

time and again from death from poisonous water, demons in various disguises, showers,

storm and lightning and other perils

િવષજલા યયાદ્ વ્યાલરાક્ષસાદ્ વષર્મા તાદ્ વૈદ્યુતાનલાત્ ।
ષમયાત્મ દ્ િવશ્વતાેભયાદષૃભ તે વયં ર ક્ષતા મુહુઃ ॥ BH(10-31-3).

Thus the truly devout people never miss Him and are , therefore do not feel insecure on

the way. The “way” or માગર્ઃ may be viewed allegorically also. Our scriptures talk of many
ways to worship Him. These are meant for people with differing tastes based on their

temperaments. The Shiva-Mahimna Stotram says this:

ત્રયી સાખં્યં યાેગઃ પશપુ તમતં વૈ ણવ મ ત
પ્ર ભન્ને પ્રસ્થાને પર મદમદઃ પ ય મ ત ચ ।
ચીનાં વૈ ચ યાદજુૃ-કુિટલ-નાનાપથજુષાં
ણામેકાે ગ ય વમ સ પયસામણર્વ મવ ॥ (7).

There are different paths (of realisation) as enjoined by the three vedas, Samkhya,

Yoga, Pasupatha doctrine and Vaishnava shastras. People follow different paths and each

considers some particular path to be the proper one. This is because of the difference in

their temperaments. But ultimately they all reach You only just as the rivers enter the ocean.

Krishna says that all paths of worship lead to Him only and It is He who rewards them, just

in the way they seek Him

યે યથા માં પ્રપદ્ય તે તાં તથવૈ ભ યહમ્ । મમ
વત્માર્નવુતર્ તે મનુ યાઃ પાથર્ સવર્શઃ ॥ BG(4-11).

Shri Rudram salutes Lord Shiva who is in the form of various paths. It says - પથીનાં પતયે નમઃ
। પથીનાં =શાસ્ત્રાેક્ત દ ક્ષણાેત્તર- તીય-માગાર્ણાં પ તઃ । This says that Rudra is the protector of the

three paths described in the sastras. Later It again says: નમઃ સ્રુત્યાય ચ પ યાય ચ । salutation to

Him who is in the narrow foot paths and in the broad highways સ્રુ તઃ વ પાે દેવલાેકમાગર્ઃ, પ થા
બ્રહ્મલાેકમાગર્ઃ । The narrow path indicates tortuous religious beliefs and practices. Krishna

talks about this

મૂઢગ્રાહેણાત્મનાે ય પીડ્ય િક્રયતે તપઃ ।
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પરસ્યાે સાદનાત વા તત્તામસમુદાહૃતમ્ ॥ BG(17-19).

The penance which is performed obstinately, with self-torture, or for the purpose of ruining

another is declared to be Tamasic. The broad and firm ways represent the beliefs and

practices inculcated by the great teachers. They are the safe ways and are intended to

be trodden by the common people મહાજનાનાં યનેગતઃ સ પ થાઃ says Mahabharatha. Saint

Thiagaraja talks about this in his famous song “Sakkani raja margamu undaga.” He asks

“when there is the well-laid king’s highway of devotion to God, why do foolish people stray

into hard, tortuous and thorny footpaths and suffer?” Saint Manickavachagar has stated the

same idea in his Tiruvachagam. He says “I was straying in the company of fools who did

not know the path to liberation. The Lord pointed out to me the path of devotion and how

to shake myself free from my past acts. He flushed out the impurities in my mind. He

made me Shivam or the auspicious one and ruled me with grace. Oh! who had received

in full measure the bounty God has showered on me? I mistook the wrong paths to be the

right ones. He prevented me from following the small pathways and showed me the broad

ones for obtaining His divine grace.” Again Shri Rudra says નમ ઇિર યાય ચ પ્રપ યાય ચ ।
Salutation to Him who abides in saline tracts and in trodden pathways.

ઇિર યાય Irinyaya: signifies arid tracts and has a refernce to samsara. પ્રપ યઃ બહુ ભિહ સિેવતાે
માગર્ઃ પ્રપથઃ, તત્ર ભવઃ પ્રપ યઃ । “નમ ઇિર યાય ચપ્રપ યાય ચ”ે ત શ્રુ તઃ SS(346). Prapathyaya: pathway
trodden or resorted to by many. The Lord helps all who seek Him by following various

paths. He says: મ ચ્ચતઃ સવર્દુગાર્ ણ મ પ્રસાદાત્તિર ય સ । Fix your heart in Me. You shall, by My

grace, cross over all difficulties. So let us latch on to Him and win His grace.

Thus we have come to the end of this gem of a poem. Quotations from various sources have

been given to stress the point that the Lord is one but known by various names and forms.

We can find that though this is a small piece of work it condenses in itself the gist of vedantic

truth and is very suitable for regular recitation. I submit this commentary of mine at the feet

of my preceptor Shri Vedanta Desikachariar Swami. He litererally flodded me with ideas

on this poem But my bird brain could retain only an iota of what he communicated to me.

I trust this work will receive the approval of the readers. Namaste. Om Tat Sat.

Translation and commentary is written by N. Balasubramanian (Copyright)
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